An evaluation of the Research and Development Centers and the Regional Educational Laboratories of the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) was conducted by an outside analyst brought in in September 1991 by then Assistant Secretary Diane Ravitch. The Research and Development Centers have been one of the primary sources of federally supported education research for nearly 30 years. This analysis of the nature and quality of the research they produce indicates that the overall quality of the research is mixed. However, excellent educational research has been, and can be, produced by these centers. Steps to ensure this are summarized. At present, development seems to be emphasized less among center activities. A similar look at the types and quality of research and development at the regional educational laboratories analyzed activities since 1985. This undertaking is more complicated than the previous evaluation because the laboratories have not always been as explicitly and directly focused on research and development as the centers. Over time, their missions and operation have changed enough so that OERI would do well to reconsider the role of these laboratories and to look into the provision of research-based technical assistance that may be available elsewhere. Suggestions for improving the laboratory system are given. Appendixes include the curriculum vitae of the author, a list of centers and laboratories, and a reply to comments on the report by the chair of the Organization of Research Centers. Six figures illustrate the discussion. (SLD)
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INTRODUCTION
Despite the periodic concerns about the educational research funded by the federal government, it is almost impossible to find any indepth assessments of the quality of that work. In general, government employees usually focus on identifying appropriate research topics, ensuring a fair and impartial review of the proposals, and funding the best proposals. In addition, efforts are made to monitor the progress of the grants and contractors—which may or may not include inspection of the work underway. The procurement process is closely supervised by both program and budget specialists within the U.S. Department of Education. But much less attention paid to assessing systematically the quality of the commissioned work once the research project has been completed. Perhaps an implicit assumption often is that if you fund a well-designed research project undertaken by a competent scholar, there is less need to scrutinize the final product. As a result, there have been little, if any, detailed investigations of the quality of educational research submitted by federal grantees and contractors.

The relative lack of systematic assessment of the quality of research finally produced is not confined to the U.S. Department of Education—it tends to reoccur throughout much of the federal government. For example, the Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs in the Department of Health and Human Services often did not make much serious use of the final research or evaluation reports submitted by grantees or contractors—let alone examine carefully and critically the quality of those final products on a
regular basis.\textsuperscript{1} Given the widespread, though often erroneous, perception among many policy makers and the general public that the quality of most educational research is particularly weak, it is unfortunate that so little has been done to examine and address this problem during the past 20-30 years.\textsuperscript{2}

Much of the rather small amount of research done by the U.S. Department of Education is funded by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI)--the successor to the National Institute of Education (NIE) which was created two decades ago. Despite sporadic calls for examining the quality of work funded by NIE or OERI, the agency never commissioned a detailed examination of the research and development it sponsored. Partly this reflected NIE/OERI's lack of concern about the quality of research and development and partly it reflected the extremely short tenure of most of the politically appointed leaders of that agency. Even outside analysts, such as the recent National Academy of Science panel to study OERI, have not explored the quality of the work funded by that federal agency.\textsuperscript{3}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1} For an analysis of the research at the Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs (OAPP) in the late-1970s and early 1980s, see Maris A. Vinovskis, An "Epidemic" of Adolescent Pregnancy? Some Historical and Policy Perspectives (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988).
\item \textsuperscript{2} On the perception of policy makers and the public on the quality of educational research, see Carl F. Kaestle, "Everyone's Been to Fourth Grade: An Oral History of Federal R&D in Education." Final Report to the Committee on the Federal Role in Education Research, National Academy of Sciences (September 1991).
\end{itemize}
Diane Ravitch, an accomplished scholar and an ardent school reformer, was appointed the Assistant Secretary for OERI in mid-1991. While much of her personal focus in that office was on the development of world-class curriculum standards and frameworks, she also was deeply concerned about the quality of educational research in general—perhaps in part reflecting her recent previous experiences in co-directing the National Academy of Education's study, Research and the Renewal of Education.4

Diane Ravitch contacted me in September 1991 and inquired whether I might be available and willing to come to OERI on a temporary excepted service appointment to examine the nature and quality of work supported by that agency and to make suggestions for how to improve it. She was familiar with some of my scholarly work since we are both historians of education and had met at several academic conferences; but we had never established a close working relationship prior to my employment at OERI. My training in the social sciences as well as my quantitative and qualitative work in American history provided me with a broad background to examine and evaluate a variety of kinds of research. Moreover, she was anxious to bring in someone outside the mainstream of the field of education who might not hesitate to criticize the commissioned research if necessary. What she did not realize at the time was my previous experiences in working on the staff of the U.S. House Select Committee on Population in 1978 and serving as a frequent, 

long-term consultant to the Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs (OAPP) and to the Office of Family Planning (OFP) in the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) from 1981-1985. Working for the U.S. Congress and DHHS provided me with invaluable experiences for understanding the tasks at OERI.\(^5\)

Originally I was scheduled to join OERI full-time in January 1992, but delays in completing the paperwork meant that I served as a part-time consultant for the first six months. My official title was Research Advisor to the Office of the Assistant Secretary (OAS) which permitted me to range broadly across programs within OERI and pursue different research-related assignments. The primary and initial task assigned to me was to analyze the nature and quality of research and development funded by OERI and to make specific recommendations for improving them. Diane Ravitch did not tell me what particular aspects of OERI research and development to study or how to proceed.

Prior to joining OERI, I had only a vague and incomplete understanding of the operations of that office or of the system of centers and labs that it funded. In order to familiarize myself with OERI, I initially reviewed the extensive briefing materials assembled for the panel studying OERI for the National Academy of Science and began discussions with the staff at OERI. Gradually, I developed a preliminary strategy for investigating the research and development funded by the office.

Since a major portion of the research and development funds of

\(^5\) I have included a copy of my resume as appendix A.
OERI were expended on the centers and laboratories, this was a logical place to begin. Because of my familiarity with the academic community, I started with the centers and then turned my attention to the laboratories. Afterwards, I tentatively had expected to analyze the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) and then the field-initiated research. Given that the study of the centers and laboratories took longer than initially anticipated (in part due to other assignments I received) and the change in administrations, only the analysis of the quality of research and development at the centers and laboratories has been completed before returning to the University of Michigan in August 1993. Therefore, rather than a series of individual studies of different sources of research and development at OERI as originally envisioned, this report only contains the analysis of the centers and laboratories. Hopefully, OERI will continue and complete this series of reviews of the quality of research funded by other elements in the total OERI program.

While Diane Ravitch wanted an examination of the nature and quality of research and development, she also expected specific recommendations on how to improve the overall system as well. As the research advisor to OAS, I quickly became involved in working with the Office of Research (OR) and the Programs for the

---

I was appointed for a three-year term at OERI and the change in administrations did not affect my employment in the agency. However, even prior to the November 1992 presidential election, I was called by my colleagues at the University of Michigan to chair our Department of History. Unfortunately, I really could not refuse that request and therefore decided to return to the University of Michigan for the fall term in 1993.
Improvement of Practice (PIP) to enhance the quality of research and development at the centers and laboratories. Since a preliminary draft of the center report was completed in July 1992 but the one on the laboratories was only finished in January 1993, there was more of an opportunity to influence the changes in the operation of OR than in PIP. In both cases, however, it was expected that I would work closely with the staffs of those programs to implement any changes or recommendations that were seen as desirable by the leadership of those programs as well as by the Assistant Secretary.

While most of the reports focus on the nature and quality of research and development at the centers and laboratories, there are also some broader observations and recommendations on the role of the centers and laboratories as well. These broader findings flow not only from my specific research on the centers and laboratories, but from my larger experiences with research-related activities within OERI as well as from the writings of other analysts about NIE and OERI. Particularly useful were my experiences as the coordinator of the OERI 3-5 year planning process during 1992 as it gave me ample opportunity to work closely with the wide array of research and development activities within OERI—not just those associated with the centers and laboratories. Thus, while most of the analyses and recommendations in the two reports on center and laboratories focus on the nature and quality of the research and development, there are also some broader suggestions of the role of these institutions within the overall OERI context.
Finally, I want to acknowledge the extensive assistance and encouragement I have received from the staffs at OERI, the centers, and the laboratories. While sometimes we have differed over interpretations of particular issues or over the recommendations made in this report, this has never interfered with the willingness of those staffs to provide information and to share their ideas. The transition from the Bush to the Clinton Administration did not impede the writing of this report at all thanks to the continued open and friendly co-operation first from Emerson Elliott, the Acting Assistant Secretary, and then from Sharon Robinson, the current Assistant Secretary of OERI. While the Assistant Secretaries and other staff members at OERI made extensive constructive comments and criticisms about the draft reports, none of them ever tried to insist upon a particular interpretation or attempted to censor any of my findings or recommendations.
Chapter 1

ANALYSIS OF THE QUALITY OF WORK PRODUCED BY
THE OEPI RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTERS
The research and development centers of the Office of Educational Research and Development (OERI) have been one of the primary sources of federally-supported education research from their inception nearly three decades ago. From 1964 through 1991, approximately $620 million (in constant 1982-84 dollars) have been expended on these centers.\(^1\) Despite the large amount of funds that have been spent, almost no effort has been made to analyze the research produced—though individuals sometimes have commented on its quality and usefulness based upon their general perceptions of these institutions.

This study of the research and development centers of the Office of Educational Research and Development (OERI) focuses on the nature and quality of the research produced by these institutions. As part of that effort, some analysis of their budgets and staffing will be made, but little specific attention will be paid to an evaluation of their other important activities such as dissemination or the impact of their research.

This analysis begins with an examination of the major trends and changes in policy toward the research and development centers

\(^1\) The information on center funding is based upon data from an OERI draft document, "Center Funding History, 1964-1992" (October 1, 1991). Since that document had some data missing for the early years, I have tried to update it with information from other sources such as the annual congressional appropriation hearings. While the general funding levels and trends are probably correct, there may be some minor inaccuracies in the figures for some of the R&D centers. The cost of living information is from U.S. Department of Commerce index of consumer prices.
since the early 1960s. Then five current and two former centers are examined in considerable detail by analyzing the amount and types of research they have conducted, the quality of their research products, and the ways in which the staff of OERI interacted with these centers. While the necessity of focusing attention only on a small number of centers may somewhat limit the extent of the generalizations that can be drawn from this study, hopefully the issues raised and the recommendations made as the result of this investigation will contribute in a modest way toward improving the overall quality of the research produced by the centers.

I. Historical Development of Centers

Although the federal government established the U.S. Office of Education (OE) in 1867, it did not become heavily involved in research until the 1950s. The Cooperative Research Act of 1954 (Public Law 83-531) authorized research and development (R&D) activities in universities and state education agencies. Yet the total amount of money for federal education research was limited and most of the initial grants were quite small. In 1956 approximately $1 million dollars was appropriated for educational research—but two-thirds of it was earmarked for research on the education of the mentally retarded.2

2 For a useful summary and discussion of the early federal efforts in research, see Richard A. Dershimer, The Federal Government and Educational R&D (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books,
Moreover, there was growing concern that many of the individual education research projects were uncoordinated and unrelated so that they would not lead to any significant cumulative advances in the field. In one of the earliest, comprehensive analyses of the federal educational laboratories and centers, Francis Chase characterized these earlier efforts:

Our older educational institutions were not well adapted to provide continuous development based on research. Because of this, we have had a history of erratic innovation in education. All too often, heralded innovations have meant the introduction of partially worked out ideas and systems without adequate provisions either for continuing refinement or for modification of other elements with which the new components must interact. The result frequently has been failure to achieve the expected benefits and consequent discard of theories and technologies before full exploration of their usefulness. In other words, we are suffering in education not so much from lack of innovation as from arrested development. The educational landscape is littered with bright ideas which once evoked high hope and with technologies and systems imperfectly adapted to

1976).
The response to this fragmentation of federal education research was the creation of the first R&D centers in 1964 under the authorization of the Cooperative Research Act and administered by the U.S. Office of Education. The passage of Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965 provided the authorization for more R&D centers as well as the creation of new, regional educational laboratories. By FY67 a total of 10 R&D centers, each affiliated with a major university, had been established.

Each R&D center was expected to have a programmatic focus. Ward Mason, Director of the R&D Center Program from 1964 to 1972, listed five guidelines that have remained characteristic of the program throughout its history:

Concentration of effort on a significant education problem.

---


Interrelated projects and activities planned to achieve defined objectives.

Responsibility for program management delegated to center administrators with broad responsibility to the Office of Education.

Interdisciplinary teams recruited from throughout the university as required by the problems addressed.

Vertical integration of activities across the full range of research, development, and dissemination functions.⁶

The early centers were intended to be large, national institutions which focused on some education problem area (in the initial competitions for R&D Centers, the Office of Education did not specify what education problems or issues had to be addressed, but left it up to the applicants to decide what might be most appropriate). Among the R&D centers created between 1964 and 1966, the average annual funding for the first three years was approximately $2.5 million (in constant 1982-84 dollars)—considerably larger than the current $780,000 (in constant 1982-84 dollars) average annual funding for centers created between 1989 and 1991.⁷ Similarly, there has been a substantial reduction in


⁷ For details of the data on center funding, see footnote one.
the average cost per center (in constant 1982-84 dollars) over time (see figure 1).

If there was general agreement that the early R&D centers should be large national institutions organized around some education issue or problem, there was less consensus about the exact nature of the work that was to be performed. Title IV of the Elementary School and Secondary Education Act of 1965 did not specify exactly what activities R&D centers were expected to undertake. Nor did the influential John Gardner Task Force on Education in 1964 provide much concrete guidance for the centers--though it did provide much more detail on their expectations for the new education laboratories. However, the directives from the Office of Education as well as several assessments of the centers and laboratories, do provide some clues to the intentions of the founders as well as the early Office of Education administrators. Jerry Walker, who consulted the relevant documents as well as interviewed many of the participants, noted that:

---

8 For an analysis of the activities of education research centers in the 1960s, see Sam D. Sieber, Reforming the University: The Role of the Social Research Center (New York: Praeger, 1972).
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From a review of documents which discuss the origins of labs and centers, and a review of subsequent documents produced by, or about, labs and centers, it is evident that while the initial expectations for their roles and functions were obscure and shifting, they did differentiate labs from centers in terms of fundamental roles and functions.... The initial expectations appeared, amid the flux and flax from which they emanated, to differentiate labs from centers primarily in terms of the extension beyond research expected of labs; the problem foci expected of both were to be attacked more by the research of centers and the developmental efforts of labs; and the independent regionality of labs was in contrast to the university-based and administered R&D center.10

While the distinction between centers and labs in terms of their relative emphasis on basic and applied research, development, and dissemination appears to have been maintained in principle over the years, there is a continuing tension within these two sets of institutions as well as between them over the proper mixture of these activities. Indeed, the charge has been frequently made that

the distinctions between centers and labs have often disappeared in practice if not in theory. Walker concluded that by the spring of 1972:

It can be seen then, that although a clear written policy and set of guidelines do not yet exist whereby the performance of laboratories and centers is delineated in terms of expected roles and functions, a variety of documents, events, and signals indicate that the expectations for the performance of both labs and centers have, by design or default, been consolidated.\textsuperscript{11}

Nevertheless, despite the blurring of expectations between the centers and the laboratories, most participants and outside observers seem to believe that some distinctions in emphasis do continue to exist between these two sets of institutions. Indeed, most of the outside reviews of centers and laboratories reaffirm the importance of that distinction. For example, the congressionally-mandated panel that assessed the centers and laboratories in 1979 concluded that:

The Panel finds virtue in maintaining the distinction between the purposes of laboratories and centers. We have seen and find desirable the considerable overlap in their activities. Nevertheless we affirm the need for the two types

of institutional capacity. Centers should direct their efforts within an educational problem area of national importance, initially determined by NIE. Through emphasis on basic and applied research, centers should exercise national leadership in their problem areas. This research could lead to appropriate development and dissemination activities related to the problem area.

Laboratories, in contrast, should address a larger spectrum of educational problems. These problems will be defined by their regional constituents. In pursuit of their priorities, laboratories are likely to engage in a mix of applied research, development, evaluation, technical assistance, and dissemination activities.12

In terms of the activities of the centers, perhaps one of the major differences of opinion among analysts is over the amount of time that the centers should devote to basic research. Although the distinction between basic and applied research is often hard to identify or maintain in practice, there is general agreement that most R&D centers do not produce much basic research. In part, this is because initially the Office of Education separated its commitments to fundamental research from its efforts to improve

education through research and development. As Chase observed, without voicing any disappointment or disapproval:

The centers and laboratories, however, were not conceived as organizations devoted primarily to basic research; and few, if any have adequate concentrations of scientific or other scholarly talent to lay out research designs for fields as loosely specified as higher education or raising the quality of education in a region.13

The National Research Council's analysis of fundamental research in 1977 agreed with Chase that relatively little basic research was being done by most of the centers. But rather than accepting this either as inevitable or desirable, they protested and urged the National Institute on Education (NIE), the successor to the Office of Education, to emphasize the importance of fundamental research more in their programs. They pointed out that one of the four explicit goals for NIE was support for fundamental research.14

The National Research Council's more recent analysis of the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) reiterated the call for a more balanced portfolio of activities—including an


expansion of support for basic research. As they put it, "the centers should undertake considerable more basic research than they currently do."\textsuperscript{15}

Just as there is a tension within the centers on how much funding should be devoted to basic, applied, or developmental research, there is also disagreement over how much effort should be paid to the dissemination of their findings. Historically, it was anticipated that the labs rather than the centers would devote more attention to dissemination. As with many of the other overlapping activities between the labs and centers, that distinction in practice has often been eroded.\textsuperscript{16}

Indeed, there has been continued pressure on the centers by the Congress as well as OERI itself to devote more effort to disseminate their research findings to teachers and to the public as well as to other scholars. For example, in the instructions for applications for grants under the Educational Research and


\textsuperscript{16} One should also note that from the very inception of the National Institute of Education (NIE) often there were disagreements over the role NIE would play in disseminating the results of its work to local schools. Whereas Elliot Richardson, the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, minimized the role of NIE in directly disseminating research findings to local educational institutions, some of those on the House Select Subcommittee on Education stressed the importance of NIE being more involved in such an activity. U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Education and Labor, \textit{To Establish A National Institute of Education: Hearings Before the Select Subcommittee on Education}, 92nd Congress, 1st Session (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971).
Development Center Program, the primacy of their research agenda was acknowledged. But the application instructions also directed, in bold letters, that "Each Center Is Expected to Engage in an Active Dissemination Program." Moreover, "[i]n addition to actively disseminating their work, Centers are expected to answer or refer requests from people throughout the country." While no one disputes the value and importance of dissemination, there is some question of what is the most effective and efficient way of proceeding.

Some feel strongly that centers and researchers should disseminate their own materials. For example, Susan Fuhrman, director of the Consortium for Policy Research in Education at Rutgers University, cogently argues that researchers should play an important role in dissemination rather than just relying upon others. Others have doubts about the recent emphasis on

---

17 "OERI's primary purpose continues to be to provide the research base necessary to define and analyze specific educational problems so that teachers and other practitioners, parents, and policymakers can improve the quality of education." Office of Research, OERI, Application for Grants Under the Educational Research and Development Center Program (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, 1990), p. 24.

18 Office of Research, Application for Grants, 1990, p. 26. Christopher Cross, the Assistant Secretary for OERI, was particularly interested in having all of the centers increase their activity in dissemination. He was also a prime mover behind the efforts to establish the Dissemination and Knowledge Utilization Center.

dissemination. Many of those who question the emphasis on dissemination by the R&D centers today do so because they believe that it comes at the expense of the quality and quantity of research done by the centers. If the centers were larger and better funded, they would not necessarily object to centers doing dissemination.

One fundamental change that has occurred in the functioning of the centers is a significant reduction in the amount of money (in constant dollars) that are available for this activity while at the same time consuming an increasingly large proportion of the NIE (or OERI) total research budget. The expenditure on centers (in constant 1982-84 dollars) rose from $3.2 million in FY64 to $48.2 million in FY73—the high point in center funding (see figure 2). But then it plummeted to $27.1 million for FY74 and has continued to drop until it seems to have levelled off at $15.6 million for FY91. Moreover, as the overall research budget for NIE/OERI dropped even more dramatically than for either the centers or the labs, their percentage share of total resources improved significantly—often to the dismay of other researchers who would have preferred that the funds for field-initiated research had been preserved more. One result of this dramatic change is that at the same time that the R&D centers found their funding significantly reduced, there were even greater expectations placed on them as centers and the labs received most of the reduced remaining resources.

20 See footnote 6 for a discussion of the data sources for these calculations.
At the same time that the total funding in real dollars for centers was being cut drastically, decisions were made at several points to increase the number of centers—especially in the last five or six years. With 14 of the centers expiring in 1989, the Office of Research in OERI initiated a series of activities to identify what areas of inquiry seemed to be the most profitable and to decide how many centers should be established. Initially, OERI concluded that 12 centers should be established, but then added another 7 projects for consideration. Finally, Christopher Cross, the Assistant Secretary of Educational Research and Improvement, recommended that 18 new centers be funded—thus making a total of 25 centers supported by OERI.

---

21 In late 1989, the Office of Research (OR) considered three options—fund 12 centers, fund 5 larger centers, or fund 9 medium sized centers. There was strong support within OR for the funding of 5 centers with an annual average of $2.0 million (in current dollars), but that suggestion was rejected. The five centers would have been (1) Student Learning; (2) Families, Communities, and Young Children's Learning; (3) Middle Grades and High Schools in the Inner Cities; (4) Learning to Teach; and (5) Education Policies and Student Learning. Instead, they continued with the idea of 12 centers, with an annual average of less than a $1.0 million, which then was expanded by the addition of 7 more centers for consideration.

22 Christopher T. Cross, "Approval Concurrence of the Centers to be Competed in the FY 90/91 National Educational Research and Development Centers Competition" (memo to the Secretary of Education, January 22, 1990. The final decision was option 3 which called for the funding of the original 12 proposed centers, the Dissemination and Knowledge Utilization Center, and as many of the
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As a result, whereas there were 10-12 centers during the 1970s, there are now 23. This means that the average amount of funding (in constant dollars) per center has significantly dropped from $2-$4 million in the early 1970s to less than $800,000 today. Consequently, the entire meaning of a national center changed over time because the current level of funding is so much less than had been envisioned or provided earlier.

The National Research Council's recent examination of OERI bemoaned the small amount of funding for the existing centers and recommended a substantial increase.

The committee cannot imagine a robust R&D center operating at much less than $3 million annually in core funding [current dollars]. Without that level of support, there will not be the critical mass, diversity of expertise, and scale of operation that are needed to tackle the difficult research problems and development efforts that confront the national schools.²³

Given the surprisingly small amount of total money that actually goes into research, as we shall later see, the National Research

---

other centers as funding would allow. The Center for the Teaching and Learning of the Arts, which was to be co-sponsored with the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), was dropped because NEA decided not to support that activity. Eventually, all 18 of the final proposed set of 19 centers were funded by OERI.

²³ Richard C. Atkinson and Gregg B. Jackson, eds., Research and Education Reform, pp. 150-151.
Council's recommendation for the minimum size of a center actually may be too small to carry out fully the tasks that they envision for each of the new centers.24

Another continuing source of change in the centers is the expectations of their longevity and stability. Originally the centers were envisioned to be institutions that were reviewed and renewed on a long-term basis. A "three-five plan" was instituted which meant that centers were evaluated in their third year to determine if they should be funded for another five years.25

With the establishment of the National Institute of Education (NIE) in 1972, support for institutions such as the centers was reconsidered. A decision was made to continue centers and laboratories, but to introduce more competition through a "program purchase" policy. That is, labs and centers now had to compete with each other as well as with other organizations for funding for specific projects from NIE--a situation made all the more difficult by the sizable decreases in the overall NIE budget. To counter this move toward more competitiveness during a period of total budget decreases, the labs and centers banded together in an effort to get the Congress to earmark special funds within the NIE budget

24 The National Research Council study did not investigate in any detail exactly how the funds of the existing centers are being utilized or just how much money remains for research once the overhead, the administrative costs, and the expenses of dissemination are paid.

25 Mason, "Two Decades of Experience."
for their exclusive use.  

Ronald Campbell headed a group of consultants who re-examined, among other things, the NIE's policies toward the centers in 1975. They rejected the idea of the "program purchase" for the R&D centers and recommended "stable funding for three to five years, at a level of at least $3 to $4 million per year" (or about $5.6 to $7.4 million in constant 1982-84 dollars). The National Council on Education Research (NCER), the policy-making advisory group for NIE, accepted the recommendations of this report and began to implement them. The earlier "program purchase" policy of NIE was abandoned.

As part of the reauthorization of NIE in 1976, the Congress called for a panel of educators to review and make recommendations about the R&D centers and regional laboratories. The 15 members of the Panel unequivocally endorsed the continuation of these institutions:

The Panel strongly endorses the concept of research

---


28 Mason, "Two Decades of Experience."
and development centers and regional educational laboratories and affirms the importance of maintaining and improving the stability and quality of the existing institutions. While finding considerable differences among the individual centers and laboratories as to their strengths and weaknesses, we find most of them now ready for long-term relationships with NIE.\(^{29}\)

The Panel explicitly repudiated the "program purchase" approach and returned to the original concept of five-year agreements that are renewable after a favorable third-year review.\(^{30}\)

In the early 1980s there were some major changes in the structure and functioning of NIE in regard to the centers and labs. First, a separate Department of Education was created and the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) was set up to oversee NIE, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), the Library Programs, and several other small programs (but NIE remained as a semi-autonomous entity until 1985). Center programs continued to be monitored by the relevant unit within NIE, but now each center also had a program monitor assigned to it. Moreover, a Laboratory and Center Coordinator was established to oversee the

\(^{29}\) Panel for the Review of Laboratory and Center Operations, Research and Development Centers, pp. iii-iv. The panel recommended that NIE enter into long-term agreements with seven of the existing nine centers and seven of the eight laboratories.

\(^{30}\) Panel for the Review of Laboratory and Center Operations, Research and Development Center, pp. iv, vi.
operations of these entities within NIE.\textsuperscript{31}

Second, the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980 heralded some major changes in the role of the centers. The ongoing effort by some to reverse the policy of supporting the labs and centers almost indefinitely (no center or lab had lost its funding from NIE since 1976) appeared to succeed when Congress inserted in its report for the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 that "the Regional Educational Laboratories and Educational Research Centers shall, upon completion of existing contracts, receive future funding in accordance with government-wide competitive bidding procedures."\textsuperscript{32} In March 1982 Edward Curran, the new Director of NIE, announced that NIE planned to terminate the existing five-year contracts for 15 of the 17 labs and centers one year ahead of schedule. His actions immediately provoked angry responses from the centers and labs as well as from other influential educators and some members of the U.S. Congress. While most of them did not challenge the principle of competition for refunding these institutions, they questioned the legality and wisdom of unilaterally terminating the funding of the existing centers and


Curran's attempt to terminate quickly the existing labs and centers failed, but the idea that such institutions would have to compete openly in the future succeeded. Beginning in 1985 a competition was set up for future labs and centers with the clear understanding that all of them again would have to face another open competition five years later (assuming that OERI support for their particular area of research continued). Indeed, of the 13 centers that were in operation during the late 1980s, 3 were terminated and only 5 successfully competed for continuation in 1990 (out of 8 that had applied). Thus, centers now are seen as temporary, five-year institutions which must recompete for continuation every five years if OERI decides to support future research in that area.

While not arguing against the principle of competition for the selection of centers, the National Research Council laments the instability created by having each center recompete frequently since "the 5-year cycles are inconsistent with the need for the repeated iterations of research, development, demonstration, and evaluation, which often require a decade or more." Instead,

33 Zodhiates, "Bureaucrats and Politicians."

34 Richard C. Atkinson and Gregg B. Jackson, eds., Research and Education, p. 124.

35 Richard C. Atkinson and Gregg B. Jackson, Research and Education Reform, p. 151. Ironically, as we shall see later in this report, much of the work of the centers is fragmentary and non-cumulative. Hence the rationale for having more stable centers seems less persuasive under the current functioning of those institutions.
they envision centers which might be created for 10 or 15 years and terminated only for inadequate performance.

The centers generally did not compete until the 1980s, and there is ample precedent in other federal agencies for negotiated renewals. One option would be to have competitions only every 10 or 15 years. During the interim period, accountability would be achieved by continuous monitoring and feedback, by periodic formal evaluations, and by basing a portion of the federal contribution at each 5-year renewal on the evaluations. A panel of researchers, developers, teachers, and administrators could be assembled in the fourth year to review internal and external evaluations of all the centers and judge their performance. OERI would adjust its contribution to each in response to the judgments; termination would be used only in cases of inadequate performance.36

Certainly the National Research Council is correct in arguing that many educational ideas and innovations require more than a decade to be fully researched and developed. There are, however, some practical difficulties involved in not recompeting centers more often than every 10 or 15 years. First, if the overall number of centers are reduced as the National Research Council suggests,

36 Ibid.
then it may be frustrating for a new administration not to be able to redirect fundamentally some of the major research activities in the centers during their four- or eight-year tenure. Second, if a decision is made to fund centers for 10 or 15 years, it would be important to have them gradually phased in so that the opportunity to create at least one new center would occur sooner than if all of the centers were established at the same time. Third, the National Research Council's recommendation depends, as they acknowledge, on the ability of OERI to closely monitor and influence the quality and direction of a center's activities--something which has not always been true of their supervision of the existing centers.

Throughout the past three decades, the quality of research in education has often been regarded by the public and policy makers as inadequate and second-rate compared to that in the sciences or even in the other social sciences. While these observations and impressions may not be accurate, they have nevertheless seriously hurt the image of OERI and minimized support for activities such as the R&D centers. Given this long-standing concern about the quality of the research sponsored by NIE/OERI, it is surprising and disappointing to discover that almost none of the major evaluations of the centers have attempted to investigate the quality of their research.

For an excellent analysis of the disrespect for research in education historically as well as today, see Carl F. Kaestle, "Everybody's Been To Fourth Grade: An Oral History of Federal R&D in Education." Final Report to the Committee on the Federal Role in Education Research, National Academy of Sciences (September 1991).
Some of the early assessments of centers did not look closely at the research because these institutions had just been created. Thus, an early congressional study of the U.S. Office of Education explained that "an in-depth evaluation of the work of the Centers was not undertaken by the subcommittee as most of the Centers are only 12 to 18 months old." Nevertheless, the subcommittee, on the basis of discussions with the Office of Education as well as reading some of the center evaluations, concluded that "the Centers vary widely in quality."\(^{38}\)

Most of the other major evaluations of the centers simply did not attempt to assess the quality of the research. For example, the large-scale analysis of the publications of the regional laboratories and research and development centers in the early 1980s focused on a content analysis of the types of publications produced rather than the quality of the work.\(^{39}\)

Although the recent National Research Council analysis of OERI initially planned to look at the quality of the research produced, due to time and financial constraints they decided to omit this phase of their investigation altogether.\(^{40}\) As a result, while


\(^{40}\) The National Research Council's proposal of work in August 1990 specifically stated that "the study will include a close look at the institutions and activities supported by OERI for the
they conclude that "OERI has a checkered history in respect to quality assurance," they do not attempt to ascertain what this has meant in practice for the quality of research produced at the R&D centers.\textsuperscript{41}

Finally, it also should be noted that none of the evaluations of the centers have ever examined closely the budgets. Although several of the reports have commented on the diminishing amount of money (in constant dollars) available at the centers, they have not attempted to ascertain what proportion of the funds actually go to activities such as research or dissemination. Nor have they attempted to see what variations exist among the centers at any given time in the amount of funding for these activities. As a result, neither the quality of the research nor the amount of funds expended upon it have been analyzed or evaluated.

II. Assessment of the Research Centers Today

To analyze the quality of recent research produced by OERI's research centers, five current and two former centers were examined in considerable detail. The five current centers are:

1. Center for Research on Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students (primary conduct of education research, particularly the labs and centers,"

\textsuperscript{41}Richard C. Atkinson and Gregg B. Jackson, \textit{Research and Education Reform}, p. 126.
site at Johns Hopkins University).


3. National Resource Center on Student Learning (primary site at the University of Pittsburgh).

4. National Center for the Study of Writing and Literacy (primary site at University of California, Berkeley).

5. Policy Center of the Consortium for Policy Research in Education (primary site at Rutgers University). 42

The two former centers are:

1. National Center for Improving Science Education (primary site at Andover, MA.).

2. National Center on Education and Employment (primary site at Teachers College).

The seven centers were suggested by the staff of the Office of Research (OR) in OERI—in part because they exemplify the variety

42 For convenience in discussing these centers, they will often be referred to by the designated name of their primary site. The Center for Research on Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students, for example, will sometimes be referred to simply as the Johns Hopkins Center.
of activities in the research centers as well as because they display considerable variation in the type and quality of research produced. They are by no means intended to be representative of the other 20 research centers in existence today—though they undoubtedly reflect some of the strengths and weaknesses of those institutions as well. As we shall later see, the five current centers investigated are significantly larger than those that were not analyzed in more detail. Therefore, while some of the specific assessments of these particular centers cannot and should not necessarily be applied to all of them, it is unlikely that a more extensive study of all 23 centers would have significantly altered the overall conclusions of this analysis.

All of the available published and unpublished materials submitted to OERI by each of the seven centers since 1985 were scrutinized. The budgets of the centers were examined with particular attention to the information for FY92 for the five

43 In order to be able to examine the quality of research, it was advisable to select current centers that had already been in operation before 1990 so that an ample set of research products were already available for inspection. Therefore, some of the new centers funded in 1990 or thereafter were systematically excluded from this more detailed scrutiny. One might object that since all of the centers investigated existed prior to 1990, it biases the analysis toward the more successful ones (which were able to win in the next round of competition). The inclusion of two former centers which were not successful in recompeting in 1990, however, helps to correct for that potential bias. For a list of the current centers, see appendix B.

44 The relevant materials were assembled by the OERI center monitors from their own files. For the five ongoing centers, most of the written materials for them were produced in the five-year period prior to 1990.
ongoing ones. The original proposals for the centers were read as well as the comments of the reviewers who considered them for funding. In addition, for most of the centers, the third-year renewal applications and the comments of their reviewers were examined. Moreover, the written comments of the OERI center monitors and the responses of the centers to these suggestions were analyzed. All five of the ongoing centers were visited which provided an invaluable opportunity to discuss their research work as well as their other activities. Each of the OERI center monitors for these seven institutions were interviewed (most of them more than once). Copies of an earlier version of this essay were distributed within OERI for comments and an OR staff seminar was devoted to a discussion of the contents of this report. A revised version of this report was sent to both the center and laboratory directors for comments. The Mary Kennedy, chair of the Organization of Research Centers (ORC), provided extensive comments on the draft report.

---

45 The special attention to the FY92 budgets was because they contained more detailed information about the budgets of the individual research projects. For the period 1985-1990 most of the centers did not provide detailed budget breakdowns for their individual research projects.

46 For most of these centers, the 1985 original application as well as the 1988 renewal packets were examined. In addition, for many of them the 1990 grant application was also examined.

47 The Berkeley Center was visited on June 5-6, 1992, the UCLA Center on June 7-8, the Johns Hopkins Center on June 17, the Rutgers Center on July 13, and the Pittsburgh Center on August 20.

48 A copy of her letter as well as of my specific reactions to her criticisms can be found in appendix C.
A. Distribution of Research Activities of Centers

As we have already discussed, the centers have greatly diminished in size over time. In constant dollars, the funding for the average center today is about one third that of its counterpart more than twenty-five years ago. Today, most of them are no longer the large-scale national institutions that were envisioned initially. In FY92 there were 23 centers with a total funding of $26.8 million (in current dollars). Or, the average center was funded at an annual rate of about $1.2 million. Only five of the 23 centers received at least $1.5 million and four of them were funded at less than a $1 million. The Center on Assessment, Evaluation, and Testing (UCLA) received the most support from OERI—$2.7 million.

While an annual rate of funding of about $1.2 million may appear to be a large amount of money, it is important to realize that not all of this money goes directly to support research. Instead, a substantial portion of the funds are allocated for other expenditures such as overhead, administration, and dissemination. Therefore, in order to examine the amount and distribution of funds expended for research, a more indepth analysis of the FY92 budgets of the five current centers was undertaken.

The centers at Berkeley, Johns Hopkins, Pittsburgh, Rutgers, and UCLA were funded at a higher level than the others. The average annual funding in FY92 for these centers was $1.7 million while the comparable figure for the remaining 18 centers was only
Four of the five centers investigated received at least $1.5 million and the other one got $1.0 million.\textsuperscript{49}  

Indirect costs are given to research institutions to defray such expenses as maintaining buildings and providing administrative assistance. These indirect costs vary from one university to another and are usually a set, negotiated percentage of the direct costs of a project. There is also considerable variation among institutions on just how much, if any, of the indirect costs are given back directly to the unit doing the actual research. For these five centers, the indirect costs represent a substantial expenditure. Of the $8.5 million provided by OERI to these centers in FY92, approximately $2.35 million went for indirect costs—\textsuperscript{51} or 27.6 percent of the total funding.\textsuperscript{51} The proportion of money

\textsuperscript{49} The information for the more detailed examination of the FY92 budgets came from the Application for Continuation, Part I and Part II. The data were analyzed by hand because the computerized OERI Project Management Information System's (PMIS) did not provide the type of categories about research expenditures that were necessary for this analysis.

\textsuperscript{50} Thus, four of the five largest centers were used in this analysis—including the UCLA center which received the $2.7 million. It is important to note, however, that almost all of these five centers were considerably smaller in the period FY86 to FY90. The average size of these five centers in FY90 was $1.14 million (in current dollars) and $1.68 million in FY92—a 47 percent increase. The UCIA Center in particular experienced the largest increase in funding, from $1.0 million in FY90 to $2.7 million in FY92. As a result, while these five centers are relatively large in FY92 compared to the others, prior to FY91 they were much closer to them in size and therefore the products that are available from that earlier period are more typical and representative of the other centers at that time.

\textsuperscript{51} The 27.6 percent is not the rate of indirect costs, but the proportion of the total funds that went to this item. If one calculates the rate of overhead based upon the overall direct costs of these five centers, that figure is 38.1 percent. Since any
spent on indirect costs varies considerably among the centers—from about 22 percent to 36 percent of the total funds (see figure 3).

Insert figure 3

Administrative expenses and the costs of disseminating their findings are major expenditures for most centers. As we noted earlier, OERI has often emphasized the importance of dissemination and expects centers to play an important role in this process. Since some of the centers in their budget reports did not always clearly differentiate between the costs of administration and dissemination, it was necessary to group these expenses together here. Overall, 19.6 percent of the funds for these five given center often has several colleges and universities that participate in its activities, the indirect rate for each of them can vary substantially. One of the difficulties with OERI's current computerized PMIS is that it does not always allow the analyst to distinguish the indirect costs from the direct ones. For example, in PMIS printouts one can distinguish the direct and indirect costs for the primary site institution, but not for the subcontractors. Although this information is usually available in the original budget application forms, the current computerized PMIS does not make that distinction. Another problem is that occasionally the centers failed to provide detailed information on the budgets of the subcontractors. In these few instances it was necessary to contact the center to obtain that necessary information.

Most centers did provide data on the costs of administration and dissemination, but some did not distinguish between the two (and sometimes, of course, it might be difficult to entirely separate these out since some of the project administrators were also very active in disseminating the results of their center's research). Moreover, since some of the research projects also include money for dissemination, it was necessary to estimate that amount using information from the distribution of activities as reported by the centers on their Project Input Forms for their continuation budgets. Naturally, these activities
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centers went for administration and dissemination. There was even more variation in their expenditures for administration and dissemination than for their indirect costs (see figure 3). Whereas the Johns Hopkins Center spent only 5.3 percent of its total funds for these activities, the Berkeley Center spent 51.3 percent.53

One of the interesting, but difficult policy issues is how should OERI interpret the indirect and administrative costs of the centers. The indirect rate for each university has already been established through negotiations and covers the overhead expenses of maintaining research activities—including some funds for general administrative purposes. Therefore, how much additional funding is needed to cover the expenses of running the centers? And should centers such as the one at Johns Hopkins be expected to charge less for administrative costs because their relative rate for indirect costs is considerably higher than that of some of the other institutions like the Berkeley Center?54

---

distributions are only approximations and therefore the final figures for dissemination are only estimates.

53 It should be noted that the Johns Hopkins Center did devote a lot of effort to dissemination, but they did not charge OERI for that activity. Therefore, the variation in the amount of money spent does not always reflect the actual amount of effort made since the source of the funding for these activities might vary from one center to another. For example, some of the administrative costs in one center might be paid by the indirect costs while comparable services at another center might be charged directly to OERI.

54 In fact, the Johns Hopkins Center does not charge OERI very much for administering the center compared to some of the other centers which have a lower indirect cost rate. One should also note that some of the centers work very hard
The net result of the expenditures for overhead, administration, and dissemination is that the amount of funds available for research is considerably smaller. Overall, only 52.9 percent of the total money for these five centers was devoted to research. Again, there was great variation among the centers in how much they spent on research (see figure 3). Whereas the Berkeley Center spent only 26.0 percent of its overall funds for research projects, the Pittsburgh Center spent 62.5 percent. Thus, whereas the average annual grant for these five centers was $1.7 million, the average amount actually spent on research was only $890,991 (and ranged from $20,262 at the Berkeley Center to $1,501,441 at the UCLA Center).55

To reduce the overall amount of indirect costs in order to have more money for other activities. Sometimes this is done by categorizing research expenses such as supplies under administrative costs (if administrative costs are not subject to indirect costs). Other centers try to have their facilities off-campus which have lower indirect cost rates. Reducing the indirect costs can have a very large impact on the amount of money available for research, but centers are reluctant to discuss publicly their tactics to reduce those expenses because this might upset university officials who would like to have more indirect costs.

The figures provided only indicate the amount of OERI funds spent on research. Some of the centers supplement their OERI monies with cost-sharing contributions of salaries, services, or space. For example, the Rutgers Center contributes an additional $123,530 for their research projects—about a one-sixth increase over their OERI-funded portion of the research budget.

The overall budget of some of the centers is also supplemented by outside funding. The direct research funds at the Rutgers Center rises from $859,413 to $2,156,327 (including over $100,000 from another one of the OERI-funded centers). Interestingly, the proportion of NIE/OERI funds for the Pittsburgh Center has declined considerably over time (1975—82.6 percent; 1984—56.3 percent; 1988—29.7 percent; 1993—12.8 percent). Most centers, however, appear to be much more heavily dependent upon OERI funds than either the Rutgers or Pittsburgh Centers.
Given the rather modest amount of money devoted to research at the five centers, they had the choice of concentrating it on a few large projects or spreading the money among several smaller ones. Although the definition of an individual research project may not be identical among the centers, the analysis of these particular institutions suggests that most centers chose to fund multiple research projects. The number of separate research projects for these five centers ranged from 9 to 25 (most of them reported about 10 research projects)—and some of these were even further subdivided in practice.\textsuperscript{56} As a result, the total annual amount of money directly available for any given project was rather modest and in effect usually precluded any large-scale research undertakings. While only 30 percent of the reported individual research projects in FY92 received more than a $100,000 in direct costs, almost half of them were funded at less than $50,000 a year.\textsuperscript{57} Moreover, given the substantial salary costs for many of

\textsuperscript{56} The Johns Hopkins Center listed 25 individual research projects, but some of these were small subprojects of a larger effort. If one compares the Johns Hopkins Center research projects to those of other centers, the actual number of different projects probably would be rather similar. For example, while the UCLA Center lists only a few larger projects, in practice many of them are composed of several smaller ones.

\textsuperscript{57} Naturally, if centers use cost-sharing or outside funds to supplement their OERI-funded research projects, the distributions reported here would exaggerate the number of small research projects. However, most of the centers do not appear to use their outside funding to supplement their individual OERI-funded projects (though the new projects created may complement the work being done on an OERI-funded project). Moreover, while cost-sharing certainly may enhance the size of some of the smaller research projects, its overall effect is still probably unlikely to change the general picture very much. In any case, it certainly would be useful to undertake a much more indepth examination of how money is spent on
the academics and professionals (including their fringe benefits), it meant that most researchers were paid only to devote a very small fraction of their time to these projects—often just one or two months during the summer.\textsuperscript{58} Although the pressures to act as a national research center contributed to the desire to provide broad coverage through multiple projects, the limited funding meant that most of the research funded by the centers could not really address systematically many of the larger questions in the field.

**B. Research Topics of Centers**

There has always been considerable variation in the types of research that centers have done. As pointed out earlier, there has been a long and continuing tension between doing basic and applied or developmental research in the centers. Therefore, it is useful to look at the distribution of the types of research by the five centers. According to the Project Input Forms for FY92, research was subdivided into seven categories: (1) policy studies, (2) evaluation, (3) basic research, (4) applied research, (5) development, (6) statistics, and (7) dissemination. Naturally, individual research projects—especially since the definition of an individual research project is not always consistently or clearly specified by the centers on the PMIS forms.

The recent National Research Council study of OERI discovered that the principal investigators of the research spend only an average of one-fourth time on their center-funded work. Richard C. Atkinson and Gregg B. Jackson, *Research and Education Reform*, p. 65. Undoubtedly many of the academics and professionals involved in these research projects devoted more time to them than they were paid by the OERI grant.
there is considerable overlap among these categories and centers appear to vary amongst themselves on how to classify similar types of research. Since the dissemination activities were already considered earlier, this analysis will confine itself to the first six categories.

Given the nature of the categories and how this information was assembled, it does not make much sense to analyze the results too closely. It is clear that among these five centers, very little attention is being given just to assembling statistics (see figure 4). Almost half of the research projects were designated as applied (43.3 percent) and evaluation and development were closely split (11.3 percent and 13.5 percent respectively). Among the five centers, there were large differences in their distribution of research in these categories. For example, the Rutgers Center for

59 The information on the types of research activities comes from the Project Input Forms for FY92. For any particular research project, it was expected that those who filled out the forms could split the allocation of the budget activities among the seven categories rather than just having to characterize them as one form or another. As mentioned previously, these forms were filled out by personnel at the centers and reflects their judgement on how much of the research effort was devoted to various activities. In some cases, the center individual who filled out the forms did not show their estimates to the researchers themselves. When this was pointed out at my site visits to the centers, they were given the opportunity to redo any of their previous estimates. Only the Rutgers Center provided new estimates and they did a major revision which included moving "some of the communications, supplies and clerical dollars from dissemination and institutional activities." Susan Fuhrman, "Letter to Maris Vinovskis," (August 14, 1992). The figures used here are the revised estimates they have provided. Naturally, these are only crude estimates and need to be treated as such. Moreover, the definitions of each category may vary from one project to the next as well as from one center to another. Nevertheless, they may provide a rough and useful first approximation of the distribution of research activities in the centers.
Policy Research in Education, not surprisingly, devotes 38.0 percent of its research effort to policy analysis while the Berkeley Center for the Study of Writing and Literacy classifies 76.5 percent of its research work as applied.

Insert figure 4

Interestingly, there is very little effort devoted to basic research (see figures 4 and 5). Among the five centers, only 18.7 percent of their research is basic—ranging from 4.0 percent at the UCLA Center to 37.7 percent at the Rutgers Center. While the distinction between basic and applied research, for example, is not always clear cut, there does not appear to be much doubt that these centers do not provide much basic research—a criticism which was made in the recent National Academy study of OERI. Of the $8.5 million in total funds allocated to these five centers, $841,103 of it went for basic research. While one might argue that basic research is better done in settings (such as field-initiated

60 Atkinson and Jackson, eds, Research and Education Reform.

61 The definition of what is "basic" research is not always clearly or consistently used by OERI and the centers. For example, the Rutgers Center initially categorized 8.3 percent of its projects as basic research; however, after consulting the principal investigators of the individual research projects as well as rethinking their answers to the PMIS forms, they categorized 37.7 percent of their projects as involving basic research (much of this change came from shifting activities from policy studies and evaluation to basic research). Given the volatility in describing projects, perhaps it may be useful for OERI and the centers to devote more attention to defining the PMIS more clearly and consistently.
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research) other than the centers, the fact that so much of OERI's research funds are allocated to the centers and labs means that relatively little basic research is currently being funded.62

Insert figure 5

It is also interesting to observe that development is relatively neglected at these five centers as well (see figure 4). Only 13.5 percent of their research dollars was expended on development—even though the formal title of the centers as "Research and Development Centers" suggests a higher priority for development than it appears to be receiving. The relative lack of attention to development in the centers is illustrated by the fact that recently some of the Office of Research (OR) staff were uncertain whether or not the word "Development" actually appears in the formal designations of the centers. Moreover, several individuals at the centers suggested that the word "development" should be dropped from the formal title since they did not feel

62 The terms "basic" and "applied" research are not necessarily the best way to characterize the type of research done at the centers. Perhaps we should borrow from the Social Science Research Council (SSRC) the use of the phrase "mission-oriented basic research." They define mission-oriented research as "research in which practical concerns guide scientists' choice of topics. The research is conducted, however, in ways that do not necessarily yield immediate or directly foreseeable applications." David L. Featherman, "Mission-Oriented Basic Research," Items. Social Science Research Council, 45, 4 (December 1991), 75. Most of the work done at the centers under the rubric of basic research would be more accurately described as mission-oriented basic research since each of the centers has a clearly defined mission. Interestingly, the concept of mission-oriented research was employed by scholars in education in the early 1970s.
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that they were expected by OERI to place much priority in this area.\textsuperscript{63}

But the concept and practice of development has not died out altogether at the centers. For example, the Johns Hopkins Center had previously developed cooperative learning as a teaching strategy and now employ it in their Success for All Program.\textsuperscript{64} Similarly, the Pittsburgh Center has been developing its Math\textsuperscript{3} Program (Making Mathematical Meaning) which draws upon their long-term, pioneering work in the area of cognition.\textsuperscript{65}

The range of topics covered by the current centers is very large (see appendix B for a list of the centers). Indeed, one of the reasons given for expanding the number of centers was to be able to provide research on more issues than might have been done with fewer centers. Almost any imaginable educational issue or problem could be placed under one of the existing 23 centers.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{63} The decreasing importance of development in general at NIE/OERI is discussed in greater detail in the analysis of the quality of research and development at the OERI-funded regional educational laboratories.


\textsuperscript{65} While the Pittsburgh Center has done important and innovative basic research in the area of math and cognitive structures, it has taken the center more than a decade to move into the developmental phase of this undertaking. Perhaps we need to explore ways of speeding up the process from basic research to the development of more effective teaching practices.

\textsuperscript{66} While almost anything might be investigated in one of the centers, in fact there are several implicit assumptions in the overall approaches of the centers. For example, most educational problems and topics are approached from a current perspective with relatively little attention to any historical considerations.
Ivor Pritchard, Director of the Education and Society Division in OR, argued that the proposed set of centers in 1990 were based upon a fragmented and incoherent view of educational development and needs:

This research agenda is also fragmentary and diffused. This research agenda does not identify a coherent, compelling vision of education and what education research can contribute to its improvement. Despite the number of centers, the proposed missions do not cover the full range of standard education topics, and are not related to one another in any systematic way. If the centers could be connected to a coherent vision of education, the impression created by the number of centers would be modified by their place in a single framework. But there is no such framework evident in the proposed centers, which gives them a random, disorganized quality.67

Another characteristic of many of the centers is that they define and describe their research agendas very broadly, but in fact the actual research they produce is much more limited and focused. The disparity between the broad project titles and mission statements and the narrower research efforts is not unique to the centers; this is very common in the social sciences in

general. Lacking in many of the center descriptions and discussions is a frank acknowledgement of the limited generalizations that one will be able to make on the basis of the specific research projects undertaken. It is important to note this distinction because anyone who just reads the project titles and broad project descriptions will over-estimate just how many of our educational problems are being effectively and systematically addressed by the research done in the centers.

If the amount of research done in these five relatively large centers seems limited, it is sometimes entirely missing in the smaller, three-year centers that were funded annually for about $500,000. For example, the National Center for Improving Science Education explicitly renounced doing any research in their successful grant application in 1987:

The nation does not need yet another entity to conduct research on the processes of teaching and learning science, nor can such research be done adequately for the amount allocated to OERI's science content center. What is needed is an organization committed to assimilating the results of today's fervent activity, and creating bridges without which no coherent, integrated contribution will be made to science teaching and learning.68

Thus, while OERI believed that small centers should and could do useful original research, at least one of them candidly admitted that this was neither feasible nor desirable.

Although the center project titles and mission statements often seem to present a coherent and coordinated conception of their activities, in practice the projects sometimes appear to be more of a collection of loosely-related research undertakings. Some centers appear to lack a coherent and detailed research agenda as opposed to providing a broad framework and funding for the individual interests of the faculty. Although one can obviously value and appreciate the diversity of research activities supported by the centers, given the limited funding available perhaps a more focused approach might be more desirable.69

For some activities, there may be an implicit overarching theory or plan, but it often is not evident from the individual publications of a center.70 Therefore, someone reading the products of a particular center without having access to their grant application or a personal discussion with one of the

69 Given the limited funding, the recent National Research Council study also questioned the wisdom of spreading the research activities of each center across several universities. Richard C. Atkinson and Gregg B. Jackson, eds., Research and Education Reform, p. 65.

70 The various works on assessing history at the UCLA Center may seem somewhat disconnected and sporadic to the outside reader because the broader underlying research strategy for this area has not been explicitly stated. However, in my visit to the UCLA Center, that larger vision became more evident in talking with Eva Baker, one of the Center's co-directors. Moreover, in the subsequent continuation application, the UCLA Center clarified its overall themes and visions.
researchers might not see the coherence or relevance of the entire undertaking. Quite frequently there are also useful individual pieces of research that do not appear to be an integral part of an ongoing research strategy.\textsuperscript{71} Moreover, in some centers one gets the impression that certain portions of the research are more part of an overall, ongoing systematic research effort than other segments.

Sometimes otherwise well-designed and thoughtful research projects are not followed up adequately to provide the needed information for educators and policy makers. The Rutgers Center studied differential treatment of school districts by states. They choose four states (Kentucky, New Jersey, South Carolina, and Washington) which were either taking over control of deficient school districts or easing the state education regulations for those that were exemplary in their performance.\textsuperscript{72}

\textsuperscript{71} The very interesting critical analysis of studies of cultural literacy by the UCLA Center appears to be more of an isolated project than part of their broader research strategy. In other words, after one reads the piece and asks what is the next logical follow-up to that study, one discovers that none has been planned.

Unfortunately, they were not planning to follow up on the effects of these takeover actions on the school districts—thus denying themselves the opportunity to really assess the effects of these different state policies on education practices and outcomes.\textsuperscript{73}

Often there is even a lack of communication and coordination among individual researchers within a center.\textsuperscript{74}

---


The reports of the four case studies themselves are basically descriptive and deliberately non-analytic. The justification for not providing more analysis within each of the case studies is that they are intended to be used for teaching purposes and the author(s) wants students to do their own analyses and draw their conclusions. Unfortunately, since the four case studies do not include more detailed information about the conflicting views of the participants in an appendix, the usefulness of these case studies for teaching purposes is limited. Moreover, the Rutgers Center had done a reanalysis of the data used by South Carolina to decide which schools to deregulate, but did not provide any of those data in the case study or even cite that report in that publication.

\textsuperscript{73} Despite the absence of much information about the educational impact of the takeovers, the authors appear to draw some rather strong conclusions about the value of takeovers. Fuhrman and Elmore, "Takeover and Deregulation," pp. 27-28. Indeed, one can even find hints in the two case studies that they used of some positive, short-term educational benefits as a result of those takeovers. Fry, Fuhrman, and Elmore, "Kentucky's Program"; Dolan, "State Takeover of a Local District." Given their decision not to follow up the educational impact of these takeovers, perhaps the authors should have been more circumspect about their conclusions of the lack of any educational benefits due to the takeovers.

\textsuperscript{74} For example, while the Pittsburgh Center has several projects that involve the analysis of teaching history, they are not coordinated amongst themselves. In part this is because the individual researchers are from different disciplines and only use history as a topic for their analyses. Given the sizable investment in history at the Pittsburgh Center, the activities of these individual researchers should be more coordinated so that they can build upon each others efforts whenever possible. Moreover, researchers should make more of an effort to involve
Given the large number of R&D centers funded and the broad mandate that each of them enjoys, it is not surprising that there is some overlap in their activities. The Berkeley, UCLA, and Pittsburgh Centers are evaluating the teaching of history in schools; UCLA and Berkeley are both assessing writing; and several centers are concerned with the diffusion and implementation of educational reforms at the state level. Although OERI continues to try to improve the communication among the centers, one has the impression that sometimes closely-related research projects in different centers have little interaction with each other.\(^7\)

One of the first activities that a researcher undertakes in a new project is a synthesis and critical review of the existing scholarly literature in order to ascertain what needs to be done. In field-initiated grants this synthesis is usually done as part of the normal grant application process since such information is considered essential to convince the outside reviewers of the feasibility and desirability of any proposal. Many center grant applications, however, do not provide a thorough, critical review of the existing literature for their proposed research activities—disciplinary experts in their projects. Thus, the study of representations of the American Revolutionary era might have profited from the involvement of an academic expert on the American Revolution who would be more familiar with the recent scholarly work in this area. Isabel L. Beck, Margaret G. McKeown, and Gale M. Sinatra, "The Representations That Fifth Graders Develop About the American Revolutionary Period from Reading Social Studies Textbooks," Learning Research and Development Center, University of Pittsburgh (December 1989).

\(^7\) There has been relatively little interaction and coordination, for example, between the history projects at Berkeley and UCLA.
perhaps in part because they sometimes unfortunately devote more
energy to perfecting their mission statements and to describing
broadly their research plans and dissemination activities rather
than presenting a detailed research design. Moreover, the total
page limit on applications discourages any lengthy literature
reviews. Therefore, many of the center research projects undertake
a synthesis of the existing literature as their initial task.

There is nothing wrong with synthesizing the existing
literature. Indeed, as mentioned above, it is an essential step in
the research process and needs to be done—especially as new
perspectives are introduced and considered. Yet sometimes the
production of review essays of the existing literature appears to
be a large, if not the major, part of a particular project rather
than just a small, but useful portion of the entire research
process. Moreover, centers sometimes delay developing and
providing detailed research designs of some of their work while
they await the syntheses of the existing research. As a result,
the actual research in a given area may be significantly delayed in
anticipation of these reviews. While most of these reviews are
useful and helpful, some of them also seem to be only slight
improvements or expansions of existing reviews of the literature.
Consequently, many of the reviews of the literature are never

76 For a useful review of the value of synthesizing literature
and the difficulties of implementing those findings in practice,
see Naida C. Tushnet, "Synthesis and Translation: Will It Be Easier
For Users To Discover Meaning, Truth, and Utility in Research?"
Paper presented at the AERA Annual Meeting, San Francisco, April
published—perhaps because their utility to a broader audience is limited or because they duplicate previously published materials.

Another problem with some of the centers is that they sometimes seem to be too eager to produce and distribute materials of limited interest and utility. The Berkeley Center, for example, has produced nearly 150 articles and essays in a seven-year period—some of which appear to be too preliminary to be of much use to others. Similarly, while the UCLA Center has generated some excellent papers, it has also printed a set of overheads from an assessment workshop that perhaps could have been more effectively and efficiently distributed as a xerox copy rather than as part of their official deliverables. As a result, not only are scarce resources for dissemination being expended on materials of limited utility, but the unevenness of the quality of center products does not do much to enhance the reputation of the institutions involved and raises questions about their publication standards and review process.

C. Quality of Research

As mentioned earlier, there has been considerable discussion, but almost no analysis, of the quality of research produced by the centers. Based upon a fairly extensive and systematic reading of the materials produced at seven of the recent centers as well as a

more cursory glance at some of the products from a few of the other centers, it appears that the quality of the research produced is mixed—both among centers and within centers. Some of the research produced is of very high social science quality while other work could be substantially improved and expanded.

The National Center on Education and Employment is an example of a recently closed center that produced some high quality work. For example, their study of youth training in the United States, Britain, and Australia was a sophisticated statistical analysis of several national longitudinal surveys of young men. They discovered, for example, that youth in the United States initially received less training upon entry into the labor force than in the other two countries, but that over time they catch up with their counterparts elsewhere. However, better-educated youth in the United States were much more likely to receive that additional training than others even though the more disadvantaged youth might have benefited the most from that assistance.

Similarly, their series of works about the changing nature of

---

78 The Center commissioned me to do a paper on the economy and education in nineteenth-century American and invited me to attend a national conference they sponsored. Maris A. Vinovskis, "The Role of Education in the Economic Transformation of Nineteenth Century America." National Center on Education and Employment, Conference Paper No. 9 (December 1989). While my temporary and rather minor involvement in their efforts could potentially introduce a bias in my reading of the rest of their work, I have tried to remain as objective as possible and have used the same standards for assessment as I have applied to the work from other centers.

79 Hong Tan, Bruce Chapman, Christine Peterson, and Alison Booth, *Youth Training in the United States, Britain, and Australia* (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 1991).
the American economy and how it may impact on the skills needed by future workers was generally carefully and thoughtfully done. Some of the projects were extensive, critical reviews of the literature on schools and jobs while others were technical analyses of the relationship between education and the economy. \footnote{80} One of the strengths of the center was its ability to attract distinguished and accomplished economists and persuade them to turn their attention and analytic skills to the issues of schooling and the economy. \footnote{81}

The Center for Research on Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students at Johns Hopkins University is another example of an institution which has done some important and innovative research. Particularly impressive is their efforts in early education interventions to help at-risk children through their "Success for All" Program. By working closely with all students in their first years in school, the "Success for All"


\footnote{81} For example, Jacob Mincer did a series of studies for them. Jacob Mincer, "Human Capital Responses to Technological Change in the Labor Market." National Center on Education and Employment, Technical Papers, No. 9 (November 1989); Jacob Mincer, "Job Training, Wage Growth, and Labor Turnover." National Center on Education and Employment, Technical Papers, No. 19 (November 1990).

It is also interesting to observe that this Center initially experienced considerable difficulty in getting itself established and delivering its products on a timely basis. However, they were able to make significant improvements in their organization and activities and produce some first-rate reports.
Program is able to help most of these students who are enrolled in some of the more disadvantaged areas of the inner cities. Their research shows that a much higher percentage of the students enrolled at one of their programs are able to read than their counterparts in the control schools. Interestingly, they found that intensive tutoring of students in the first grade, for example, may be more effective in preparing them to read than having been enrolled in a Head Start Program.

---

82 While initially the "Success for All" program appears to have hoped that it would improve the reading skills of everyone, it now appears that a certain proportion of the most disadvantaged at-risk children still do not meet the minimal standards of success in school. As they put it, "Will Success for All ultimately bring all children to grade level reading? Given the program's commitment to avoiding retention and special education and to the fact that most Success for All Schools are in very disadvantaged neighborhoods, it seems unlikely that the program will truly ensure grade-level performance for every single child. However, the program does substantially reduce the number of children performing below level, and this effect is increasing with each successive year of implementation." Center for Research on Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students, "Research on Success for All," Unpublished manuscript, chapter 7 (1992), p. 23.

83 Much has been written about the efficacy of Head Start, but most researchers now acknowledge that the results of most systematic evaluations of those programs are either inconclusive or problematic. Ron Haskins, "Beyond Metaphor: The Efficacy of Early Childhood Education," American Psychologist 44, 2 (February 1989): 274-82. Moreover, most of these evaluations have not taken into consideration whether the money expended on Head Start might be used more effectively for other educational efforts. Therefore, it is especially interesting that Robert Slavin and his colleagues found that among nine different interventions they examined, tutoring proved to be the most effective—even compared to participation in a Head Start program. Robert E. Slavin, Nancy L. Karweit, and Barbara A. Wasik, "Preventing Early School Failure: What Works?" Center for Research on Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students, Report No. 26 (November 1991). For a broader discussion of our changing attitudes toward early education, see Maris A. Vinovskis, "Early Childhood Education: Then and Now," Daedalus, 122, No. 1 (Winter 1993), 151-176.
Some of the centers have done important analyses of federal, state, and local policies. For example, the Rutgers University Center sponsored and assembled a very timely and useful collection of essays on systemic reform. The essays explore the theoretical and practical aspects of a more coherent reform strategy and present the differing views of education policy analysts. The work of the Rutgers University Center is being widely used by education policy makers in Washington, DC and this particular volume serves as a thoughtful, but complex introduction to the notion of systemic reform.\footnote{Susan H. Fuhrman, ed., \textit{Designing Coherent Education Policy} (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1993).} In general, the quality of the policy studies of the Rutgers University Center tends to be better than most of the comparable policy work at the regional educational laboratories.

These are only a few examples which are intended to demonstrate that many of the existing centers are doing first-rate social science research on education. Therefore, critics who claim that the quality of research produced by these centers is uniformly low and that their results are unsound and unreliable would do well to look more closely at the work of some of these centers.

If some centers and some projects within centers are doing important and scientifically sound research, others still have some room for improvement. Often centers which do first-rate work in one or more areas, are not equally capable in others. For example, the National Center on Student Learning at the University of Pittsburgh is certainly one of the stronger research centers funded
Their work on the acquisition and learning in mathematics is highly regarded and was well-received by the outside reviewers of their grant application in 1985 and 1990 as well as of their continuation grant application in 1987 and 1992. Yet several of these same reviewers questioned the quality and utility of the Center's work on aspects of social studies such as history. Indeed, as one reads through their publications and their continuing grant application in 1987, one is struck by how much more simplistic and descriptive some of the social studies research is than their mathematical work.

While some of the research done by the centers is sophisticated statistically, others raise questions about its methodological rigor. The Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing at UCLA is doing very important and thoughtful work on duplex designs which permit the use of more complex testing samples while still yielding valid student-level scoring. As large-scale educational assessment grows in this country, the development and use of duplex sampling will permit a broader and more useful employment of test score results.85

On the other hand, some of the work being done at the centers is limited by the size of their sample and the types of statistical techniques employed. For example, the studies from the Center for the Study of Writing and Literacy at Berkeley often are based upon

analyzing a single individual or just investigating a few students.\textsuperscript{86} Moreover, the analytic techniques used in many of their studies tend to be based more on reporting their activities or using simple descriptive statistics rather than employing more sophisticated statistical procedures (in part, of course, due to limits imposed by their small sample sizes).\textsuperscript{87} While there is sometimes merit in analyzing an individual or a small group of individuals closely, unfortunately such studies by themselves cannot answer the questions about how representative their findings are for other populations or settings.\textsuperscript{88}

\textsuperscript{86} Melanie Sperling and Sarah Warshauer Freedman, "A Good Girl Writes Like a Good Girl: Written Responses and Clues to the Teaching/Learning Process," Center for the Study of Writing and Literacy, No. 3 (May 1987); Anne Haas Dyson, "The Case of the Singing Scientist: A Performance Perspective on the 'Stages' of School Literacy," Center for the Study of Writing and Literacy, No. 53 (September 1991); Melanie Sperling, "Dialogues of Deliberation: Conversation in the Teacher-Student Writing Conference," Center for the Study of Writing and Literacy, No. 48 (May 1991).

\textsuperscript{87} Lorraine Higgins, Linda Flower, and Joseph Petraglia, "Planning Together: The Role of Critical Reflection in Student Collaboration," Center for the Study of Writing and Literacy, No. 52 (September 1991); Anne Haas Dyson, "Unintended Helping in the Primary Grades: Writing in the Children's World," Center for the Study of Writing and Literacy, No. 2 (May 1987).

\textsuperscript{88} Despite the statistical limitations inherent in much of their studies, the Berkeley Center's own summary of their five-year work and achievements does not provide the appropriate caution about their findings. Rather, their conclusions are presented in a much more definitive way despite the fact that many are based on such limited samples. Sarah Warshauer Freedman, "Final Report of the Center for the Study of Writing" (December 1990).

The use of case studies can be an important and invaluable component of an overall research strategy, but efforts should be made to develop findings which can be applied to other settings as well. For a discussion of the use of case studies, see Joe R. Feagin, Anthony M. Orum, and Gideon Sjoberg, eds., A Case for the Case Study (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1991); Charles C. Ragin and Howard S. Becker, What is a Case?
Another problem with some of the studies done at the centers is that they are based on convenience samples rather than more representative ones. Thus, the UCLA Center, which has produced some of the more rigorous studies, analyzed the effects of tests on what teachers do in classrooms by analyzing a questionnaire filled out by 85 elementary and secondary school teachers who attended a teacher leadership institute. While the author admits that this investigation may not be representative because of the small sample size, she does not consider any potential bias that may have been introduced as a result of only looking at individuals who attended a teacher leadership conference and who volunteered to fill out the questionnaire. 89

Similarly, often it is not clear whether new ideas or products are being tested on a representative group of teachers or only on a self-selected subset of those who have volunteered to participate in this particular activity. For instance, the Pittsburgh Center is disseminating and evaluating its Math' Program to 37 additional teachers. Unfortunately, rather than being able to assign the Math' Program randomly to teachers, they had to rely upon those who volunteered to participate in this rather intensive two-year

---

89 Joan Herman, "The Effects of Testing on Teaching and Literacy," Center for the Study of Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing, Final Report (November 1990). The statistics employed in this study are not particularly sophisticated either—mainly just descriptive statistics and simple correlations. Moreover, although the final report mentions 17 tables, they have not been included in this report—thus making it more difficult for OERI or anyone else to analyze this work.
effort. Consequently, the findings from this evaluation will be limited by the fact that the results are based upon a special subset of teachers who choose to join this project.

One might also question the particular research design of some of the studies. A study of teacher attitudes about different teacher evaluation systems, for example, analyzes teachers in Florida and Wisconsin. The strategy for comparing the teachers, however, might have been improved. Florida teachers were selected from the Miami and Tampa areas. The Wisconsin teachers were from Madison and Green Bay—seemingly rather different communities than those in Florida (perhaps Milwaukee should have been chosen instead). Moreover, the Florida sample included both beginning and experienced teachers while the Wisconsin sample only had experienced teachers (again an unfortunate development since in the Tampa subsample they found significant and complex effects of teacher experience on the ratings). Given the complexity of the issues being addressed in this study, their small sample of only 48 teachers severely restricted the type of controls and statistical analyses that could be performed. Thus, this interesting and important study by the Rutgers Center could have been considerably strengthened through more attention to the initial research design.90

Even some of the more analytically rigorous projects have

---

important methodological issues that warrant further attention. The "Success for All" program at the Johns Hopkins Center, which was discussed earlier, is certainly one of the more carefully designed and statistically rigorous efforts among the centers. The researchers at the Johns Hopkins Center examined the ability of their "Success for All" program to help young students in some of the more disadvantaged urban neighborhoods. One of the nice features of their work is the decision to select similar schools in the same type of neighborhoods as statistical controls. Moreover, in order to deal with any possible problems introduced in the schools due to pupils experiencing different rates of placement in special education programs, they matched students from the two institutions on the basis of their spring standardized test score in kindergarten.

Yet two potentially important statistical problems have yet to be fully resolved. First, one of the criteria of selecting a school for the study includes taking only those institutions where the administration and the teachers agree to participate by a secret ballot. Since the control schools do not require such a commitment, one suspects that the schools in the study may have a somewhat more dedicated administration and teaching staff than the control schools. Second, does the matching of the students from one school with those in another one on the basis of a standardized test score in kindergarten really provide an adequate control for any possible differences? To be sure, since students in the program schools as well as the control institutions come from the
more disadvantaged neighborhoods, some of the potential range of differences are minimized. Yet, as several of the outside reviewers as well as the staff of the Office of Research (OR) have suggested, the criteria for matching may not be sufficient by itself to ensure that no errors were introduced into the study.\(^91\)

Sometimes the studies do not provide sufficient details for the reader to assess and interpret the findings. In an analysis of history textbooks, for example, one does not know how many students were tested or what were their characteristics. Simple correlations are provided in the essay, but since we are not provided with information about the size of the sample it is impossible to know what are the strengths of those associations. Moreover, only in discussing this investigation with the authors does one discover that the study occurred in a Catholic school—a potentially important contextual factor which might have affected the results.\(^92\)

Overall, the quality of research and development at the OERI-funded centers is uneven. As we have seen, some of the work exemplifies excellent social science analysis while some of it leaves considerable room for conceptual and methodological


improvement. While no effort was made in this assessment to arrive at a precise distribution of the quality of the products produced by the seven centers in this study, it does appear that on the whole they are of a higher quality than comparable efforts at the five OERI-funded regional educational laboratories also investigated (though the research or development work from a particular lab such as Far West is as good or better than those from most of the centers).\textsuperscript{93}

D. Center Review Process

As was already mentioned earlier in the report, at various periods in the history of NIE, the existing centers were simply renewed rather than having to face competition for continued funding. In 1985 all of the centers were recompeted and a number of them lost their funding to outside competitors. Analysts who investigated the process of the center competitions in 1985 as well as in 1990 concluded that it was based upon a fair and efficient peer review system.\textsuperscript{94} Nothing I have seen suggests

\textsuperscript{93} For an analysis and discussion of the quality of research or development at the regional educational laboratories, see chapter 2.

otherwise.\textsuperscript{95} Indeed, it appears that in recent years the Office of Research (OR) has been so anxious to avoid any appearance of favoritism or bias that the center receiving the highest peer review ranking has always received the award—even when that meant that the recommendations of the OR staff people most directly involved in the process had to be ignored in the case of two closely ranked center proposals.\textsuperscript{96}

We have already seen how over time OERI has been increasing its emphasis on dissemination rather than research—a pattern reflected in the 1990 guidelines for center competition. For example, on the technical review form for outside evaluators of the R&D centers, only 20 points out of a possible 100 points were given to "technical soundness".\textsuperscript{97} On the other hand, 15 points was for

\textsuperscript{95} There has been a recent complaint, by one of the unsuccessful former centers, that the winning proposal gained an unfair advantage by submitting a longer than allowed proposal. As that discussion is still underway, I cannot comment on it except to say that there does not appear to be any suggestion that the staff of the Office of Research (OR) deliberately favored one institution over another in this process.

\textsuperscript{96} Staff input in the decision making process was excluded because they were not allowed to be part of the formal review panel. While this system may be good in that it almost leaves the entire decision in the hands of outside reviewers, it is bad because it may exclude entirely some of the more knowledgeable and experienced people in the field.

\textsuperscript{97} Among the criteria for technical soundness was "(1) The applicant demonstrates a thorough knowledge of current research and development concepts, theories, and outcomes and relates these to the proposed activities and mission of the center; (2) the adequacy of the research design and methodologies to address the research questions posed; and (3) evidence that, where appropriate, the perspectives of a variety of disciplines are used." Office of Research, OERI, "Application for Grants Under the Educational Research and Development Center Program" (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, 1990), p. 139.
"mission and strategy", 15 points for "institutional capacity," and 25 points for "plan of operation" (the latter criteria did not include anything about research, but did stress national leadership and dissemination). Indeed, in the 1990 grant application package, the 10 additional discretionary points available were all allocated to the Plan of Operation "to emphasize the importance of each Center's dissemination activities." In other words, the reviewer's technical form did not provide that much incentive for or differentiation among proposals in terms of research design.

While applicants were encouraged to provide detailed research designs and reviewers often rewarded those that did, sometimes it appears that having a detailed design may not have been especially advantageous. In the competition for one particular center, it appears that the center which did not spell out its research in great detail for the entire five-year period may have in part benefited compared to the one that did. Moreover, in many of the center competitions some of the reviewers have provided an excellent, detailed critique of the research, but then it appears that the reviewer's scores do not fully reflect those comments. In other words, sometimes there is less variation in the scores assigned to the "technical soundness" section than one would have expected on the basis of the differences in the written comments.

One of the major differences between successful center project research proposals and successful field-initiated research proposals may be that the latter usually would have to provide a

---

much more detailed research design than the former. Center research project proposals are often brief summary descriptions rather than detailed research plans. Some reviewers of center proposals have complained that it is difficult to evaluate their scientific validity and feasibility because of inadequate information about the specific research designs. Center project proposals often emphasize the strategy or goals of the research effort rather than the details about how they will be carried out. Field-initiated research proposals, on the other hand, usually are expected to provide short, critical reviews of the literature as well as detailed research plans. Moreover, because center research projects are put forth as a package rather than as individual components, in practice this means that some individual research projects are funded which would not have been acceptable by themselves.99

Another frequently mentioned criticism of the center review process is that the outside panels consist of both researchers and practitioners. No one is saying that the practitioners should be excluded entirely from the assessment of the center proposals. But some contend that researchers should first evaluate the technical quality of the proposals (since many of the practitioners may not have had sufficient social science training to properly judge the research design and methodology) and only then should the

99 This comparison of successful center proposals to field-initiated research proposals is based upon my personal experiences in evaluating grant applications from other agencies such as NEH, NIH, and NSF. It is not based upon an analysis of the field-initiated proposals submitted to OERI.
practitioners and policy makers play a role in the final selection. While this proposed two-tier process for selecting centers is certainly defensible and perhaps even the way to proceed, the mixing of researchers and practitioners on the review panels does not appear to have played a major role in the outcomes of the seven centers studied. There were relatively few differences between the researchers and the practitioners on how they scored the successful applications. Perhaps part of the explanation for the relative lack of differences between research and practitioner reviewers is that so little weight is given to "technical soundness" that it minimizes the variation that could be introduced for the overall score on the basis of this item.

The extent and the quality of review comments for both the initial center proposals and their continuation applications varied greatly. Some of the reviewers provided very thoughtful and constructive assessments while others do not appear to have devoted much time or energy to this activity. Since OERI does not pay reviewers even a modest honorarium for their efforts, it is not surprising that many of the responses are so limited. Moreover, the OERI center monitors report having great difficulty in persuading scholars and practitioners to participate in the review process. Perhaps a modest honorarium of $200 to $500 for

---

100 Naturally, a more thorough and proper examination of this question would entail looking at all applicants—not just the successful one. It is possible that the researchers and the practitioners differed on the unsuccessful applicants so that the only ones which won were those that were acceptable to both parties.
participating in the review process would have a positive affect on both getting reviewers as well as encouraging them to provide more extensive and detailed critiques.

Although some reviewers of proposals and continuing applications do an excellent job overall, many (if not most) are rather deficient in discussing in any detail questions about the methodology, budget, or the staffing of the research proposals. In part this is due to the fact that many proposals do not provide detailed information about their research designs for the individual projects. As a result, center monitors as well as the centers themselves are denied the opportunity to find out potentially important, constructive information about these research projects. Perhaps the review forms might be slightly expanded or made more specific in these areas in order to elicit more useful and more detailed comments. Naturally, without bolstering the motivation of many of the reviewers through something like providing a modest honorarium, it is unlikely that any increase in the specificity or breadth of the questions will have much impact.

Finally, each of the centers is required to have its own evaluation process. Many of the centers distinguish between an overall advisory board and a separate process for evaluating center products (such as technical papers, publications, etc.). The Berkeley Center, for example, effectively uses its national advisory board to discuss broader research and dissemination issues, but their national board does not attempt to assess the
statistical and technical aspects of each research project. The Johns Hopkins Center has a general review process for its publications, but it does not subject them to an indepth assessment of their scientific validity. Instead, the Johns Hopkins Center has scholars present their forthcoming work at one of the weekly seminars for critical feedback about their methodology and interpretations. Unfortunately, not all of the authors are able to have their work scrutinized at one of these sessions—especially those colleagues who are working as subcontractors at another university. Thus, while a few of the centers seem to have a very active and useful outside advisory and evaluation groups to help them with their research priorities and quality control, many others do not appear to use such mechanisms very effectively.

E. Center Monitoring

There is considerable variation in how the Office of Research (OR) staff monitor and interact with the centers. Each center has an OR center monitor assigned to it as well as usually someone who can function as a back-up. Each of the center monitors reports to one of four division leaders in OR (the Learning and Instruction Division [Anne Sweet]; the Schools and School Professionals Division [Hunter Moorman]; the Higher Education and Adult Learning Division [Clifford Adelman]; and the Education and Society Division [Ivor Pritchard]). In addition, there is a Director of Center Management and Operations [Ned Chalker] who has a small staff for
assistance. Both the division heads and the Director of Center Management and Operations report to the Director of the Office of Research [Joseph Conaty].

At the present time, this arrangement is informal and the lines of authority and the division of responsibilities between the division heads and the Director of Center Management and Operations are not always clear—though in practice they seem to be able to work together quite harmoniously.

One of the problems in the current system of monitoring is that there may be some variation in how individual monitors handle or respond to a particular situation. While the division heads and the Director of Center Management and Operations try to coordinate the activities of the center monitors, in practice there is still room for some differences. The problems are compounded by the fact that some of the center monitors have only short-term appointments in OERI so that there is a need to recruit and train new monitors on a regular basis.

Under NIE a special, brief handbook for monitors was developed to assist them. Similarly, Sally Kilgore, a former director of the Office of Research (OR) and others on the staff developed a handbook in 1988 which several of

---

101 When this study began, Milton Goldberg was the Director of the Office of Research. He was replaced in July 1992 when he left OERI for another assignment.

102 Sometimes there has been an excessive turnover in center monitors that has been detrimental both to the centers and OERI. For example, the former National Center on Education and Employment had five different center monitors in a 2 1/2 year period.

the current monitors found helpful when it was used five years ago. Unfortunately, that handbook was allowed to become dated and obsolete over time so that today there is nothing comparable for new or continuing center monitors today.

Part of the reason for the diversity of practices among center monitors is because the division heads and the monitors do not agree amongst themselves on the importance or the nature of this responsibility. Some division heads and center monitors, for example, see their relationship with the center as a very active one that requires considerable time and effort. Other division heads and center monitors see the centers as just another set of grantees that do not need or deserve intense scrutiny and involvement. Moreover, there appears to be some differences among the recent Assistant Secretaries of Education on just how involved centers monitors should be or the types of activities that they should perform. For example, while some staff have seen themselves as liaisons to the centers, Diane Ravitch, the recent former Assistant Secretary, prefers to see them as center monitors.

Center monitors also vary considerably in terms of their training and orientation. While a few center monitors have only had some college education, others have received a Ph.D. or E.D. degree. Some have had extensive personal experience in conducting


105 Even at the time when Sally Kilgore tried have center monitors use the handbook, one of the division heads simply refused to comply and told the monitors reporting to him to ignore the manual.
or supervising research while others have had relatively little previous exposure to research. Similarly, while the training and experiences of some monitors fits very nicely with the subject matter of their center, others are working in areas that are far removed from their previous expertise or interests. A few center monitors are so deeply involved and knowledgeable about the content of their center's activities that they have even co-authored work with the personnel of that institution. But some centers complain the OR center monitors are not familiar about their center's work or knowledgeable enough about academic research to be of much assistance.

There is also considerable variation in how much monitors consider and discuss the research design and methodology employed in the center's individual research projects. Some monitors devote relatively little time or effort to look at these issues while others are very deeply involved in such discourse. For example, the monitor for Johns Hopkins Center raised questions about the

106 Judith Segal, for example, has co-edited several books with scholars at the center that she monitors. Judith W. Segal, Susan F. Chipman, and Robert Glaser, eds., Thinking and Learning Skills: Relating Instruction to Research (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1985); Susan F. Chipman, Judith Segal, and Robert Glaser, eds., Thinking and Learning Skills: Research and Open Questions (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1985); James F. Voss, David N. Perkins, and Judith W. Segal, eds., Informal Reasoning and Education (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1991). Of course, while the close intellectual involvement of a monitor with their center is to be welcomed and fostered, someone might object that it diminishes from the possibility of that monitor maintaining an independent and objective perspective. While such a concern is legitimate, such dangers in practice are probably far outweighed by concerns about not having a center monitor who is intimately familiar with the subject and methodological issues involved.
issue of matched sampling for the "Success for All" program and tried unsuccessfully to persuade the researchers there to be more concerned about this issue. Similarly, the monitor for the Berkeley Center questioned various aspects of the research design and strategy for that institution.

One major problem for center monitors is that they often do not have sufficient travel funds to visit their centers or to bring with them, if necessary, the type of experts necessary to evaluate the research being produced by their center. Under NIE in the 1970s, for example, center monitors sometimes were able to assemble teams of experts to go with them on their center visits. As OERI becomes more concerned about improving the quality of the research being done by the centers as well as assisting them with their other activities, it may be useful to provide more funding for travel and consultants.

Finally, some of the monitors pay close attention to the budget from a programmatic perspective, but others do not. Those who are interested in looking closely at the budget information, especially from a comparative perspective, are handicapped by the fact that the results from the computerized Project Management Information System (PMIS) do not provide the necessary information.

Indeed, since most center monitors are only allowed one annual trip either to their center or to a professional conference, some monitors choose to attend the annual conference and meet with the center director there. Center monitors should not be placed into this unfortunate trade-off. Travel funds should be available for their center monitoring activities at the site as well as for an opportunity to attend an appropriate professional meeting to further their own education and training.
Moreover, sometimes the appropriate research activities information from the Project Input Forms which would be necessary for a more indepth budget analysis were sent to OERI, but not passed on to the appropriate monitors. In general, one gets the impression that the analysis of the individual project research budgets and staffs have not received as much attention from either center monitors or outside reviewers.

In 1987 the Office of Research (OR) undertook a third-year review of the centers. The control and direction of those reviews was placed in the hands of the individual monitors so that the quality of those efforts varied considerably from center to center. Overall, the reviews for the centers investigated for this study appear to have dealt only marginally with the quality of the research and development produced by those institutions.

The third-year review for 17 of the centers in 1992 overall was much more rigorous and systematic. The outside reviewers and center monitors were specifically asked to comment upon the quality of the work produced by the centers during their first two years and the results of this review were scrutinized both by the Office of Research and the Office of the Assistant Secretary.

108 Keith Stubbs and Ella Jones are now heading up an OERI task force to review and revise the use of the PMIS system.

109 There was considerable debate within OR and OERI on how much attention should be paid to the quality of the research and development produced by the centers. Initially, the third-year review plans did not call for a careful assessment of the quality of the center work, but the final instructions to the outside and inside reviewers specifically asked them to address the quality issue.
One source of uncertainty among some of the staff in OR is over how much legal authority center monitors have to make changes in the grants. Some have said that since the funds are grants rather than contracts, OR cannot insist on major changes or deletions of entire projects--though the center monitors have often persuaded the centers that changes or a redirection of funding are warranted and prudent. Others believe that monitors have the legal authority to terminate any specific project that is deemed inadequate--though usually this would be in the context of redirecting those monies to other projects within the same center. In any case, it does not appear that until last year OR has terminated the funding for a specific project within a center and then decreased the overall funding level for that center.

The Department of Education grant regulations state that "[t]he Secretary may make a continuation award for a budget period after the first budget period of an approved multi-year project if: ... (4) Continuation of the project is in the best interest of the Federal Government." In other words, if OR decides, for example, that ultimately one of the projects in a center is inadequate from a research perspective or unnecessary from a government perspective, it can terminate that project and reassign the money to other activities within that center or transfer the

---

funds to other centers.\textsuperscript{111}

In the 1970s, NIE occasionally did remove funds from a particular center project or projects and then use them for some other purposes. But in more recent years OR has not followed that same practice—perhaps in part because some of the monitors as well as some of the leadership in OERI was not aware that this could be done. In the third-year review of the centers, however, a specific center project was defunded and the monies were used for other center expenditures.\textsuperscript{112} The defunding of specific center projects which are deemed by center monitors and reviewers as unworthy and unsalvageable should be pursued as a last resort, at least on a limited basis, because it sends a clear message to everyone that OR is only willing to fund those projects which are of demonstrable quality and "in the best interest of the Federal Government."

There is another major problem with the relationship between the centers and the Office of Research (OR). The research produced by the centers is transmitted to the monitors in OR, but there is no real effort made to incorporate and use their findings in the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI). Basically, up until very recently, few individuals within OR have been able

\textsuperscript{111} Since the Congress has specified the total minimum amount of money to be spent on the centers as a line-item, the surplus funds cannot be transferred to some other non-center activity at OERI (unless the total amount allocated to the centers by OERI had exceeded the minimum set by Congress).

\textsuperscript{112} Similarly, over $200,000 of another center’s funding was withheld until it provided a much more detailed and developed research design for one of its projects.
to do any serious original research or to synthesize existing studies. Moreover, the lack of subject matter specialists in OR like someone in early childhood education have made it difficult for the Office of Research to interact intellectually with many of the centers.

The lack of research personnel and activity within the Office of Research seriously weakens that group's ability to monitor and interact substantively with the centers. In recent years this situation has become worse as personnel have been shifted from OR to other tasks within OERI. The number of full-time equivalent (FTE) employees in the Office of Research decreased from 68 in FY87 to 58 in FY91—a fifteen percent decrease. As a result, the ability of OR staff to do original analyses or to synthesize the research findings from the centers has decreased at the same time that the total number of centers funded by OR has increased.

Diane Ravitch, the recent former Assistant Secretary, agreed that the Office of Research has been under-staffed and she authorized in late 1992 the addition of four more researchers to the staff. It was envisioned that the new staff members would be part of a separate unit within OR which would specialize in synthesizing existing research as well as undertaking their own investigations. As Ravitch's tenure in office was terminated by the change in administrations, her proposed expansion of OR has been placed on hold.

III. Conclusion
The R&D centers were initially created as large, national research institutions to develop an ongoing and cumulative program of education research on some vital problem area. While that need continues to exist, the size and nature of most centers has changed dramatically so that it will be necessary to make some major changes in our current center system in order to meet those initial expectations.

Most of the initial R&D centers in the early 1970s were $2-$4 million operations (in constant 1982-84 dollars) and many of the previous analyses of these institutions recommended that they should be even larger. Today, the average size of the R&D centers is only about three-quarters of a million dollars (in constant 1982-84 dollars) and they cannot be considered truly "national" research centers in the original meaning of that word. Instead, most of them are small research institutions (or coalitions of small research institutions) which do not have the national presence or impact that was initially envisioned. If the R&D centers are to fulfill their functions of supporting sustained and cumulative research on a national scale, they will have to be much larger--perhaps in the range of $6 to $8 million (current dollars).

The total amount of money in constant dollars allocated to R&D centers has declined substantially from a high of $27.1 million in FY74 to $15.6 million in FY91 (in constant 1982-84 dollars)--a 42.4 percent decrease. The recent National Academy of Science Report is correct in recommending that there should be a sizable increase in total center funding over the next few years (they recommended
approximately doubling the total R&D center budget).

But the R&D centers are only one component of the overall research portfolio of the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI). Equally important are mission-oriented basic research or field-initiated studies. If the U.S. Congress does not substantially increase the funding for these other activities, it may be advisable to redirect some of the other funds within OERI for those purposes. Therefore, if there is no increased funding for mission-oriented basic research or field-initiated research, regrettably it may be prudent to redirect perhaps 10-15 percent of the current center funding for these activities (this would require congressional approval). 113

More of the current budget of the centers needs to be directed toward research. The fact that only approximately half of the funds allocated to the five centers studied went directly to research projects is troublesome. The federal government needs to reconsider the indirect cost rates of colleges and universities to make sure that they include only the real costs of providing services for conducting research in education at the centers. More attention needs to be paid to the administrative costs of the centers charged to the OERI grant. Centers whose universities charge a relatively high indirect cost presumably will not need as much additional help from OERI for administrative expenses. In order to interact more thoughtfully with center budgetary matters,

113 The same percentage of money should be redirected to the field-initiated or mission-oriented basic research from OERI's funding of the regional educational laboratories.
it will be necessary to expand and improve the output from the current PMIS system. The computerized output provided by the present PMIS system has not been of much interest or help to the center monitors or other program analysts within OERI.

The cost of disseminating information from the centers may need reconsideration. There is no question that the dissemination of information about the findings from center research projects is an important and necessary activity. In the present situation of mostly small R&D centers, however, sometimes the costs of dissemination in a particular center are too high relative to the expense of doing the research itself so that one wonders if the proper balance has been found. In an extreme case, one of the centers spends more money on collaboration and dissemination than it does on research. If the centers become larger, then the seemingly direct trade-off between dissemination and research will not be as problematic. In any case, centers should also work much more closely with other institutions, such as the laboratories, in order to reach a broader audience in a more efficient and cost-effective manner. Indeed, it was rather disappointing to discover how little co-ordination and co-operation exists between most centers and labs today.

Another problem with the current distribution of research activities within the centers is the relative lack of basic research. As the recent National Academy of Science Report pointed out, very little basic research is being done in OERI and as this analysis has confirmed, very little basic research is being done at
the centers. This is unfortunate because so much of OERI's very limited research funds are expended through the centers and labs. While more basic research can and should be expanded through field-initiated research and other more focused research grants, the centers should expand their relative commitment of time and money to basic research—especially since the work of the centers is supposed to be more sustained and cumulative than ordinary research grants anyway. Therefore, mission-oriented basic research should be expanded within the centers.114

If one of the major rationales for the centers is the need for co-ordinated and cumulative research strategies, then they should strive to accomplish this goal. At the present time, many of the projects within the centers could not be justified on these basis. Given the current small overall size of the centers, the decision to put together a loose coalition of colleges and universities may not always be wise as it often leads in practice to further fragmentation. If the centers were to increase in size, then the idea of bringing together different institutions might become more attractive as each one would receive more funding and as there

114 Some have suggested that as there are fewer and larger centers, the centers themselves should hold the mission-oriented basic research competitions for individual scholars. Perhaps. But it may be more effective and efficient to have the Office of Research hold those grant competitions than the centers. This important issue should be analyzed further before any decision is made. Part of the answer to this question will depend on how the congressionally proposed institutes or directorates are organized and run.
might be more monies for travel and co-ordination.115

If spreading the center among several different universities often may be problematic, so too is the almost universal practice of having many small research projects. Despite the small size of the current centers, almost all of them have decided to fund 10-35 research projects. As a result, almost by definition most of these research projects are small and limited efforts which make it difficult, if not almost impossible, to provide the type of large-scale and long-term sustained research analyses initially envisioned by the creators of these institutions.

With some notable exceptions, many of the center activities are more a series of interesting and often well-done individual research projects rather than part of a closely co-ordinated, ongoing research strategy. Sometimes there is considerable overlap among the centers in their research projects and orientations--too often without any close co-ordination among them. Even those projects which are part of a broader research strategy sometimes appear isolated and unrelated to outsiders who do not have direct access to the researchers or their unpublished proposals to OERI. In short, if the centers are to be continued because of the need for sustained and cumulative research, then they must organize themselves in such a manner as to be able to deliver it--otherwise they may be simply perceived as expensive and privileged.

115 While several of the centers which are composed of coalitions of colleges and universities were not particularly effective or useful, some were more functional. For example, the Rutgers Center made effective use of faculty at different colleges and universities.
institutions for catering to the particular individual research interests of their faculty members.

While everyone agrees that center grants should be competitive, there is considerable disagreement over how frequently the existing centers should be recompeted. At the present time, all centers face a new round of competition every five years. The recent National Academy of Science Report, however, suggests that center grants should be made for 10 to 15 years conditional, of course, upon satisfactory annual progress.

As desirable as it may be to have more long-term centers, it is probably wise to continue to recompete them every five years. The frequent competition provides additional incentives for existing centers to maintain their research quality and provides more opportunities to redirect the research focus of portions of the center system if that should ever become necessary.

Perhaps one way of combining the desire for more stability with the emphasis on the need for quality is to allow center recompetitions to take into consideration the prior work of the incumbent center. Centers which have done first-rate research would gain some advantage in the recompetition because of their existing track record. This might not necessarily be undesirable from a government perspective because centers are supposed to develop ongoing cumulative education research. On the other hand, incumbent centers whose research has been conceptually and methodologically flawed would be disadvantaged again not an undesirable outcome. Taking into consideration an incumbent's past
performance could play an important role in both enhancing the overall quality of center research as well as providing more stability for those institutions which produce high quality and useful work.116

Another way to enhance the long-term impact of the centers is to require that OERI funded data produced at those institutions be made available to other scholars and analysts within a relatively short time-period (perhaps one year after the data has been gathered and first analyzed). The National Science Foundation already requires all of its grantees to provide public use computer tapes/disks and OERI should adopt their policy. Naturally, the confidentiality of the research subjects must be protected and specific funds should be set aside in the center budgets for the cost of preparing a public use computer tape/disk.117

The overall quality of the research produced by the centers is mixed. On the one hand, some of the projects within centers have produced excellent social science research. Their investigations are well-designed and their studies employ sophisticated research

116 Taking into account an incumbent center's previous work is certainly permissible under existing U.S. Department of Education regulations. In describing how the Secretary selects applications for new grants, the regulations state: "(3) any other information relevant to a criterion, priority, or other requirement that applies to the selection of applications for new grants, including information concerning the applicant's use of funds under a previous award under the same Federal program." U.S. Department of Education, EDGAR, paragraph 75.217.

117 OR has created a task force to look into the matter of centers providing public use data tapes. OR has already moved to obtain such data from the Johns Hopkins Center which is now entering its final year of OERI funding.
techniques ranging from insightful ethnographic analyses to rigorous statistical methods. On the other hand, some of the research projects are so conceptually and methodologically weak that they either should have never been funded or should have been promptly improved after being funded. While there is considerable variation among the centers in the quality of their work, there is also a surprisingly large variation in the quality of work within many centers. Even at some of the best R&D centers there are research projects which probably would not have been funded if they would have had to compete openly by themselves for scarce federal research dollars.

It is evident that first-rate educational research has been and can be produced through a system of R&D centers. It is also clear that insufficient attention has been paid by the Office of Research (OR) to ways of improving the overall quality of research from the centers—though individual center monitors often have worked very hard to help maintain high research standards at their centers. There are a number of steps which might be taken to enhance the quality of the research produced by the centers.118

More attention needs to be paid to the research design in the original grants. In 1985 and 1990 only 20 percent of an applicants overall score depended upon their research design—a much too low percentage for centers which are explicitly designed for research

---

118 Starting with the third-year review of the 17 centers in 1992, OR now has initiated a series of efforts to monitor and improve the quality of the research and development produced by the centers. These recent activities by OR are unique historically and the office should be commended for its initiatives in this area.
and development purposes. Applicants for center grants must be explicitly and forcefully reminded to present more specific and detailed research plans for each of their projects (even if this means allowing a few more pages for each individual project description in the application). If the panel of reviewers feels that any particular project of the winning application is so weak conceptually or methodologically (or so unclear because they have not been given sufficient information), they either should delete it immediately from the approved package or clearly indicate that the project must be improved quickly. Once applicants for center grants realize that their individual research projects might be entirely eliminated if their proposals are not conceptually and methodologically sound and clearly presented, perhaps the overall quality of the successful applications will be improved.

It is essential to obtain good reviewers for both the initial grant review panel as well as for those participating in the third-year continuation review. Highly qualified researchers should play a prominent, though not exclusive, role in these deliberations. Whether the review system becomes a two-tiered process (with practitioners or policy makers and researchers separated) may be less important than whether the panel(s) are able and willing to discuss thoroughly the research designs of each project. One of the problems, however, of including practitioners, policy makers, and researchers on the same panel is that there may not be enough positions for covering the broad array of substantive issues being raised—especially if the centers become much larger in scope and
function. In order to recruit highly qualified reviewers and persuade them to devote the amount of attention suggested here, a modest honorarium should be provided.\textsuperscript{119} Given the sizable public investment in each of these centers, it is wasteful and inefficient to maintain a review process that cannot ensure a high degree of scrutiny of the soundness of the proposed research in these centers.

Center monitors as a group need to devote more attention to the research quality of the products from their centers. This means that center monitors either should be personally competent to assess the quality of the research or able to seek assistance from colleagues within the Office of Research (OR). Just as center monitors now may receive technical training in how to handle grants and contracts or how to use computers, they should also have the opportunity to receive some training in research design and statistical analysis. This is particularly important in OR because some of the staff have risen through the ranks without ever having had the type of methodological training that they may need in the current positions.\textsuperscript{120} More efforts also have to be made to

\textsuperscript{119} OERI has just changed its policies in regard to paying reviewers. If funding permits, OERI now will try to pay reviewers an honorarium of $100 per day—a practice consistent with the Department's current practices. Dick Hayes, "Memo to Program Directors," Office of Educational Research and Improvement (May 20, 1993).

\textsuperscript{120} Some of this training is now being provided to OERI staff by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). The new NCES social science training program is an important step forward in this area for all of OERI. In addition to the offerings by NCES, the Horace Mann Learning Center for the U.S. Department of Education also should provide
standardize some of the routine center monitoring practices in OR; the development and annual updating of an OR handbook for center monitors would be a step in the right direction.\textsuperscript{121}

Travel money should be made available for center monitors to visit their sites on appropriate occasions. Center monitors should not be forced to decide between attending one professional meeting each year or visiting their center as the current policy dictates. Moreover, funds should be available occasionally to bring in outside consultants to visit a particular center for a more indepth assessment of its strengths and weaknesses.

Center monitors should be encouraged to continue working closely with their centers to improve the quality of research. Better individual project forms for obtaining more detailed information about research design and methodology need to be developed and employed—perhaps along the lines of those now being created for the TORUS System. Conceptually and methodologically weak projects should be improved or the funds allocated for them redirected to other center projects. In some cases it may be

more social science training opportunities for federal employees. At the present time the Horace Mann Learning Center concentrates on computer training and technical assistance for grant and contract management. It also sponsors some other more controversial activities such as an image impact seminar to "help participants to understand the importance of projecting the right image in business through appearance, attitude and body language." U.S. Department of Education, Training Announcement, "Image Impact Seminar," Horace Mann Learning Center, Announcement No. 92-125 (December 22, 1992). Unfortunately, since the image impact seminar is explicitly targeted only for clerical/secretarial employees, it may raise some questions about occupational stereotyping.

\textsuperscript{121} OR is now in the process of developing a new handbook for center monitors.
necessary and desirable to eliminate a particular center project entirely and then reduce the overall funding of that center accordingly. Any surplus funds accumulated from research projects eliminated from a particular center might then be reallocated to other worthy research projects at other centers.

The Office of Research (OR) needs to conduct its own research as well as to synthesize the research findings from the centers. At the present time, the staff of the OR are not given sufficient time to produce or synthesize research. Part of this inattention to research within OR is due to a general de-emphasis on the importance of research within OERI until very recently and part is due to past decisions to reduce the overall staff size of OR (fortunately the current plans call for an expansion of OR analytic staff). At the present time there is a serious shortage of qualified analysts within OR who are able to address the various substantive topics pursued at the existing centers. Therefore, additional high quality researchers in OR who have expertise both in substantive and methodological areas should identified and hired. If the work produced by the centers is expected to provide a sustained and cumulative body of educational research, then the research staff within OR will substantially have to be expanded in numbers and upgraded in quality.

While there has been some discussion and consideration at OR of the role of research at the centers, very little, if any, attention has been paid to the issue of development--despite the fact that this word is prominently highlighted in the formal...
designations of the centers. The relative lack of developmental work in OERI in general is a serious problem for the agency and one that needs to be investigated and remedied. Whether that development should be done by the centers, labs, or some combination of these and other institutions remains to be explored. In any case, the Office of Research (OR) should carefully reconsider the place of development in the functions of the centers and either drop that word from the title and descriptions of the centers or deal with this issue more seriously in practice. At the present time, it appears that many, if not most centers, do not pursue their developmental responsibilities very diligently.
Chapter 2

ANALYSIS OF THE QUALITY OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
AT THE OERI REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORIES
In the previous chapter we discussed the research and development (R&D) centers of the Office of Educational Research and Development (OERI) -- one of the major areas of research expenditures by that agency. Now we will turn to an investigation of the types and quality of research and development at the regional educational laboratories, the other major OERI-funded institution created just two years after the R&D centers were established. From 1966 through 1991, approximately $811 million (in constant 1982-84 dollars) have been expended on these labs -- about 30 percent more than spent on the R&D centers from 1964 through 1991. Similar to the situation with the R&D centers, the characteristics and quality of the research and development produced at the labs have not been systematically investigated.

This study will analyze the nature and quality of research and development produced by the labs since 1985. Compared to the earlier study of research and development at the R&D centers, this undertaking is more complicated because the mission of the labs has not always been as directly or explicitly focused on research and development. Therefore considerable care and attention will be paid to the varying definitions of what constitutes research and development.

1 The information on lab funding is based upon data from a variety of different documents gathered at OERI. While there are a few minor discrepancies in the various annual estimates of lab expenditures, the overall level as well as trend should be reasonably accurate. The cost of living information is from the U.S. Department of Commerce index of consumer prices.
development activities at these institutions as well as to assessing the quality of their work. Again, there will be some need to look at the changing overall trends in lab budgets and to examine the relative amounts expended on research and development. Since the focus of this inquiry is an assessment of the quality of research and development produced at the labs rather than their impact on schools or the role of the labs in providing technical assistance to states and local communities, this analysis should not be seen as a comprehensive investigation of the overall functioning of the labs.

The study begins with an analysis of the creation of the labs in 1966 and their subsequent development. Because there were so many major changes in the focus and direction of the labs, the historical analysis will be examined in considerable depth. Readers only interested in the current functioning of the labs rather than their origins or historical development might want to skip this section and go directly to the analysis of the quality of research and development work at five of the current labs. Then the relationship between the labs and the staff at OERI will be considered in an effort to make some suggestions about how to improve the quality of research at those institutions.

I. Historical Development of the Labs

In the previous chapter, we described the growing role of the federal government in the support of educational research in the
late-1950s and early-1960s and the frustration over the fact that much of that initial research was piecemeal and fragmentary. The R&D centers first were established in 1964 as part of a concerted effort to develop sustained and cumulative educational research and the centers were reauthorized under Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965.

President Lyndon Johnson created in 1964 a number of task forces to consider what actions the federal government should take in different areas. The task force on education was headed by John Gardner and it played a key role in the establishment and operation of the educational laboratories. Whereas the Gardner Task Force virtually ignored the role of the newly created R&D centers, it made the creation of the educational laboratories one of the centerpieces of its recommendations for bold new ways of improving learning. Moreover, in its relatively extensive discussion of the laboratories, it set forth a particular vision of those institutions which provides some of the most detailed information about the original intent of the lab founders.\(^2\)

The Gardner Task Force, in language almost identical to some of the current rhetoric of reform, called for "a massive burst of

\(^2\) For a useful analysis of the Gardner Task Force, see Charles Philip Kearney, "The 1964 Presidential Task Force on Education and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965." Unpub. Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1967. At the time that Kearney did his analysis, he did not have a copy of the official report of the Gardner Task Force Report, but he was able to recreate the contents of that document from materials supplied by some of the participants. Indeed, his understanding of the labs based upon earlier documents as well as discussions with the participants almost exactly mirrors what is found in the final draft of that report.
innovation." Since they saw educational development as ever changing, they called for "a system designed for continuous renewal, a system in which reappraisal and innovation are built in. That is why references to research and development, to innovation and experiment, appear in every chapter of this report."³

Laboratories were seen as a way of overcoming the lack of adequate dissemination and adoption of new educational ideas and practices:

The past ten years have brought a wealth of new ideas and programs in almost every area of education, particularly at the elementary and secondary level. Yet the efforts of the past ten years have not brought about the far-reaching changes that one might wish, partly because neither the efforts to innovate nor the arrangements for disseminating innovation have been on a scale adequate to the need. To remedy that defect, the Task Force recommends Federal aid for the establishment of large-scale National Educational Laboratories which would develop and disseminate ideas and programs for improving educational practices throughout the country. There should be at least a dozen major laboratories and perhaps two or three dozen more that are specialized or

The Gardner Task Force explicitly stated that these labs should not be "small-scale efforts, operating out of a corner of a department of education, rooted in the interests of a few faculty members, and having little connection with the daily practice of education in the community." Instead, they saw them as "more closely akin to the great national laboratories of the Atomic Energy Commission and should share many of their features." Although they should pay considerable attention to basic research, "the central focus of the laboratories will be on the development and dissemination of educational innovations." Given the emphasis on developing and disseminating educational innovations to the local schools, the Gardner Task Force emphasized the importance of testing and refining materials. Therefore, they recommended that each lab have one or more experimental schools under its own jurisdiction. "Taken collectively, these experimental schools might constitute a nationwide network to test the feasibility of new methods. In other words the school would not only serve the laboratory with which it was affiliated but other laboratories too. Thus it might at any given time be testing

5 Gardener, "Report of the President's Task Force on Education," p. 34.
a new reading unit that had been locally produced and a mathematics unit that had been developed 3,000 miles away."7 They also recommended that links be established "with numerous schools (or school systems) for the sake of teacher training and the field testing of new programs."8

Unlike the situation today, where only one of the ten labs is affiliated with a university, the Gardner Task Force argued that all labs should have a university connection.9 "It would also be essential that each laboratory have some kind of affiliation with a neighboring university. It could be under the jurisdiction of a university, or sponsored by a group of universities, or affiliated in other ways."10

Although the existing R&D centers and the proposed labs might overlap to some degree, they were seen as different, but complementary entities. "[T]he Laboratories described here go beyond the centers created by the Office in certain respects, chiefly the following: (a) considerably greater emphasis on development and upon the dissemination of innovation, (b) the use

---


9 But some of the other laboratories today do try to maintain close ties to colleges and universities. For example, the Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL) has representatives from the colleges and universities on their governing board, works with them on their Colleges and Schools Program, and hires expert consultants from those institutions.

of experimental schools and extensive pilot programs in the regular schools and (c) provision for teacher training as an integral part of the program.\textsuperscript{11}

The ideas of the Gardner Task Force on the educational laboratories played a very important role in the development and passage of Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965. Title IV authorized the establishment of a network of large-scale labs, but did not require that the labs have experimental schools associated with them or that teacher training be an integral part of their activities. Moreover, while universities could apply for the funds to create these labs, so too could other non-profit groups which were not affiliated with universities.\textsuperscript{12}

There was considerable disagreement over the size of the initial labs and how rapidly they should be created. The Gardner Task Force envisioned well-funded, large-scale institutions. Some of the lab proponents also argued that these organizations should be phased in gradually so that ample time would be allowed to experiment with the best institutional arrangements for them.

A decision was made to create quickly a large number of labs and to place them in various regions of the country--partly in the


hope that the U.S. Congress would quickly increase funding. In January of 1966 10 labs were funded and by the end of that year, 20 labs were under contract. Nineteen of the twenty labs were designed to serve the states and one, the Center for Urban Education, was intended for helping the major urban areas. The manner in which regions were drawn meant that some states were split between two or more labs; on the average there were fewer than three states per lab. In FY66 $26.8 million (in constant 1982-84 dollars) were allocated to the labs and doubled during the next year (see figure 2). The total amount of money in constant dollars for the labs peaked in 1970 and the present total expenditures on those institutions is only slightly more than a third of what it was three decades ago.

Insert figure 1

Compared to the expectations of the Gardner Task Force, the labs have always been rather modest in size. The initial labs rose from an annual average of $1.4 million (in constant 1982-84 dollars) in FY66 to an annual average of $4.3 million in FY70--a level at which they were maintained or even slightly increased despite dramatic reductions in the total number of labs in the early 1970s (see figure 2). The average annual funding for labs

---

FIGURE 1
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declined in the second-half of 1970s and 1980s so that today the average annual lab budget in constant dollars is only $2.3 million—about half of its earlier level.

Insert figure 2

There was also considerable debate over the national versus the regional orientation of the labs. The Gardner Task Force had emphasized the national nature of the labs, but many of the staff at the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) stressed their regional functions—in part because they felt that every congressperson wanted a lab in their own region. Francis Keppel, an early proponent of national rather than regional labs, switched his position. When someone challenged Keppel about his support of regional labs, he justified his new position because "Title IV labs are going to be a porkbarrel. Every Congressman is going to want one in his region."¹⁴ Moreover, since the designation of "national" labs raised fears about excessive federal control, it seemed more prudent to call them "regional" labs.¹⁵ This tension between the "national" and "regional" focus of the labs was not satisfactorily or conclusively settled and it even remains as an important unresolved issue today.
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The initial reactions to the labs were mixed. In a very influential and frequently cited analysis of the R&D centers and labs in the late 1960s, Francis Chase, Dean of the School of Education at the University of Chicago and a close ally of Gardner, enthusiastically endorsed the concept of labs as well as how they were being managed (though he also had some constructive suggestions for how to improve their operation). He saw the R&D centers and labs as complementary activities and cited several instances of close co-operation between them. Chase particularly stressed the joint role of the centers and labs in systematically developing educational products and disseminating them to schools.

16 While his public statements about the labs generally were laudatory, privately he seems to have been quite aware of the serious shortcomings in the functioning of many of the labs. For example, in a retrospective interview in the early 1970s, he observed that the labs were going in all directions—service-oriented, research-oriented, giving grants to people who couldn't have gotten them in national competition, some behaving like state departments of education, others behaving like weak schools of education. A lot of trial and error." Quoted in Dershimer, The Federal Government and Educational R&D, p. 92.

17 Francis S. Chase, "The National Program of Educational Laboratories: An Independent Appraisal of Twenty Educational Laboratories and Nine University Research and Development Centers Conducted Under Contract No. OEC-3-7-001536-1536" (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1968), pp. 9-12. For example, Chase pointed to the cooperation between the Research and Development Center at the University of Pittsburgh under the direction of Robert Glaser and Research for Better Schools, one of the local labs in developing and disseminating Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI). While there certainly were some instances of close center-lab cooperation, Chase greatly exaggerated their prevalence and seriously under-estimated the difficulties involved in getting R&D centers and labs to work together as a team.
Centers typically address themselves to identification and/or formulation of theoretical models or systems to perform stated functions; and sometimes to the design of components or elements required to move from conceptual to working models and assembly of components into consistent systems. Centers and laboratories share in testing working models or systems in laboratory situations to reveal malfunctioning, unsolved problems, and undesired side-effects; and in subsequent refinement and redesign as needed to correct defects and increase power and efficiency. The laboratories typically arrange further testing under a variety of field situations to gauge performance more precisely, to reveal modifications required by characteristics of the population served and other variations in situations. Collaborating centers and laboratories share responsibility for progressive precision in specification of intended effects and of the resources and processes necessary to produce the desired effects. Careful analysis of the yields or benefits of the new or revised system under specified conditions, and of measures and costs involved in maintaining the specified conditions is likewise a joint responsibility.\(^\text{18}\)

Chase wanted the laboratories to focus on a few large and long-term projects rather than spread their efforts and resources too broadly. Moreover, while he acknowledged the regional nature of the labs, he saw them more as national institutions which would provide systematically developed and field-tested products well beyond their local areas. He also recognized that any serious development efforts would be expensive and time-consuming:

19 Chase felt that the centers were generally more focused in their activities than the labs. He applauded the recent efforts of the labs to redefine their missions more narrowly and to focus their attention on a smaller number of projects and activities. Chase, "The National Program of Educational Laboratories," pp. 18-21. The U.S. Office of Education also believed that the mission of the labs was to be focused. As a representative of that office put it, "The functions of these laboratories are to identify the major educational problems of the region, to choose one or two priority areas in which to mount an effective program, and to devise and administer a coordinated program to solve those problem areas.... Regional laboratories will be doing research activities where these obviously bear on the problems attacked." U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Education and Labor. Study of the United States Office of Education. 90th Congress, 1st Session (House Document No. 193: Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 227.

20 "Experience seems to indicate that the more successful laboratories achieve national visibility and influence because of the power of the concepts with which they are working and their ability to incorporate these concepts in operational systems of superior performance.... My conclusion is that it is desirable to have one or more laboratories in the Northeast, the Northwest, the Southeast, the Southwest, the North Central, the South Central, and other major regions; but this does not mean that there is any special validity in the present so-called regional grouping of laboratories." Chase, "The National Program of Educational Laboratories," pp. 36-37. While the tension between regional and national labs did not disappear, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the U.S. Office of Education (OE) and its successor, NIE, stressed their national orientation. Testimony of Richard Rossmiller, U.S.Congress, House, Subcommittee on Select Education, Committee on Education and Labor, National Institute of Education: Hearings before the Subcommittee on Select Education, 94th Congress, 1st Session (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, pp. 101-102.)
Some of the curriculum studies supported by the National Science Foundation required expenditures of the order of a million dollars a year for several years; and while they produced notable improvements in texts and other instructional materials, none was subjected to the extensive development and testing which are necessary for reliable performance. While precise calculations are not yet possible, there is reason to believe that the development, production, testing, and refinement of even a fairly limited instructional system, requires a staff of fifteen or more highly qualified specialists and generalists with a supporting technical and clerical staff. Special facilities are also required for experimentation, design of prototypes, production of components, assembly of components into systems, and rigorous testing at each stage of development.... As the actual development of components and the fitting together of systems occurs, the annual cost for a single well designed program is likely to exceed a million dollars. If it is assumed that an organization will be engaged simultaneously in the development of three or more complementary programs or systems, the annual funding of the organization might easily exceed three million dollars.²¹

²¹ Chase, The National Program of Educational Laboratories," pp. 51-52. In constant 1982-84 dollars, the annual $1 million cost of each development project would be $2.9 million. Thus, the
While Chase whole-heartedly endorsed the concept and activities of the labs, other analysts were less sanguine about their achievements and direction. The U.S. House Special Subcommittee on Education, which was investigating the U.S. Office of Education, expressed strong reservations about the actual operation of the labs. For example, the Subcommittee found considerable confusion about the mission of the labs—even among some of the staff of the labs. Similarly, the Subcommittee often found no clear distinction between the R&D centers and the labs. Moreover, the members voiced grave concern about the large proportion of high salaries among lab personnel. However, both the Subcommittee and Chase did agree that the erratic and uncertain funding of the labs made any long-term planning extremely difficult.

Just as it appeared that the situation of the labs in the late 1960s finally might be stabilizing and improving, serious congressional opposition to an expansion of their funding arose. Some of this opposition was based on changes in key legislators or alterations in their responsibilities; but much of the opposition was due to the competition for scarce funds as a result of the escalation of the Vietnam War.

minimum size of a lab which had at least three development projects would be about $9 million (in constant 1982-84 dollars).


23 John Fogarty, chairman of the House Subcommittee on Appropriations for the Department of HEW and a staunch supporter of federal research died in 1968. Moreover, Congressman Edith Green,
The creation of 20 relatively small labs in the mid-1960s had been predicated upon the expectation of a major expansion of federal funding for them. While the White House did propose a 50 percent increase in lab funding for FY69, the Congress provided only a 4 percent increment. As a result, the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) decided to terminate five of the labs and signaled the end of the planned rapid expansion of the labs.24 Although there was a modest increase in lab funding in FY70, a 14 percent decrease the following year led to the closing of another four labs. The even larger declines in funding of the newly created National Institute of Education (NIE) meant continued reductions in federal support for laboratories and by 1975 only eight labs survived.25

At the same time that the overall budget of the labs was being reduced in the early 1970s, the manner in which the labs and the R&D centers were funded was also being reviewed and revised. The Gardner Task Force and the report by Francis Chase had argued for large-scale labs with stable funding. But the attacks upon the chairperson of the Special Subcommittee to Study the Office of Education, began to attack the labs—especially since she thought that the lab staffs were overpaid. But the budget constraints due to the increased costs of the Vietnam War created a climate in which all domestic spending increases became more difficult. Dershimer, The Federal Government and Educational R&D, pp. 95-98.


Bureau of Research within the U.S. Office of Education by the Congress and other agencies within the Administration for failing to provide any immediately useable products led to a fundamental redefinition of the research and development process. No longer content to let individual researchers or institutions pursue their own personal agendas, the Bureau of Research stressed "mission-oriented" research—a concept borrowed from the Defense Department. Labs and R&D centers now also were expected to compete directly for specific research projects rather than receiving their federal funds outright. This "program purchase" approach initiated by the Bureau of Research was continued when labs and R&D centers were transferred to the National Institute for Education (NIE) (created in June 1972).

The labs and R&D centers strenuously objected to the program purchase policy because it fragmented their activities and emphasized short-term planning. They had banded together for informational purposes in 1969 at the insistence of the federal government. While initially lobbying was not a major focus, the Council for Educational Development and Research (CEDaR) moved to Washington, DC in 1974 and argued for the Ford Administration and the Congress to reverse the program purchase policy.


27 Initially, CEDaR had not opposed the program purchase policy, but only did so when it became evident that it would fragment their institutions. Carolyn Breedlove at the National
NIE and the National Council on Education Research (NCER) commissioned ten consultants to do a quick three-month review of the funding policies of NIE. Most of the consultants were prominent educators and many had considerable previous experience with research and evaluation activities. While the consultants raised important questions about the effectiveness of the present lab system, they observed that "for us the only question about the basic concept of the laboratories is how to make it work well, not whether the laboratories should exist. The need for established, long-term, R&D institutions still impress us."\(^{28}\)

The consultants made eight important recommendations which reflect their particular vision for the role of the labs in the mid-1970s. Since their suggestions build upon the earlier expectations for the labs and differ considerably from many of the assumptions today, it may be worthwhile to quote them at some length:

First, there should be a small number of very high quality institutions, perhaps no more than a half dozen....

Second, each institution should center on a mission, closely related to a priority of the major sponsoring

---

agency, the National Institute of Education. The work of the organization would be to take ideas from their inception through their development, refinement, and testing where appropriate, to dissemination....

Third, the organizations' funding...must be stable (three to five years), it must come chiefly from one source (NIE), and it must be clearly tied to specific work agreed upon in advance, and it must be in the magnitude of $3 to $4 million per year at least....

Fourth, the organization must be protected from demands to give undue services to local and state agencies unrelated to the major R&D mission.... [W]e are cautioning against seeing a small number of national laboratories as places where practitioners might go and expect advice on education problems generally.

Fifth, it should be clear that the unusual guarantee of continued funding will bring with it a need for an unusual degree of monitoring and review of the work....

Sixth, the pursuit of other funds by the organization should be subject to review and perhaps limitation, in order to insure the focus on the major goals of the chief sponsoring agency, NIE....

Seventh, the redesigned laboratories would no longer be designated "regional", though we feel they should be located in different parts of the country. So long as they expect substantial Federal support in an era of very
tight Federal R&D dollars, they must be working on parts of the national R&D agenda, as set through a national process....

Eighth, lastly, we are concerned that as such strong and unique institutions mature further, they maintain a prime commitment to effecting change and improvement in schools.... No amount of sophistication in the R&D work can compensate for irrelevance to the world of educational practice, and the renewed laboratories should not forget this....29

Since this analysis of the labs and R&D centers was produced amidst substantial decreases in NIE funding, there was concern that a proper balance of research activities be maintained. Therefore the consultants recommended that "no more than about a third of NIE's program funds be allocated to work at the resulting special institutions [labs and R&D centers]."30

Sam Sieber, one of the ten consultants, also added an appendix to this report which detailed his views on the requirements of a national educational R&D system. He addressed a topic which had not been widely discussed in the other reports--the importance of

---

29 Campbell et al., R&D Funding Policies of the National Institute of Education, pp. 25-27.

30 Campbell et al., R&D Funding Policies of the National Institute of Education, p. 72.
"excellence or quality control." Sieber briefly noted some of the factors which have led to the neglect of concern about quality—such as "the vagueness of evaluative criteria, the lack of consensus on procedures, and the failure of a major sponsor—NIE—to develop any agency-wide mechanism for assessing quality." He went on to recommend that "[p]erhaps what is vitally needed is a national task force or commission on the quality of educational R&D." Unfortunately, his plea for examining the quality of the work produced by NIE or later OERI has been ignored almost entirely.

Not everyone agreed with all of the recommendations of the Campbell panel—particularly those suggestions which affected the labs. Richard Rossmiller, Chairman of CEDaR, and Robert Scanlon, member of the board of trustees of CEDaR, appeared at the House Hearings on NIE reauthorization and questioned wisdom of the proposed seemingly exclusive national orientation of the labs:

With all due respect to the consultants, such an

31 Campbell et al., R&D Funding Policies of the National Institute of Education, p. 90. Sieber illustrated the dangers of not worrying about the quality of the research being disseminated. "The extent to which faddism dictates the adoption of innovations of doubtful merit has been demonstrated in a recent study of virtually all big-city secondary schools. This study reveals that while 46 percent of these schools are relatively high in adoptions of innovations, most of the innovations adopted by half of these innovative schools are of relatively low quality (as judged by a national panel of secondary school experts). Clearly, quality remains as important an issue as quantity of adoptions.

32 Campbell et al., R&D Funding Policies of the National Institute of Education, p. 90.
attitude smacks of elitism. Even more important, it reflects a lack of understanding about how effective r&d institutions relate to the field. The Campbell panel says that these national laboratories should do extensive field testing in schools. Well, we can guess what the attitude of the school practitioners would be to our request to bring our prototype products into their schools after we've turned down their request for assistance to a problem.33

Rossmiller and Scanlon did not object altogether to a national orientation for the labs, but only to an exclusive one at the expense of their regional ties. "In other words, the labs and centers are 'national' in terms of their scope of work. But they should also maintain strong ties to their region and state."34

The issue of the governance of the labs was also raised. The Campbell Report suggested that NIE should take a larger role in setting the priorities of the labs as well as in monitoring them more closely. Rossmiller and Scanlon disagreed with the panel's recommendation:

33 U.S. House, Subcommittee on Select Education, National Institute of Education: Hearings...1975, p. 109. Richard Rossmiller also was the Director of the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning and Richard Scanlon was Executive Director, Research for Better Schools, Inc., Philadelphia, PA.

We believe such a recommendation has inherent danger. The panel is recommending that the federal government manage the operation of the laboratory. The influence of the practitioner, in other words, would be negligible. The laboratory would simply be an extension of the Institute, an ivory-tower think tank isolated from the practitioner it's intended to serve. Furthermore, the issue of federal control over the development of a "national" curriculum would certainly be raised somewhere.35

But Rossmiller and Scanlon did agree with several of the other recommendations of the Campbell panel such as the need to continue support of NIE in general and of the labs and centers in particular. They also called for a rigorous evaluation of all NIE products—including those produced by the labs and centers.

The questions, "How well does it work?" and "what difference does it make?" are frequently raised about the outcomes of research and development. The laboratories and centers take the position that quality control in product development is the single most important variable in their work. However, government pressure to disseminate products, coupled with the expense of ensuring quality control, often works against us. We

believe that NIE has the responsibility for developing, in conjunction with educational practitioners and the research and development specialists, effective quality-control procedures. 36

The National Council on Educational Research (NCER), the policy advisory group to NIE, "reviewed the consultants' report and is in general agreement with both their analysis and conclusions." It agreed that NIE "should take responsibility for the general institutional health of educational research and development and that substantial Institute resources should be directed toward a group of research and development institutions working directly with NIE on a long-term, large-scale basis." 37 The Council called for the establishment of two to four national laboratories selected from among the existing R&D centers and labs. 38 Moreover, as the "new system is gradually phased in, NIE should continue to reserve a substantial (but declining) proportion of its budget for supporting, developing, and strengthening existing


laboratories and centers capable of high quality research."³⁹ In an appendix to its document, the Council detailed its vision of the new national labs and the old regional labs. The regional labs were to continue to provide assistance and services to practitioners in their local areas while also conducting R&D programs of national significance.⁴⁰ Thus, the Council opted for a middle course between the almost exclusive national orientation for the labs according to the Campbell panel's recommendations and the desire of others to maintain a regional focus for the existing labs.

Five key members of the U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare strongly objected to the efforts of NIE and NCER to create the proposed new national labs while at the same time gradually reducing the number or the funding of the existing regional labs.⁴¹ In response, Harold Hodgkinson, the Director of NIE, quickly reassured everyone that no attempt would be made to revise dramatically the lab system or to phase out existing labs as long as they fulfilled their stated missions. "The question, then, is not whether we will support labs and centers, but how we will insure that a lab and center program and the institutions in it are


as strong as possible." Hodgkinson went on to reiterate that federal responsibility for the labs and centers should include a "rigorous assessment of these institutions...and, if necessary, [a] phase out of special relationships with those which can't pass muster after considerable support from NIE."42

While NIE Director Hodgkinson readily acquiesced to the congressional pressures, the National Council on Educational Research (NCER) was more hesitant. NCER withdrew its original proposal to create a few national labs and to reduce the number of regional labs, but they chastised Hodgkinson for agreeing to a "special institutional relationship" with the labs before the quality of each of their institutions had been established. Indeed, a NCER Committee to review these issues felt "that the Institute is not paying sufficient attention to considerations of quality and relevance which the Committee believes to be at least equal in importance to considerations of stability and political comity." The NCER Committee went on to define quality in a broad, comparative sense (and one that might be worth resurrecting even

42 Harold L. Hodgkinson, "The Official NIE View of Labs and Centers," National Institute of Education Memo (March 1, 1977), p. 2. Hodgkinson acknowledged the previous hostility between NIE and the centers and labs and admonished the NIE staff to change their behavior. "We all know that the history of the NIE/lab and center relationship has been fraught with distrust so it is not surprising that our lab and center policies are received with some skepticism. What concerns me, however, is that we continue to fuel this paranoia by informally conveying anti-lab and center sentiments in our conversations and behavior. This behavior and the image it projects proves detrimental to the Institute since much of our difficulty with Congress and the labs and centers is due to the appearance and not the reality of our lab and center policies." Ibid, p. 1.
A principal test of quality and merit, however, must be a comparison with other potential awardees. This is true of all Federal agencies engaged in fields where absolute tests are not available. It is not clear that this emphasis on quality, merits and comparative judgment is being adequately emphasized in the NIE review process. Too often, when considering labs and centers in relation to other R&D organizations, the Institute finds itself in the posture of having to prove that a lab or center is incompetent or mediocre in order to shift funding from previously-established patterns.43

If the Campbell report of 1975 reiterated the Gardner Task Force's vision of large-scale national labs, directives from the Congress led to a rather different view of the labs. First, the Congress legislatively mandated the continued existence of the labs and R&D centers. Second, it called for the creation of a new panel to review and assess the existing labs and R&D centers and to make recommendations for their long-term development. As we shall see, this important panel rejected the Gardner Task Force national vision and moved toward more regional labs--a position compatible with the growing sentiment within segments of NIE itself which

despaired that the existing labs were neither producing high quality products nor responding adequately to suggestions from the NIE lab monitors.

Under congressional pressure for the more immediate impact of research and development upon schools and their call for more dissemination, the new Director of NIE, Patricia Graham, tried to involve more educational practitioners in NIE activities. Based upon earlier negotiations between NIE and CEDaR, among the 15 individuals for the congressionally-mandated panel to review the labs and R&D centers, Graham selected a sizable contingent of practitioners. The placement of a large number of practitioners on the new panel was a major departure from the composition of the Campbell group and probably contributed to the redirection of the mission of the labs. As the Panel for the Review of Laboratory and Center Operations remained in operation for two years and was active throughout the entire period, the group had considerable impact on how labs were perceived and treated.

The Panel for the Review of Laboratory and Center Operations rejected the national orientation proposed by the Campbell group and recommended more regionally controlled and oriented labs. They saw labs as designed to:

44 NIE and CEDaR had reached an agreement in a meeting on September 3, 1976 that "no less than half of the Panel members will be educational practitioners (with an emphasis on elementary and secondary practitioners)." Harold L. Hodgkinson and Richard A. Rossmiller, "Memorandum of Agreement Between NIE and Labs and Centers from the September 3 Meeting," National Institute of Education Memo (October 4, 1976).
identify concerns and priorities through regionally representative governing and advisory structures and activities that help the regional clientele define their needs;

conduct applied research and development in pursuit of those priorities;

provide technical assistance to the region;

facilitate communication among agencies and individuals;

promote the use in the region of R&D results from all sources; and

disseminate the results of their own R&D on a national basis.45

While the panel accepted research and development as legitimate lab activities, it stressed the regional nature of these activities. Moreover, the panel emphasized the role of labs in providing technical assistance to the regions and stressed the importance of dissemination. Thus, the initial vision of the labs as large-scale national research and development institutions proposed by the Gardner Task Force and reiterated by Francis Chase and the Campbell panel in their investigations was rejected and thereafter neither NIE or OERI again put forth this view as an ideal model for the labs.

Another major change for the labs in the late 1970s was NIE's growing hostility to supporting the large-scale development of curriculum. The federal government became increasingly involved in supporting curriculum development after the Russians launched Sputnik in 1957. The National Science Foundation (NSF) spent $180 million from 1957 to 1975 to support curriculum projects. And the Gardner Task Force in 1964 had explicitly recommended that the labs "would develop and disseminate ideas and programs." As a result, many of the R&D centers and labs in the late 1960s and early 1970s developed and distributed curriculum packages. The University of Wisconsin R&D Center created the Individually Guided Education (IGE) project and CEMREL, the St. Louis based lab, developed the "Comprehensive School Mathematics Program."

As the federal agencies entered the area of curriculum development, they increasingly faced critics who argued that this

---


was an inappropriate role for the national government. Particular criticism was directed at the NSF-funded upper elementary school social studies course, "Man: A Course of Study" (MACOS) which was accused of subverting American traditional values and beliefs.50 Moreover, some publishers attacked the courses developed by the R&D centers and the labs for duplicating and undercutting their efforts. As a result, the National Council on Educational Research (NCER) appointed a Task Force to examine and guide NIE's curriculum development activities.

The NIE Curriculum Development Task Force examined the issue in considerable detail and proposed four policy alternatives ranging from having NIE totally abandon any curriculum development activities to supporting the existing freedom for R&D centers and labs to undertake full-scale curriculum development. NIE Director Hodgkinson announced in early 1977 that:

NIE's primary contribution to the improvement of instructional programs and materials is to sponsor (1) the conduct, synthesis, and dissemination of relevant research, (2) efforts to strengthen, facilitate, and coordinate others' work in improving instructional programs and materials, and (3) the prototypic development of new instructional programs and materials. Among these, research activities represent the

Institute's highest priority, followed by efforts to strengthen, facilitate, or coordinate others' work, and then prototypic development. Finally, full-scale development may be considered by NIE, but only for certain limited purposes and only when none of the primary activities will suffice.51

NIE's limited support of curriculum development activities as well as the mandate from Congress for the Institute not to be involved in this area had a profound effect on many of the R&D centers and labs. As the R&D centers abandoned development, most of them simply turned their attention to other areas of research. For the labs, however, the decision to abandon NIE-funded full-scale curriculum development meant that much of their previous extensive research and evaluation efforts were now abandoned altogether. Coupled with the growing focus on regional issues and the provision of technical assistance, many of the labs gradually lost the high quality personnel who had been working on curriculum development and who were an indispensable component of the Gardner Task Force's original vision for staffing of the labs.

Another major and at first seemingly cataclysmic event for the labs was the presidential election of 1980. Although partisan...
changes in the past did not necessarily seem to have much direct impact on the running of the labs, the 1980 election brought to power individuals who no longer accepted some of the basic assumptions of those who had staffed NIE during the Nixon, Ford, and Carter Administrations. Just as NIE and CEDaR were beginning to reach a mutual accommodation in the late-1970s on how to view and manage the labs, Edward Curran, the first Reagan appointee to head NIE, sought to abolish the agency entirely. Moreover, Curran and his successor, Robert Sweet, dismissed many of the NIE employees and replaced them with individuals who were skeptical of the existing education establishment. While Curran and Sweet did not succeed in eliminating NIE, thanks in part to the strong interventions of the Secretary of Education, Terrel Bell, the turmoil they brought to NIE disrupted many of the working relationships which had begun to crystalize earlier—including the emerging partnership between CEDaR and NIE.52

The difficulties at NIE were compounded by the substantial reductions in the budget as part of the overall effort to reduce federal domestic spending. NIE's budget was reduced from $82 million in FY80 to $53.2 million in FY82—a 35 percent decrease. If the lab and center funding were to remain constant, as had been previously negotiated as part of their five-year contracts, little money would have been left over for other projects in FY82. The

Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 stipulated that NIE could proportionately adjust downward all of its grants and contracts to finance the decrease, but CEDaR successfully lobbied to protect most of the lab and center funding. The Continuing Resolution Appropriation specified that lab and center funding could be cut by no more than 10 percent for FY82. NIE did reduce lab and center funding by the full 10 percent, but the magnitude of the overall budget reduction meant that other NIE programs had to be cut even more severely.

There had been periodic complaints that while the labs and centers continued to receive a disproportionate share of NIE funds, they did not have to face any open competition to maintain their funding. Therefore, the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 also stated that labs and centers...."shall upon completion of existing contracts, receive future funding in accordance with government-wide competitive bidding procedures and in accordance with principles of peer review involving scholars and State and local educators to ensure the quality and relevance of the work proposed."53

Curran and his successor Sweet wanted to terminate the existing lab and center contracts immediately in 1982—arguing that this would have honored the initial three-year agreements with these institutions. But the labs and centers objected and insisted that their entire five-year contracts or grants with NIE be funded.

CEDaR succeeded in getting the Senate Appropriations Committee to require NIE to fund these institutions through 1984.  

Manuel Justiz, who succeeded Sweet as the Director of NIE, initiated a highly public and open competition for the labs and centers. Included in this process was an extensive examination of the purposes and functions of the laboratories which culminated in a set of recommendations by the NIE Laboratory Study Group. The Laboratory Study Group listed a variety of tasks for these institutions, but noted that "[l]aboratory responsibility would be relatively less in the area of research and relatively greater in development and other transformations of research to directly useful products and processes." The Study Group also considered five more specialized functions for the labs, but concluded that the existing "general purpose" laboratory model with its multiple constituencies and multiple purposes was best.  

56 NIE Laboratory Study Group, "Expanding and Strengthening NIE's Regional Laboratory Services," p. 10. The five options considered and rejected were "(1) laboratories focusing on research and technical assistance for education policymakers in state and local government, including and [sic] boards of education; (2) laboratories working with a broad array of assisting organizations to improve local district, school, and classroom practice; (3) laboratories focusing on improvement of professional training and inservice development of teachers and administrators; (4) laboratories providing direct service to local schools; and laboratories specializing in various substantive areas (e.g., reading, math, science, technology, finance)." Ibid., 10. While the Study Group discussed the first three options in some detail and felt they deserved further consideration, they rejected options
The Study Group accepted the regional nature of the labs, but called for closer co-ordination between NIE's national priorities and the activities of the labs. They suggested a 50 percent increase in overall funding for NIE with a proportionate boost for the labs. "As additional funds are made available to NIE," the Study Group recommended "that NIE provide some resources for competitive opportunities for the laboratories, consistent with their basic purposes." Unlike the Campbell Panel in 1975 which worried about too much extraneous outside funding for the labs, the Study Group "recognized the importance of laboratories seeking other funding sources to expand the impact of their core NIE support." The Study Group also called for more effective monitoring of the labs and urged a clearer distinction in functions between the labs and centers. Finally, they emphasized the need for closer co-operation between the labs and centers and stated that "NIE and the labs should interactively develop plans for addressing national priorities." 

4 and 5 as inappropriate models for NIE's laboratories.

57 NIE Laboratory Study Group, "Expanding and Strengthening NIE's Regional Laboratory Services," p. 4.

58 NIE Laboratory Study Group, "Expanding and Strengthening NIE's Regional Laboratory Services," p. 4.

59 NIE Laboratory Study Group, "Expanding and Strengthening NIE's Regional Laboratory Services," p. 8. Whereas many of the plans for the laboratories in the late-1970s and early 1980s stressed the importance of the regional laboratory governing boards in setting the agenda, this report tried to balance national and regional interests and emphasized the need to arrive at a negotiated settlement. "NIE should establish a five-year R&D agenda focused on the remediation of identified weaknesses in American education. In response to this agenda, the lab and center
There was considerable skepticism that an impartial and open competition for the labs and centers would be held in 1985. However, almost everyone agrees that NIE managed to conduct a fair and effective peer review process. The Request for Proposals (RFP) for the laboratories identified five tasks for these institutions: (1) develop effective governance, management, planning and evaluation systems for the laboratory; (2) work with and through existing organizations to improve schools and classrooms; (3) work with State-level decisionmakers on school improvement issues; (4) work to create research and development based resources for school improvement; and (5) work in collaboration with centers and with other laboratories on regional and national educational problems.

Many of the general trends in the treatment of the labs in the late 1970s and early 1980s were continued in the 1985 Request for Proposals. The regional orientation and control of the labs were maintained. Stress was placed on labs to provide technical services for their regional clients.

But there were also some shifts in emphasis. In the past labs directors should submit to NIE tentative plans for their activities. After consultation with staff, the NIE Director should meet with each lab or center director to modify in a mutually acceptable fashion these long-range plans.  


pursued a wide variety of tasks in furthering general educational improvement. Now labs were told to "focus on school and classroom improvement." Moreover, labs were expected to "feature dissemination and assistance strategies." Finally, labs not only were encouraged to collaborate with other labs and centers, but they were required to set aside a small, but fixed proportion of their funds for this effort.62

Research and development continued to be designated as lab activities, but now the stress was on short-term investigations, applied research and development, and the dissemination of research-based information to schools. Compared to the original vision of the labs in the 1960s and early 1970s, however, research and development activities were de-emphasized in the 1985 competition. Only about 20-35 percent of the lab's work program were assigned "to create research and development based resources for school improvement."63

The entire concept of development had been substantially revised since the early 1970s. Whereas many labs had originally developed large-scale, field-tested curriculums, the guidelines now called for more modest products "such as research-based training designs, directories, guides or other practical materials that


support the improvement process in their region." While NIE had been prepared at least to entertain the idea of some ambitious curriculum proposals earlier, now the Institute explicitly and unequivocally stated that "laboratories may not use NIE funds to engage in long-term curriculum development efforts." By the end of the 1985 competition, 9 labs were in operation—6 former ones and 3 new ones. Labs were apportioned regionally with no overlap in jurisdiction. And the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) was reorganized so that the labs were placed within the Program for the Improvement of Practice (PIP) while the centers were overseen by the Office of Research


65 National Institute of Education, "Regional Educational Laboratory Institutional Operations, 1985," p. 14. NIE's opposition to any large-scale curriculum development stemmed in part from the resurgence of hostility in the early 1980s to any federal involvement in this area. For example, at the public hearing on a national competition for the labs and centers in Chicago in 1983, Louise Kaegi a former teacher, indirectly challenged federal support for curriculum development by questioning the usefulness of values clarification and affective education in the schools. Similarly, Reverend Hiram Crawford stated that "many teachers are alcoholics, dope addicts, sex symbols and engage in teaching value clarification and secular humanism, whose basic philosophy is communistic." National Institute of Education, "Transcript of Hearings on a National Competition for Regional Educational Laboratories and R&D Centers," Chicago, June 20, 1983, p. 177. Even more direct and vociferous attacks on federal support of curriculum development came at the Kansas City hearings where several participants questioned the NIE-supported work at CEMREL—one of the leading labs in curriculum development in the 1970s. National Institute of Education, "Transcript of Hearings on a National Competition for Regional Educational Laboratories and R&D Centers," Kansas City, June 22, 1983.

66 Due to congressional mandate, the North Central lab had been competed in 1984 rather than 1985.
Moreover, a team of staff members were assembled in PIP to oversee the entire lab program and a particular staff person was assigned to each lab for monitoring.

Chester Finn, the Assistant Secretary for OERI, launched an extensive external review of the labs in the summer of 1987. Christopher Cross, the former ranking minority staff member on the U.S. House Subcommittee on Select Education, headed up the outside review panel. Teams of external reviewers and an OERI lab monitor visited each of these institutions for two and one-half days and evaluated their progress and proposed 3-5 year plans (using standardized evaluation criteria that had been developed for this review).

The Cross Lab Review Panel concluded that PIP's external review process was thorough and competent, but they observed that "[t]he panel received relatively little information about the quality or impact of lab products." They went on to recommend that additional information about the quality and impact of the work should be obtained in the future.

The Panel questioned the overall clarity and vision of the mission of the labs and noted "that the labs are very strongly oriented to their regions." While the Panel praised the regionality of the labs, they also felt that "there are some legitimate roles outside the region which labs might become

---

involved with."\(^{68}\)

The continued shift away from research at the labs as a result of the 1985 competition was noted and concern was raised about the availability of practitioner-oriented research:

The 1985 recompetition resulted in a transition of labs from institutions which conducted some significant R&D on their own, to ones providing assistance services, primarily in partnerships with others. While the change has clear benefits, one cost is the loss of practitioner-oriented R&D that labs used to conduct. In part, this transition makes the choice of the R&D that labs incorporate in their services more critical. Based on knowledge presently available to it, the panel is not sure that there is a sufficient locus of practitioner-oriented research emanating from other sources which the labs may draw upon.\(^{69}\)

The Panel did not attempt to make any judgments on the overall quality of the labs, but did comment that since each of the external review teams looked only at one lab, they did not have an opportunity to make any comparisons. As a result, "the panel believes there is a tendency for reviews of this type to produce positive results.... This does not mean the results from this review are to be disbelieved, but the tendency for positive


findings to result from such a process should be kept in mind."  

While the Cross Laboratory Review Panel hesitated in coming to any conclusions about the overall quality of the labs, Assistant Secretary Finn did not. After reviewing carefully the reports of the external review panels, the lab monitors, and the response of the labs, Finn expressed his strong doubts about the work of the labs in an internal OERI memo. Based upon this extensive two-year review, Finn concluded that he did not "see any evidence that the taxpayers' substantial investment in labs these past two years has yielded any RESULTS of any sort."  

Assistant Secretary Finn frequently complained about the lack of flexibility in OERI research funding--due mainly to the congressional stipulation that the labs and centers receive the bulk of funds so that almost nothing was left for field-initiated research projects. While he had some criticisms of the centers, he reserved his strongest attacks for the labs. At a congressional oversight hearing on the functioning of OERI, Finn testified that:  

The laboratories, in particular, have not been a very renumerative investment per se. This is not to say that they do nothing useful--they and their energetic Washington lobbyists are quite capable of finding hundreds of laboratory customers who will claim satisfaction with services provided  

71 Chester Finn, Memo, Office of Educational Research and Improvement (October 27, 1987).
by the laboratories. But I am saying that, given their present activities and configurations, and given the current fiscal constraints on the government, the laboratories represent a profligate use of OERI funds in relation to the benefit they generate.

This is so for several reasons. I have already mentioned that laboratory impact is amorphous and difficult to assess, and that these institutions simply cannot provide services to more than a few districts in our immense education system. But congressional protection of the laboratories and, to be blunt, the insatiable appetite of the laboratories for federal funds, have shielded them from any real competition from other forms of dissemination and technical assistance. As a result, they have become entrenched institutions whose primary goal seems to be self-perpetuation.\(^7^2\)

Major Owens (D-NY), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Select Education, shared some of Finn's reservations about the work of the labs and centers, but he questioned why OERI did not redirect the agenda and activities of the labs to be more productive and useful. When Finn failed to answer Owens satisfactorily, Milt Goldberg, the Director of PIP, stepped forward and the exchange between Goldberg and Owens illuminates the issue of OERI control over the direction

of the labs.

Mr. Goldberg ....Congressman Owens, there is a major
difference in agenda setting between the labs and the centers,
and that is that the lab agendas are set by their governing
boards. We required, in the RFP's that were issued in 1985,
that the laboratories establish governing boards that
represent the major constituents in their regions, and that
those governing boards set the work agendas for the
laboratories. That differs quite considerably from the way
the center agendas are set.

Mr. Owens. Did you do that or did Congress do it? Did
you have power that you gave away, or did the law require that
you do it?

Mr. Goldberg. No, the law did not require it. The
Government did that. I mean, the administration did that.

Mr. Owens. So in your regulations you gave away that
power?

Mr. Goldberg. That's right. 73

The growing skepticism and overt public hostility to the labs
within OERI dissipated to a large degree when Cross replaced Finn
as the Assistant Secretary in 1989. Having worked with the labs as
chairman of the Laboratory Review Panel and having been employed

73 U.S. Congress, House, Subcommittee on Select Education,
Oversight Hearings on the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement, p. 244.
previously by the Subcommittee on Select Education, Cross accepted the fact that the labs would continue to be funded and sought to make modest improvements in their activities—particularly by expanding what the labs and centers did in terms of dissemination. No radical changes in either the direction or the management of the labs were envisioned.74

The National Academy of Sciences was funded to undertake a broad review of OERI and the legislative reauthorization of OERI was pending. Therefore, it was decided to make only minor changes in 1990 RFP since any larger alterations in the laboratory programs were expected to take into account the results from the National Academy study as well as from the directives in the reauthorization legislation. A number of small but significant changes in the 1990 RFP were introduced such as reducing the disparities in regional funding, focusing the mission of the labs on "at-risk" students, serving small rural schools, emphasizing early childhood education, and allowing for greater flexibility in the delivery of services. Whereas the 1985 RFP stated that the amount of money spent on applied research should be approximately one-half of that spent on assistance, the 1990 RFP permitted labs greater freedom in

74 Just before Cross became the Assistant Secretary, as chairman of the Laboratory Review Panel he submitted a final set of recommendations for the 1990 RFP for labs. Most of the recommendations had already been made in the 1987 report of that Panel. Many of the recommendations by the Panel were used in the writing of the 1990 RFPs. Christopher T. Cross, et al., "Report of the Laboratory Review Panel on the Pending Laboratory Recompetition," Office of Educational Research and Improvement (April 28, 1989).
determining the appropriate mixture of expenditures on these tasks. 75

Despite efforts to increase the amount of competition for the labs, only 11 eligible proposals were received for the 10 regions (one other application was ruled ineligible because it was received after the deadline). Eight of the existing 9 labs were refunded (but not the one from the Southeastern Region which lost to the single competitor) and a new lab was created for the Pacific area. Interestingly, two of the 9 non-contested lab proposals were judged sufficiently weak and problematic by the panels that a third review was requested for those two lab proposals.

II. Assessment of the Laboratories Today

As with the analysis of the R&D centers, due to time constraints it was necessary to look at a sample of the labs. Five of the current 10 labs were examined in detail:

1. Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement of the Northeast and Islands (primary site at Andover, Massachusetts) [NE/I—also will be cited as the Northeast Lab].

2. Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (primary site at Austin, Texas) [SEDL—also will be cited as Southwest

75 For an analysis of the changes in the 1990 RFP, see Charles Stalford, "Conduct of the 1990 Laboratory Competition," Office of Educational Research and Improvement (June 1991).
3. Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory (primary site at Aurora, Colorado) [McREL--also will be cited as Mid-continent Lab].

4. Northwest Regional Laboratory (primary site at Portland, Oregon) [NWREL--also will be cited as the Northwest Lab].

5. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development (primary site at San Francisco, California) [FWL--also will be cited as the Far West Lab].

The five labs to be investigated were suggested by the staff of the Educational Networks Division (END) of the Programs for the Improvement of Practice (PIP). The labs selected were intended to exemplify the current range and variety of research and development activities, but these institutions are not necessarily representative of the other five labs which were not studied.\(^7\) Indeed, compared to the R&D centers the labs exhibit a much greater amount of diversity amongst themselves and therefore make it more difficult to generalize about the system as a whole from any

---

\(^7\) Since it was important to look at labs which had produced a considerable amount of research since 1985, it excluded the newly established Pacific Region Educational Laboratory (PREL) and the SouthEastern Region Vision for Education (SERVE). The five labs investigated had a slightly larger budget than those that were not studied. The average budget for FY92 for the five labs studied was $3.7 million while that for the five other labs was $3.3 million--in large part due to the relatively small amount of funding for the Pacific Region Educational Laboratory (PREL) [$1.6 million per year].
particular sample of them. On the other hand, by looking at 5 of the 10 labs rather than 5 of the current 23 centers, the proportion of the total number of institutions covered is much greater.

The main focus of this analysis of the labs is on the quality of their research and development work. Since the labs engage in a wider variety of activities than the centers, it was sometimes difficult to decide what was appropriate for this investigation. One guiding principle was to look particularly at all of the task 3 activities which encompass the applied research and development efforts of the labs.77 Other research-related work, such as lab efforts to analyze a region's needs or to evaluate their own work, were also considered as well as any similar undertakings in their special initiatives (e.g. early childhood projects or rural education activities). Moreover, any other materials or activities identified as research-related by the staff of the labs were analyzed. Because the emphasis was on the research-related activities and capabilities of the labs in the broadest sense, relevant lab work done with non-OERI funding and suggested by the staff of the labs was also investigated. Thus, some of the development work at the Mid-continent lab was analyzed even though it is no longer being financed by OERI.

As with the analysis of the centers, all of the deliverables since 1985 from the five labs available from the staff at END were examined--including the published and unpublished research-related activities for the period FY91-FY95. Previously, these items had been included under task 4 for FY86-FY90 and were examined as well.
materials. Since past deliverables from two of the five labs were no longer maintained in END, it was necessary to reassemble those items from the labs. Due to a shortage of space at OERI when there is a change in institutional liaisons, sometimes some of the old deliverables were discarded. The budgets of the labs were analyzed as well as their proposals for funding for 1985 and 1990. The written comments of the reviewers of these proposals as well as the communications from any internal or external evaluators of the labs was examined. The exchanges between the lab monitors and their contractors were also considered. All five labs were visited which provided an excellent opportunity to tour the facilities and meet with the staff. Each of the END institutional liaisons was interviewed several times and the frequent attendance and participation at the weekly PIP lab team meetings was invaluable. Written comments from several of the lab directors about the draft report were quite helpful. Finally, two meetings with all of the lab directors were held to discuss this report—including a meeting on April 7, 1993 after the labs had ample opportunity to review a

78 The products produced by the labs and centers are now being deposited in the U.S. Department of Education Library so that in the future anyone will be able to obtain them from that institution.

79 The Northwest Lab was visited on August 31, 1992; the Far West Lab on September 1-2; the Northeast Lab on September 16; the Mid-continent Lab on September 28; and the Southwest Lab on September 29. While the agenda for these meetings varied somewhat from lab to lab, most of the time was devoted to meeting with the staff primarily responsible for the applied research, development, and evaluation activities. In addition, considerable time was spent with the directors of the labs and their executive committees and in some cases I had a discussion with all of the staff in a large meeting.
A. Distribution of Research-Related Activities of Labs

As we have seen in the previous section, labs in the 1960s and 1970s were expected to spend a large proportion of their funds on applied research or development activities. With the gradual elimination of large-scale curriculum development projects in the late 1970s and early 1980s and the relative de-emphasis of research-related activities in the 1985 and 1990 lab competitions, the role of applied research and development in the labs has diminished. Indeed, some knowledgeable individuals initially wondered whether an analysis of the labs was not a wasted effort since they perceived that little research-related or development activities were being done today.

Yet even a cursory glance at the budgets of the labs suggests that considerable funds still are being expended on just task 3—the conduct of applied research and development. In FY92, the 10 labs spent approximately $7.8 million (current dollars) of OERI funds on applied research and development while the R&D centers spent only an estimated $14 million on all of their OERI-funded research activities. Moreover, more than one-fifth (22.2 percent) of the lab budgets were allocated to task 3. Or, if one subtracts the indirect costs and fees of the labs, task 3 makes up 28.5 percent of the remainder of the OERI funds to the labs. Only task 2, providing assistance to the regions, receives more funding (32.9
percent of the total budget). Thus, while the amount and percentage of OERI funds to the labs for applied research and development may have declined over time, it still remains a major and important expenditure for them.  

The percentage of the total budget money expended on task 3 varies greatly among the labs for FY92—ranging from 12.2 percent at the Pacific Lab (PREL) to 33.0 percent at the Northwest Lab (NWREL) (see figure 3). Overall, the five labs investigated spent an average of 22.4 percent of their total budget on task 3 activities while the other five labs devoted an average of 22.0 percent of their total budget.81

It is difficult to compare the direct and indirect costs of the labs and centers because they do not always categorize and

80 For details on the FY92 budgets for the labs, see Charles Stalford, "Analysis of Laboratory Budgets," Memo, Office of Educational Research and Improvement (May 21, 1992). The FY92 budget includes an additional $4.16 million Congressionally appropriated for the labs for the specific purpose of collaborating on a math and science initiative (under task four). If the $4.16 million were eliminated from the overall FY92 lab budget, then task 3 would be 25.2 percent of the total lab budget or 33.6 percent of the total lab budget not including indirect costs and fees.

81 Some have argued that the labs have little control over how much money is spent on research and development because of the directives from OERI. While OERI's de-emphasis of research and development certainly has played an important role in how the labs have been able to respond to this area, the sizable variation among the labs on the percentage of funds spent on task 3 suggests that the labs maintain considerable discretion in the allocation of their funds.
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subdivide their budgets in an identical manner. Nevertheless, it is interesting to observe that the indirect costs of the five centers studied were 27.6 percent while the indirect costs and fees for the 10 labs were 22.1 percent. Given the inexactitude of the figures, one should not place too much reliance on the specific differences, but it may be that the labs may spend slightly less on indirect costs and fees than the centers. The entire question of just what it costs OERI comparatively in indirect costs and fees to purchase services and products from the labs and centers warrants further investigation.

Finally, we can look at the ability of the labs to obtain additional outside funding for their institutions. In recent years, OERI has been encouraging the labs to seek additional outside funding to supplement their budgets. This campaign appears to have succeeded as only one-half of the lab funding now comes from the regular OERI-lab budget. But there are great differences among the labs in their ability to garner outside funding. Two of the labs receive only about one-fourth of their monies from the OERI-lab budget, while three of them get about ninety percent or more from that source. Of the five labs investigated in this study, only 39.7 percent of their funds came from OERI-lab money compared to 73.6 percent of the funds for the other five institutions.\footnote{For information on the outside funding for the labs, see Stalford, "Analysis of Laboratory Budgets." Since that document did not have data on the outside funding for SEDL, that information was obtained directly from that lab (65 percent of their FY92 funds were from non-OERI-lab monies). Much of the outside funds for the}
There is some disagreement within OERI on the desirability of labs to seek more non-OERI funding. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, labs sometimes were discouraged from seeking outside funding as this might divert their attention and energies from the needs of NIE. During the 1980s, however, the emphasis shifted toward encouraging outside funding—especially as it appeared to some that federal support of the labs might be terminated altogether. Given the changing attitudes toward outside funding by NIE/OERI over time, perhaps it is time for this agency to reconsider this issue once again.

Since so much of the lab orientation and direction already is being set by the regional governing boards, the acquisition of non-OERI funding does not necessarily pose a problem at this time. If more of the funds and activities of the labs are focused on national priorities under the guidance of OERI, then the acceptance of large amounts on non-OERI funds potentially might pose a problem for the allocation of lab staff and resources. On the other hand, additional future funding might allow the labs to make more efficient and effective use of the OERI monies through the cost-sharing of projects and the use of federal education to build upon work initially sponsored by others. Therefore, it is unlikely that there is any simple formula or rule that should be followed in regard to an ideal overall portfolio of lab funding. Perhaps the important point to bear in mind is that OERI should always strive

labs are from other sources in the U.S. Department of Education (including some funds administered by other programs within OERI).
to make sure that the federal interests in lab activities are protected even as these institutions simultaneously respond to the needs of their other funders.

B. Research Topics of Labs

We have already seen in the previous section that a considerable portion of lab funds were spent on task 3—applied research and development. Another perspective on overall lab expenditures is provided by looking at the distribution of their activities as recorded by the labs on OERI's Project Input Forms (or PMIS forms) for FY92. According to these forms, activities were subdivided into seven categories: (1) policy studies, (2) evaluation, (3) basic research, (4) applied research, (5) development, (6) statistics, and (7) dissemination. Unfortunately, compared to similar data provided by the centers, the labs overall do not appear to have been as careful and accurate in returning this information to OERI. Nevertheless, it is worth glancing at the PMIS returns to obtain a rough idea of the self-reported activities of the labs.

Although the quality of the data from the PMIS forms leaves much to be desired in terms of categorization and accuracy, the overall contours of the five labs' description of their own activities...
activities are instructive. According to the PMIS forms for the five labs, these institutions devote considerable funds and energy to dissemination. Approximately 32.6 percent of their total OERI funds is spent on dissemination. Unfortunately, PMIS does not provide more detailed information about the nature of that dissemination, but in the case of the labs it appears to consist mainly of directly providing information to clients as well as of offering technical assistance to them.

Using the information from PMIS on the distribution of activities (but excluding dissemination which has been discussed above), we can see that labs devote very little effort to basic research (3.1 percent), evaluation (10.2 percent), or statistics (1.2 percent). While according to the PMIS forms policy studies

84 The categories of the PMIS forms might have been improved if there had been added an administrative/managerial subgroup and if some of the current categories such as development had been defined more precisely or subdivided further to make some useful distinctions.

For the purposes of this analysis, it seemed appropriate to remove the indirect costs and the fees from each of the projects in order to make the results more similar across the labs and more comparable to the analysis of the centers. Moreover, since most of Task 1 was related to managerial and administrative activities, it was also removed from the analysis whenever possible. It should also be noted that the FY92 PMIS forms contained information from Task 6 (Early Childhood Education Linkages) even though this was actually funded by DHHS through OERI but the FY92 PMIS information did not include any data from the $416,000 supplement for each of the labs for collaboration on math and science.

85 While a considerable portion of lab dissemination activities are providing technical assistance to clients, not all service to clients (task 2) are categorized as dissemination by the labs. For example, the Mid-continent Lab (McREL was one of the few labs to fill out its PMIS forms by tasks) subdivides task two as 10 percent policy studies, 60 percent applied research, and 30 percent dissemination. Overall, according to PMIS, 85 percent of McREL's total dissemination budget was expended under task 2.
also receive relatively little attention (12.7 percent), that figure may underestimate this activity because some of the policy analyses appear to have been placed under the applied research category as well (see figure 4).

Insert figure 4

The two major lab activities according to the PMIS forms are applied research (27.7 percent) and development (45.1 percent). Together they account for almost three-fourths of lab research and development-related activities. Compared to similar data for the centers, the labs proportionately were more likely to spend funds on development while the centers focused more on applied research, evaluation, basic research, and statistics (see figure 5). They spent about equal proportions on policy studies (though the labs probably would have a higher proportion here if the policy studies categorized under applied research were also included). 86

Insert figure 5

One of the problems with the use of the PMIS categories is

86 The comparisons of the distribution of expenditures between the centers and labs must be seen as very crude and inexact—even though both institutions use the same PMIS forms. For example, the centers exclude most of their management expenses (beyond the indirect costs) from their PMIS breakdowns while the labs probably still include some of them. As a result, while comparisons of relative types of expenditures between the labs and centers are interesting and useful, they should be seen as only rough approximations to their actual expenditures.
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that they are often employed for rather different purposes by the respondents. For example, while sometimes applied research at the labs refers to efforts to conduct original research on some specific problem, at other times it refers to activities to synthesize existing research or to write policy papers based upon existing research. Indeed, much of the applied research done in the labs is really the synthesis or use of existing applied or basic research rather than the support of original research.

In the previous essay we observed how many of the R&D centers relied heavily upon case studies for their applied research investigations. We also discussed the strengths and weaknesses of the use of case studies. While individual case studies can be an effective means of initially exploring some problem or of later looking at something in more depth, one can only draw limited conclusions from their findings since they are not representative of the population as a whole. Moreover, unless individual case studies are placed in some kind of contextual or comparative framework, it is usually difficult to draw any meaningful research or policy inferences from them.\footnote{For discussions of the use of case studies, see Charles C. Ragin and Howard S. Becker, eds., \textit{What is a Case? Exploring the Foundations of Social Inquiry} (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); Joe R. Feagin, Anthony M. Orum, and Gideon Sjoberg, eds., \textit{A Case for the Case Study} (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1991).}

The labs frequently relied on case studies as a means of conducting their applied research. Often this meant looking at a particular institution or process that was relatively isolated from
their other research or development endeavors and thereby limited in its overall usefulness and generalizability. For example, the Northwest Lab analyzed the grading practices of 15 teachers within a particular high school and properly acknowledged the limitations of generalizing the findings from this single case study. \(^{88}\)

Occasionally efforts were made to embed case studies as part of a larger research effort. The Northeast Lab, for example, was one of the primary sponsors in the 1980s of studies which sought to understand and to improve urban high schools. The Northeast Lab commissioned a telephone survey of 178 urban high schools which had introduced some significant educational innovation. It also sponsored five indepth, qualitative case studies of innovative urban high schools or junior high schools (in Boston, Cleveland, Los Angeles, New Jersey, and New York City). Based upon the results from the survey and the five case studies, explanations were offered on why and how innovations introduced into the public secondary schools in urban communities succeeded or failed in helping to improve student learning outcomes. \(^{89}\)

Similarly, the Southwest Lab (SEDL) sought to improve rural education by working with a small, rural school serving

---


\(^{89}\) For a summary and detailed discussion of this project, see Karen Seashore Louis and Matthew B. Miles, Improving the Urban High School: What Works and Why (New York: Teachers College Press, 1990). Although the Northeast Lab provided the primary funding for this project, the North Central Lab and the Far West Lab also contributed some assistance.
disadvantaged students in five different states (Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas). While not all of these demonstration sites used identical achievement tests or employed the same set of contextual indicators, an effort was made to compare the five case studies whenever possible.\footnote{For a description and analysis of this project, see Deborah V. Jolly, Shirley M. Hord, and Marianne Vaughn, "Developing Indicators of Educational Success: The Road to Improvement in Five Schools," Paper presented at the American Educational Research Association Annual Meeting, Boston, April 1990.}

Much of the work categorized as applied research by the labs consists of syntheses of existing research or of writing policy papers which incorporate relevant research findings.\footnote{Using task 3 funds for supporting research syntheses was explicitly sanctioned and encouraged in the Request for Proposal (RFP) for labs in 1990. One of the five illustrations of permissible activities under task 3 was "synthesizing R&D, or otherwise contributing to knowledge about the improvement of schooling, particularly for at-risk populations." Programs for Improvement of Practice, OERI, "Regional Educational Laboratory Request for Proposal" (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, 1990), p. 24.} The topics for these papers range widely from an understanding of language development and education to concern about school-wide and classroom discipline.\footnote{Nancy Faires Conklin, Carole Hunt, and Laura Walkush, "Language Development: A Base for Educational Policy Planning," Northwest Regional Laboratory (July 1990); Kathleen Cotton, "Schoolwide and Classroom Discipline," Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (October 1990).} However, there is sometimes considerable duplication among the laboratories in their research syntheses and policy papers. For example, many of the labs, often as part of their task 6 activities, have produced research summaries or policy papers about early childhood education. While some of them do have
a particular regional slant or orientation, many of them easily might have been equally applicable and useful in another part of the country.\footnote{Janet Jewett, "Effective Strategies for School-based Early Childhood Centers," Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (December 1991); J. Ronald Lally and Peter L. Mangione, "Early Intervention Research: Building on Lessons from the 60's and 70's For Programs in the 90's," Paper presented at Conference on New Directions in Child and Family Research: Shaping Head Start in the Nineties, Sausalito, CA, June 1991; Kenneth H. Hansen, "Early Childhood Education: Policy Issues," Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (May 1988); McREL, "Early Childhood Education," Policy Notes, 4, No. 1 (Spring 1990).}

OERI and the labs should re-examine how research syntheses and policy analyses are produced and distributed. Sometimes the labs commission their own research or policy papers. At other times they use the one-page summaries developed by the Council for Educational Development and Research (CEDaR).\footnote{The labs, using OERI funds, subcontract with CEDaR for the production of these one-page summaries. The labs then disseminate the CEDaR summaries to their regional clients (sometimes adding some of their own research/policy summaries). After receiving research and policy reports from the labs, centers, and other scholars or organizations, CEDaR evaluates them for quality and relevancy in deciding which ones to use for their one-page summaries. While many of the OERI-funded R&D centers send their materials to CEDaR, some have refused to participate--perhaps not realizing that this is an OERI-funded activity.} Occasionally the labs also use directly materials developed or funded by OERI.

There appears to be considerable confusion, duplication, and waste in how research syntheses and policy papers are developed at OERI and the labs and centers. OERI already sponsors several different activities in this area besides funding the extensive work of the labs and centers. The Office of Research (OR) has initiated an \textit{Education Research Guide} series which provides a four-
page summary of topics such as cooperative learning, performance assessment, and reading recovery. The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) provides publications such as NAEPfacts and Education Research Report. In addition, NCES has also begun a two-page Issue Brief series. Finally, the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) sponsors 16 ERIC Clearinghouses which develop voluminous short research and policy syntheses, bibliographies, digests, and books for parents, researchers, and practitioners. Therefore, before an individual lab or center commissions a research synthesis or policy paper, it may be prudent to check to see whether a roughly comparable product already exists. Moreover, OERI should co-ordinate its own publication activities and perhaps an arrangement sometimes could be developed whereby topics that are of special interest to the labs or centers might become one of the priorities for OERI's other ongoing activities.  

After consulting the existing stock of research syntheses or policy analyses, if a need for more work still exists (or if the existing products are deemed inappropriate or inadequate) a lab or center might want to commission additional papers. In some situations, however, the lab or center still might find it more economical and effective to persuade some other OERI-funded group to undertake that work because their staff may be more experienced 

95 When Christopher Cross was the Assistant Secretary, plans were being made to co-ordinate all of the publication activities undertaken or funded by OERI. Unfortunately, those plans never materialized and the entire co-odinating effort was subsequently abandoned.
and knowledgeable in this area. In any case, the entire issue of producing and disseminating research syntheses and policy analyses needs to be thoroughly reconsidered.

While more than one out of every four lab dollars is spent on development, there is little agreement on what that term means. Sometimes the category "development" is used to cover activities such as task 1—the establishment of effective governance, management and planning systems. At other times the term "development" is used to describe the creation of classroom materials and the training of teachers and professionals. Only rarely was the word "development" associated with the more classic and traditional definition—the repeated and systematic testing and improvement of some education product or curriculum.

Given the common usage of the term "development", it is not surprising that the labs employed the concept so broadly. Nor is it necessarily bad as long as everyone understands exactly what is meant when someone uses that term. Unfortunately, there is so much confusion and uncertainty surrounding the word "development" today that by itself the word is not an effective means of communicating what is being done.

When the labs were created in the mid-1960s, the Gardner Task Force and others assumed that these institutions would play a major role in the development of education curricula and materials. The Gardner Task Force envisioned development in the more traditional sense. For example, the Mid-continent Lab (McREL) subdivided all of its activities for the PMIS according to the six tasks. For task one they designated it as 100 percent development.
sense—the use of iterative and systematic testing to improve curricula or other educational products using large-scale field studies. Indeed, the Gardner Task Force insisted that all of the labs have attached to them experimental schools as one element of systematically assessing and improving their products.97

Many of the labs in the 1960s and early 1970s did employ this concept of development. For example, the Southwest Lab (SEDL) developed a short handbook which described the development process for educational products. They broadly defined an educational product to "comprise instructional materials, hardware, or software; it can comprise a technique or a process; or it can comprise any combination of the above."98

SEDL then described six stages of the developmental cycle: (1) context analysis, (2) conceptual design, (3) product design, (4) pilot test, (5) field test, and (6) marketing and diffusion. Educational products did not have to proceed linearly through the stages (products adapted from elsewhere usually were introduced in a stage other than the first one). SEDL's product development model was not inflexible and could vary from one product to the next. But throughout the entire process, the emphasis was on continuing evaluation and testing of the educational product. A product was pilot tested usually "under controlled conditions in

97 Gardner, "Report of the President's Task Force on Education."

selected schools which are in proximity to the Laboratory and...conducted by the originators of the test products."\textsuperscript{99} Then the product was subjected to large-scale field testing "to determine the ultimate utility and viability of the system under test, and to facilitate marketing and diffusion of the system by measuring its effectiveness, cost, endurance, and potential and by ascertaining the effects upon the system of the many variables existing in a natural environment."\textsuperscript{100}

SEDL was not alone among the early labs in its interest in the systematic development of educational products. Most of the developmental energies in the labs in the 1960s and 1970s were devoted to improving the curriculum. As was discussed previously, NIE opposed large-scale curriculum development in the late-1970s and OERI explicitly prohibited it in the Requests for Proposals (RFPs) for labs in 1985 and 1990. Nevertheless, a few of the labs managed to continue some curriculum development—though at least one of the labs felt it was prudent to create a separate, subsidiary corporation in order not to violate OERI's prohibition against large-scale curriculum development activities. Thus, the Mid-continent Lab (McREL) used OERI funds to support the research phases of a major curriculum project and then completed the developmental phase of this activity using their other


\textsuperscript{100} Ran\ et al., "A Development Process", p. 29.
corporation's monies.  

If a few large-scale curriculum development projects have been continued at the labs using non-OERI funds, most of the labs have turned to smaller projects and used less systematic ways of assessing and improving their products. The Northwest Lab, for example, has been developing its Onward to Excellence Program for over a decade, but has never undertaken an extensive and rigorous large-scale field test of the project. Instead, the Onward to Excellence Program utilizes the experiences of teachers and other professionals who have used the program to make any adjustments and improvements.

According to the guidelines in the RFPs for the 1985 and 1990 lab competitions, the expectation was that labs would undertake only short-term applied research or development projects (ones that could be completed within the 5-year contract period). There was no emphasis placed on developing large-scale ongoing cumulative projects—indeed such efforts implicitly seem to have been discouraged. Therefore, it is not surprising that many of the


applied research or development projects were small and often unrelated investigations.

The regional focus of the applied research also limited the ability or willingness of some of the labs to use OERI funds to investigate questions at sites outside their immediate geographic area. For example, the Northeast Lab obtained a sizable grant from Apple Computer Corporation to study the impact of computers in the classroom. When the funding for this interesting and important project abruptly and unexpectedly ended, the Northeast Lab was unwilling to use OERI-funds to complete this study because the actual classroom sites for the project were outside their region. Others such as the Far West Lab, however, do not feel quite as territorially bound by the confines of their region and are more willing to operate on a national basis.

Although the present labs are about one-fourth smaller in constant dollars than in the early 1970s, the reduction in funding does not really explain the small size of most of their applied research and development projects. Once we eliminate the indirect


104 For example, the Far West Lab undertook a multi-site case study evaluation of 24 Chapter I schools throughout the country with funding from OERI (but not from OERI's regional lab budget). Brian Rowan et al., "The Design and Implementation of Chapter 1 Instructional Services: A Study of 24 Schools," Far West Lab (November 1986); Brian Rowan and Larry F. Guthrie, "The Quality of Chapter 1 Instruction: Results from a Study of 24 Schools," Far West Labs (March 1988).
costs and fees, the administrative expenses, and dissemination expenditures, the average amount of money directly available for applied research and development (task 3) for each of the labs in FY92 is substantially more than is available to most of the individual R&D centers. But overall the labs choose to spend less of their task 3 funds on original applied research and development than did most of the R&D centers. Moreover, even given the small amount of money that the labs devote to original applied research and development, they generally also prefer to spread the limited funds among several small-scale and short-term projects (much like many of the R&D centers).

C. Quality of the Applied Research and Development

Almost any discussion of the quality of applied research and development produced by the labs evokes strong feelings—often by those who are not personally very familiar with much of the work at those institutions. Many academics and policy makers are particularly scornful of the quality of the research and development at the labs and see them as second-rate institutions compared to the R&D centers or the funding of individual researchers. The strong antipathy towards the quality of the research and development produced by the labs even extends to some OERI staff and leaders (though not among most of the END staff who actually monitor the work of the labs). Moreover, there is a tendency among many critics of the labs simply to issue a blanket
condemnation of the research and development of the labs—in part because of the widespread perception that the congressional earmarking of the funds for these institutions has come directly at the expense of field-initiated research.

Part of the skepticism of the quality of the work of the labs may be a self-fulfilling prophecy because of OERI directives in the 1985 and 1990 lab competitions discouraged long-term applied research or development projects and emphasized providing immediate technical assistance to clients. Therefore, it should not be entirely surprising that many policy makers and academics now have difficulty in finding original lab research or development projects worth praising.

Nevertheless, some of the labs since 1985 have produced some first-rate applied research and development. Particularly impressive has been the work at the Far West Lab. Building upon their long tradition of excellent research, the Far West Lab continues to produce some of the more innovative and interesting applied lab research and development today—often funded with non-OERI monies.105

The Far West Lab specializes in fairly sophisticated and thoughtful policy analyses. Using funds from both OERI and the

105 Under pressure from NIE (and its successor, OERI) in the early 1980s, the Far West Lab moved away from its emphasis on basic research to applied and developmental work. There was a significant shift in staffing away from the more academic and pure research to more applied and developmental work. While the current staff are less oriented toward academic and basic research than their predecessors, many of them appear to be relatively well-trained and sophisticated in their methodological and statistical skills.
Utah State Office of Education, they evaluated the Utah Career Ladder System for elementary and secondary public school teachers. The state's 40 superintendents and school board presidents were interviewed by telephone. Surveys were mailed to all of the principals in the state as well as to a random sample of 1500 teachers. They also analyzed the teacher salary distribution in 10 districts and investigated the implementation of the Career Ladder System in 12 districts. Unfortunately, they did not collect any data on changes in student outcomes; but on the basis of their interviews with principals and teachers, they concluded that "the policy is powerfully and positively changing both the teaching profession and the ways schools are organized to teach students. Utah's Career Ladder System is a model that deserves national attention." 

Similarly, the Far West Lab analyzed the impact of the introduction of a computerized, self-paced math program (the so-called Rubin program) in five elementary schools and one middle schools. Using information from a five-year longitudinal study of the standardized math achievement scores of those students, they analyzed the scores of those who had been in the program for

106 The response rate for the mailed questionnaires to the principals and teachers was 68 percent and 63 percent respectively. Unfortunately, they did not try to ascertain what biases might have been introduced by this response rate. Mary Amsler, Douglas Mitchell, Linda Nelson, and Thomas Timar, "An Evaluation of the Utah Career Ladder System: Summary and Analysis of Policy Implications," Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development (January 1988), p. 3.

varying lengths of time. The results of this study provided only a lukewarm endorsement of the Rubin program. "[P]rimary students in the Rubin program did less well than their regular program counterparts during the first two years of implementation but...intermediate grade students did better. Growth rates were higher for students in the Rubin program for four years than students in the program for two years."108

Finally, the Far West Lab sponsored one of the more sophisticated and indepth policy reviews of the relationship between class size and student learning. Based upon an extensive and careful review of the existing secondary literature, they concluded that "reducing class size has a substantial and cumulative effect on student learning," but that "the costs of class size reductions are enormous."109 Using data from a large number of studies of class size, they found a curvilinear relationship between class size and achievement and then tried to develop a theoretical model to explain the pattern.110

None of the other four labs in this investigation produced the same overall quantity or quality of applied research and development as at the Far West Lab. Except for the Northwest Lab,


the Far West Lab devoted more of its OERI funds on task 3 (and Northwest spent a larger proportion of its task 3 monies on dissemination rather than on applied research or development). Moreover, with some notable exceptions, most of the applied research produced at the other four labs was not as conceptually or methodologically rigorous or sophisticated as that prepared by the Far West Lab.

Yet there were several applied research or development projects at the other four labs which were praiseworthy. For example, the Northeast Regional Lab, using funds from the Apple Corporation, produced a useful assessment of the computer-based Apple Learning Series: Early Language (ALS-EL) in elementary classrooms.\(^{111}\) The Southwest Regional Lab produced an important six-year longitudinal study of language and reading achievement in bilingual classrooms.\(^{112}\) The Mid-continent Lab continues to do valuable development work in vocabulary instruction and curriculum frameworks.\(^{113}\) And the Northwest Lab is doing a longitudinal analysis of Washington State's Early Childhood and Assistance

\(^{111}\) Glen Harvey, Diane Kell, and Nancy Gadzuk Drexler, "Research on Computers and Literacy Development in Primary Classrooms," Final Report, Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement of the Northeast and Islands (July 1990).


\(^{113}\) Robert J. Marzano and Jana S. Marzano, A Cluster Approach to Elementary Vocabulary Instruction (Newark, DE: International Reading Association, 1988); Marzano, et al., Dimensions of Thinking; Marzano, A Different Kind of Classroom; Marzano, et al., Implementing Dimensions of Learning.
Program.114

But there are also serious conceptual and statistical limitations of some of the work supported by the labs. Some of the applied research appears to be very preliminary and highly descriptive.115 Major projects sometimes lack any clear research designs. The Northeast Lab launched an intensive Collaborative Action Research effort in three sites, but did not have an adequate research design for that large-scale and long-term undertaking.116

The statistical analyses of some of the studies are flawed and misleading. Thomas Owen and Carolyn Cohen investigated the attitudes and opinions of entry-level workers in four states: Hawaii, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. Each of the states appears to have used a different strategy for sampling companies and workers and the overall completion rate was extremely low (20 percent for the workers and 29 percent for the companies). Moreover, the completion rates for the four states varied

---


considerably. Yet the investigators simply combined the results from the four states without adjusting the data for the unequal return rates. Despite all of these shortcomings, they claim that the "data might also be used as a benchmark from which to measure change in future years."\textsuperscript{117}

Similarly, McREL sent questionnaires to local public school superintendents in the seven states it serves. The overall response rate was only 40 percent and it varied among the states (ranging from 27 percent for Nebraska superintendents to 53 percent for Wyoming superintendents). Despite the considerable variation in response rates, the analysts simply grouped all of the returns together to get an overall regional profile--even though this meant that a state like Nebraska which had 27 percent of the region's superintendents only contributed 19 percent of the returned questionnaires. If there were no variation in answers to the questions by states, then this indiscriminate totalling of the responses would not affect the results. But often there were clear and sizable differences in the answers of the superintendents to the questions. As a result, the detailed tables in the McREL Policy Notes which show whether or not the answers from the superintendents from a particular state are statistically significantly higher or lower than the regional mean may be inaccurate if we recalculated the regional means based upon the questionnaires stratified by the rate of return. In any case,

\textsuperscript{117} Thomas Owens and Carolyn Cohen, "Northwest Entry-Level Worker Study," Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (September 30, 1991).
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given the low and unequal response rate to the questionnaires, the analysts should have addressed these problems more adequately.\textsuperscript{118}

Although the evaluation of programs (including their own) is an important part of the work of the labs, often these assessments were not well-designed. The Northwest Lab study of the impact of its interesting and important Onward to Excellence (OTE) Program could have been improved. The analysts did not explain why certain OTE programs were chosen in the impact study while others were not included.\textsuperscript{119} Moreover, by looking indepth at only 10 of the more successful OTE programs, they could not ascertain why some of them succeeded and some of them failed. One might have also looked at some schools which did not join the OTE program in order to be able to see if any of the improvements in the OTE schools were


\textsuperscript{119} There were 625 schools in 1990 which participated in the Onward to Excellence (OTE) Program; 292 had been involved with OTE for at least two years and therefore were eligible for participation in this impact study. Of these, 163 were in the School Improvement Network Directory which became the initial database for this study. Naturally, one wonders what kind of biases might have been introduced by looking only at those schools which joined the School Improvement Network. Perhaps one could sample some of those which did not join to see if they were any different than those that did join. Or perhaps it might make even more sense to develop an ongoing longitudinal analysis of all participants in the Onward to Excellence Program so that it could be used for both analysis and monitoring (a standardized questionnaire might be developed so that each program could routinely complete it each year). For details of the impact study of the Onward to Excellence Program, see Robert E. Blum, Kim O. Yap, and Jocelyn A. Butler, "Onward to Excellence Impact Study," Paper presented at the American Educational Research Association Annual Meeting, San Francisco, April 1992; Robert E. Blum, Kim O. Yap, and Jocelyn A. Butler, "Onward to Excellence Impact Study," Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (February 1993).
partly the result of more general changes affecting all schools during those years. Finally, rather than only using a definition of "success" based on whether the program achieved one of its goals, the definition might have been expanded and made more standardized. Otherwise, OTE programs which set low goals might be defined as equally or even more "successful" than those programs which had set higher goals.\footnote{Interestingly, when I discussed the conceptual and methodological shortcomings of this study with one of its authors, he readily agreed and explained that they had been constrained by the lack of time and funds available for this particular analysis. However, when I discussed the same issue with those at the Northwest Lab responsible for evaluation, they defended the study as methodologically sound and adequate. When the Northwest Lab submitted their final study, they did not seem to acknowledge or discuss the methodological shortcomings of their study that had been raised in writing with them by OERI and myself. Blum et al., "Onward to Excellence Impact Study" (1993).}

A typical shortcoming of many of the lab demonstration and evaluation projects was the lack of standardized measures that made comparisons meaningful or the failure to include any appropriate controls in their research designs. For example, the Southwest Lab investigated small and economically-disadvantaged rural schools in five different states over several years. The five demonstration schools, all of which had indicated an interest in improving their student achievement scores, were visited each month by a SEDL staff member responsible for facilitating change in that institution. Changes in education indicators over time were used to assess the improvements. Unfortunately, since the five sites did not use any overall standardized measures of educational success, it was impossible to make any systematic comparisons among the five.
schools. Since it appears that the schools which chose to participate were not necessarily typical of others in that region, it is difficult to know how much we should generalize from these findings. Moreover, since there were no control schools in the study we cannot establish just what factors were instrumental in making any of the improvements in student achievements. Thus, the SEDL project basically remains a limited but interesting demonstration effort at five diverse sites; unfortunately, their work does not provide the type of information that would be useful in ascertaining more generally or conclusively what are the key factors in improving rural education.\textsuperscript{121}

Much of the research-related work of the labs consists of summarizing and synthesizing existing materials for policy papers. Some of these policy briefs are quite well done and very useful. The Northeast Lab, for example, has put together a nice series of briefing papers on teacher quality, pension portability, and teacher incentives.\textsuperscript{122} The Mid-continent Lab has also produced some useful policy papers on subjects such as early childhood

\textsuperscript{121} Deborah V. Jolly, Shirley M. Hord, and Marianne Vaughan, "Developing Indicators of Educational Success: The Road to Improvement in Five Schools," Paper presented at the American Educational Research Association Annual Meeting, Boston, April 1990.

\textsuperscript{122} Anne E. Newton, "Teacher Quality: An Issue Brief," Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement of the Northeast and Islands (May 1987); David Title, "Pension Portability in the Northeastern States," Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement of the Northeast and Islands (1990); David Title, "The Critical Role of Teacher Incentives in the Northeast States," Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement of the Northeast and Islands (March 1989).
education.  

But some of the briefing or policy papers are simply a loose catalogue of research without adequate attention either to the quality of the work being cited or the diversity of materials in the field. Kenneth Hansen's policy paper on early childhood education, for instance, does not cite or use the existing research literature on this subject very effectively.  

Similarly, Kathleen Cotton's glowing and uncritical discussion of the benefits of early childhood education ignores the studies which question the efficacy of programs such as Head Start. Janet Jewett's review of research states that "[s]tudies recommend limiting elementary class sizes to 15 in public schools and stress small group size for preschool children." In fact, most of the studies of class size in elementary schools present a much more complex picture—including a publication from the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) three years earlier.

---

123 Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory, "Early Childhood Education," Policy Notes, 4, 1, 1-11.


Overall, the quality of research, evaluation, and development produced by the labs varies greatly—even more so than among the R&D centers. Contrary to the statements of some policy makers, some of the work of the labs is of high quality and usefulness. Most of the materials from the Far West Lab, for example, are as well-done conceptually and statistically as the products from most of the R&D centers. Yet there are serious weaknesses in the quality of much of the research put out by the other labs. While all of the labs have at least some staff who appreciate high quality research and know how to produce it, not everyone at those institutions has a strong commitment to the type of rigor and expensive methodology necessary for improving the quality of materials produced under task 3.\textsuperscript{128}

We have spent more than $800 million (in constant 1982-84 dollars) on the labs since 1966. A sizable proportion of this money has been spent on research and development. Of the funds dedicated to research and development, much of it has not been well spent—especially during the past 10-15 years when applied research of the Tennessee Project STAR Data," California Educational Research Cooperative, University of California, Riverside (October 1991); Mitchell, Carson, and Badarak, "How Changing Class Size Affects Classrooms and Students"; Tommy M. Tomlinson, "Class Size and Public Policy: The Plot Thickens," Contemporary Education, 62 (Fall 1990), 1, 17-23; Elizabeth Word, Charles M. Achilles, Helen Bain, John Folger, John Johnston, and Nan Lintz, "Project STAR Final Executive Summary: Kindergarten Through Third Grade Results (1985-89)," Contemporary Education, 62 (Fall 1990), 1, 13-16.

Moreover, one of the real dangers is that many of those at the labs who understand and support more systematic research and development are among those who worked at the labs in the late-1960s and 1970s. As they retire, much of the commitment and expertise in the labs to research and development will be lost.
and development appears to have decreased in both quantity and quality. The original and useful vision of the lab founders has not been fulfilled as many of the labs have become mainly technical assistance providers for their regional clients. Given the limited amount of original applied research or development done by the labs as well as the uneven quality of it, OERI's continued, substantial investment in this area needs to be reconsidered thoroughly and carefully.

Of course, much of the lab expenditures are for activities other than applied research or development—especially in more recent years. This analysis did not address the quality or the efficiency of those other activities. Therefore, while much of the applied research or development produced by the labs has been disappointing, this does not necessarily mean that the work of the labs overall has been problematic. Naturally, a detailed and careful assessment of the other lab activities (such as their provision of technical assistance) should be undertaken soon.

D. Lab Review Process

As we have already seen, the labs faced competition for the first time in 1985 and 1990. Although there had been concern about the process, by all accounts it was fair and non-controversial. Despite concerted efforts by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) to stimulate competition for the lab contracts, in fact most of the incumbents were unopposed in either 1985 or
The lab competition for 1990 specified that separate awards would be made for each of the 10 regions designated (the 9 previous regions plus the addition of the Pacific Basic Region). Seven criteria were employed by the reviewers in making the awards: (1) regional needs (10 points); (2) relationships in region (20 points); (3) institutional capability (15 points); (4) plan of operation (25 points); (5) key personnel (20 points); (6) evaluation plan (5 points); and (7) adequacy of resources (5 points).

Unlike the criteria for the R&D centers, relatively little emphasis was placed on the mission statement for the labs.129 More emphasis was placed on the importance of ties to the region and collaborations with other organizations.

The discussion of the research and development activities listed a large number of acceptable deliverables including newsletters, policy papers, concept papers, research reports, resource guides, handbooks, bibliographies, occasional bulletins, instructional materials, technical papers, synthesis papers,

---

129 Under section c of the plan of operation, it did ask "[t]he degree to which the objectives of the project relate to the overall mission of the laboratory program and also special emphasis in this statement of work (at-risk students, rural small schools and early childhood education)." Office of Educational Research and Improvement, "Technical Evaluation Form: Regional Educational Laboratory Competition," (1990), p. 6. But this was only one of 10 subcategories under the plan of operation.
manuals, conference proceedings, and research instruments.\textsuperscript{130} But in the scoring sheets for the reviewers, there was almost no emphasis on the importance of a specific research design for the proposed projects. Under the plan of operation, one of the ten subcategories was the quality of the project design but this item does not seem to have received much notice or attention during the competition.

Reading through the five 1985 and 1990 applications, one is struck by the lack of specificity for many of the proposed research or development projects. Most projects are described in general terms without specifying such important information as what types of instruments will be used to measure student outcomes or the size of the samples to be drawn. Perhaps this lack of detail about the research and development reflected in part the OERI guidelines to the labs which called for only short-term research and development projects and did not require a detailed research design. But this lack of specific details about the proposed activities was also a more general characteristic of the response of the applicants to the other questions as well.

Since most of these labs did not face any real competition, many of the reviewers chose not to make elaborate comments about the nature or quality of the proposed research and development activities. In the case of two regions, however, the proposals were deemed so weak that it became necessary for the labs to

resubmit their revised applications twice before they were judged minimally acceptable.

Thus, while the lab competitions were fair and well-handled, little attention was paid to the nature or quality of the proposed research or development activities at that time. A few reviewers did question the lack of specificity of the plans, but most accepted the original or revised lab submissions without too much protest. While the OERI staff tried to improve the overall quality of the lab proposals, in several instances it was difficult to overcome the lack of a carefully specified research design or of a detailed development plan.

In both the 1985 and 1990 lab competitions, applicants were required to develop their own self-evaluation plan. For example, in the Regional Educational Laboratory Request for Proposals in 1990, task 5 was to conduct an evaluation of their own activities. Labs were expected to do both formative and summative evaluations. Among the four questions raised in the formative evaluation section, one explicitly addressed the issue of the adequacy of the research design: "Do applied research projects have appropriate designs that are carefully implemented?" The quality of research issue received further reinforcement and clarification when the proposal stated that "[t]he contractor shall develop and implement a plan to assure high quality of its deliverables and R&D

---

products and publications.\textsuperscript{132}

Unfortunately, the results of the lab self-evaluations and quality assurance have been very mixed. The Far West Lab generally has done a good job of quality assurance and is developing a critical and useful system of reviewing its activities. Evaluation of products and activities is done by each individual program or project, but the Director of Planning and Evaluation reviews their evaluation plans and reports as well as provides technical assistance to them. A sample of the lab's publications are sent out for external review.\textsuperscript{133} While some improvements might be made in their impact analysis, on the whole the Far West seems to be coping successfully with the requirement to monitor and assess the quality of its products and services.

At some of the other labs, however, the self-evaluation activities have been less successful. Much of their evaluation activities have been devoted to an analysis of client satisfaction—a legitimate concern and one of the four formative evaluation questions asked in the 1990 lab RFP. But much less attention has been paid to a critical assessment of the quality of the applied research or development projects. Moreover, some of the labs did not always submit their research syntheses or policy papers to the scrutiny of other experts in the field. As a result, while OERI

\textsuperscript{132} Office of Educational Research and Improvement, "Regional Educational Laboratory Request for Proposal, 1990," p. 31.

\textsuperscript{133} Paul D. Hood, "Responding to Educational Needs and Opportunities for School Improvement in the Far West: The Fourth Annual Self Evaluation Report of Far West Laboratory Regional Programs" (January 1990).
had intended the lab self-evaluation activities to play an important role in maintaining the quality of the services and deliverables produced by the labs, in practice the results were often disappointing.

E. Lab Monitoring

Programs for the Improvement of Practice (PIP) under the direction of Eve Bither is one of the major offices within the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) and has the responsibility for overseeing the activities of the labs. The Educational Networks Division (END) under the direction of David Mack is one of the three divisions within PIP and administers the Regional Educational Laboratory Program.

Six programs, including the labs, are administered within END. The labs are directly overseen by the Laboratory Team under the direction of Charles Stalford.[134] Each lab is assigned a separate institutional liaison.[135] The institutional liaison

[134] Near the end of this investigation, Charles Stalford has been given the assignment to direct the Eisenhower Math and Science Program within OERI. He has been replaced by Marshall Sashkin, the institutional liaison for the Far West Lab.

[135] Since laboratories are institutional programs rather than just projects, the term "institutional liaison" is used. Educational Networks Division, "Handbook for Institutional Liaisons," Office of Educational Research and Improvement (April 1992). Since the handbook is a loose leaf manuscript, it will not be possible to cite the appropriate pages when this document is being quoted.

Diane Ravitch, the Assistant Secretary for OERI, strongly objected to the word "liaison" for designating the staff members overseeing the R&D centers and preferred instead the word
has the responsibility for overseeing the activities of his or her lab and coordinating those activities with other members of the Laboratory Team. While each institutional liaison has many other responsibilities within PIP, their work with the labs is seen as their primary responsibility.

As we have seen in the previous chapter, there was some confusion among the center monitors on the exact nature of their jobs as well as on the rules and regulations that governed the R&D centers. A partial explanation for the confusion among the nearly two dozen center monitors was that they were subdivided within the Office of Research (OR) into four different divisions which had different philosophies about the role of a center monitor. Moreover, the center monitors rarely met together as a group to discuss common problems and how to interpret the rules and regulations governing their grantees. The Office of Research (OR) at that time also did not have a handbook for monitors which might have helped to standardize their responses and practices.

The activities and interpretations of the rules and regulations of the lab institutional liaisons appear to be more coordinated--despite the fact that the individual labs exhibit considerably more diversity amongst themselves than the R&D centers. A major reason for the co-ordination among the

"monitor." She felt that the term "monitor" implied a much more active oversight of the R&D centers than the word "liaison." As a result, the Office of Research (OR) now calls its staff members overseeing the R&D centers "monitors." Apparently, Ravitch has not made the same point about the individuals dealing with the labs so they continued to be called "institutional liaisons."
institutional liaisons is that all members of the laboratory team meet together for several hours each week to discuss lab policies and practices. This gives them an opportunity to get advice from each other as well as to discuss their interpretations of the rules and regulations governing the labs. Moreover, the Educational Networks Division (END) recently has developed a handbook for the institutional liaisons which should be useful for instructing new members of the Laboratory Team as well as for helping to standardize practices and interpretations.¹³⁶

As among the center monitors, there was considerable diversity in the background and experiences of the lab institutional liaisons. Given the greater range of different activities performed by each of the labs than by each of the R&D centers, it may be more difficult for individual institutional liaisons to effectively monitor their entity than for the center monitors. This problem has been recognized by the Laboratory Team as it recommends "a team approach to monitoring the quality and usefulness of the program activity of the laboratories...."¹³⁷

The institutional liaisons vary considerably in their ability to evaluate lab research and development activities. A few are well-prepared to assess the research design and statistical procedures used by their labs, but most of them do not have the

¹³⁶ Educational Networks Division, "Handbook for Institutional Liaisons." The handbook has been placed in loose-leaf binders so that it can be easily updated to reflect any new regulations or activities.

¹³⁷ Educational Networks Division, "Handbook for Institutional Liaisons."
training and research experience necessary for that particular task.¹³⁸ Many of the institutional liaisons have sought assistance from others within OERI to help them evaluate some of the research and development work performed as part of the lab's task three assignment. In the past, there was an evaluation unit within END that assisted lab liaisons. Unfortunately, that unit has been eliminated so that the lab liaisons now find it more difficult to receive the assistance they need in this area.

In theory, the R&D centers and labs are administered quite differently as the former are funded either as grants or co-operative agreements while the latter are funded as contracts. Presumably government contracts could be more closely monitored by the OERI staff than either grants or co-operative agreements, but in practice the reverse appears to be true. Probably the major explanation for this seeming discrepancy is that the governance and direction for the labs has been increasingly left to their regional boards. As a result, even though OERI has contracts with the labs, many of the institutional liaisons feel uncertain or ambivalent about their authority over these institutions. Most of the lab institutional liaisons appear to feel less able to direct and guide the activities of their institutions than their center monitor counterparts.

Most center monitors are able to visit their institutions only once a year, but the lab institutional liaisons are expected to

¹³⁸ About half of the members of the lab team have an advanced degree beyond a BA. But few of the lab team have had much opportunity in recent years to be active researchers themselves.
conduct two site visits. In addition, the lab directors and some of their staff are more likely to meet with representatives from OERI in Washington, DC than are the center directors and their staff. The more prevalent physical contact between the labs and OERI staff may help some of the institutional liaisons to be more knowledgeable about certain aspects of their contractors than their colleagues monitoring the centers.

The institutional liaisons for the labs examine the budgets submitted by their contractors, but they do not seem to pay too much attention to how the money is spent substantively. The PMIS forms which might provide some guidance on where and how lab money is spent are generally ignored by both the labs and their institutional liaisons. While almost all of the labs do fill out their PMIS forms as required by the contract, some of them do it so casually and eclectically as to render the results suspect for any analytic or comparative purposes. Moreover, the manner in which many labs report their expenditures on the six tasks makes it very difficult for someone to ascertain how the money is expended by individual project. Many of the budgets for the labs are not sufficiently detailed to permit an analysis of expenditures by individual projects. Some of the institutional liaisons do not seem to pay much attention to the information from PMIS in analyzing how their lab is functioning.

We noted the difficulties in getting center monitors to terminate the funds of individual research projects which were deemed unworthy and unsalvageable (and the money saved being either
redistributed within the same center or to another R&D center). The same seems to be true for the labs. Institutional liaisons appear to be very reluctant to stop the funding of individual projects within their labs--perhaps in part because of the inherent difficulties involved in evaluating the quality of the diverse services provided by these institutions. Most lab directors do not appear seriously concerned that OERI might decide to stop the funding of any of their individual projects.

Perhaps the most surprising discovery was the lack of a detailed third-year review of the labs in 1992. OERI had done a thorough and careful third-year review of the labs in 1987--including the use of outside teams of experts visiting those institutions. Those reviews had uncovered some important weaknesses in some of the individual labs and provided useful information for planning for the 1990 lab competitions. Indeed, compared to the third-year R&D center reviews for 1987, the ones for the labs were much more systematic and rigorous.\textsuperscript{139}

As we have seen in the previous chapter, the Office of Research (OR) conducted a thorough and detailed third-year review of the R&D centers in 1992. Part of the impetus for the review of the centers came from OR and part from Diane Ravitch, the recent former Assistant Secretary of OERI, who was anxious to investigate and improve the quality of research being done by the R&D centers. One might have thought that a comparable third-year review of the...\textsuperscript{139}

\textsuperscript{139} Unfortunately, the third-year review in 1987 did not look at the quality of the work being produced by the labs.
labs would have been undertaken simultaneously--especially since several of the labs funded in 1990 did not receive high marks from the original reviewers.

There are several explanations for the decision not to subject the labs to a third-year review in 1992. The Grants and Contracts (OGC) Office in the U.S. Department of Education did not encourage a third-year review because they interpreted the existing contract as a five-year package that could not be renegotiated. Some of the leadership in PIP also wondered if a third-year review might be too expensive to conduct if teams of outside reviewers were used as in 1987. Moreover, there does not appear to have been any great concern within PIP that the quality of the products and services being produced by the labs were seriously deficient and therefore needing closer scrutiny. Perhaps the growing sense that the labs were being guided and monitored more by themselves than by the institutional liaisons militated also against any desire for a systematic third-year review of these institutions. Finally, with the energy of the Office of the Assistant Secretary focused on the third-year review of the R&D centers, little attention was paid to the fact that PIP had decided not to do a third-year review of the labs.

Whatever the reasons for the decision not to conduct a

140 In 1987 the Grants and Contracts (OGC) Office did allow the five-year lab contracts to be subdivided into two components. However, the same interpretation was not given in 1992--perhaps in part because of staff changes in that unit.

141 PIP did initiate an analysis of the governance of the labs through a three-year contract with Policy Studies Associates.
thorough third-year review of the labs, that decision was unfortunate. The uneven quantity and quality of research and development work revealed in this investigation of five of the labs suggests that a more careful and thorough review of all of the activities of the 10 labs probably would have been useful. Moreover, given the fact that the National Academy of Science analysis of OERI did not consider in any detail the functioning of the R&D centers or the labs, an OERI-sponsored third-year lab review might have been timely both for improving the functioning of the current labs as well as for preparing for the recompetition of those institutions in 1995.

Given the explicit requirement that the labs conduct their own self-evaluations of the quality of their service deliverables, the institutional liaisons may need to pay closer attention to these efforts. If the lab self-evaluation task was fully and satisfactorily implemented, much of the quality assurance work of the institutional liaisons would be done for them. Then the institutional liaisons could rely more on the lab's own evaluation system and check periodically to make certain that it was functioning effectively to guarantee the quality of the work being performed by those institutions.

Some analysts would emphasize the importance of improving lab self-evaluations of quality even further. Indeed, a few knowledgeable and thoughtful employees in PIP even have questioned the wisdom of focusing on the role of the individual institutional liaisons for enhancing quality of the research and development
products; rather, they would rely on use of total quality management (TQM) at the labs to improve and ensure the quality of their research and development work:

[W]e take issue with the [draft] report's attribution of such problems to the quality and abilities of the institutional liaisons. The fact is that the form of monitoring advocated in the report would not and cannot lead to improved quality of products. We do not have here the space required to explain what Deming, Juran, and other international quality experts have been teaching (mostly to managers and executives in organizations in Japan and elsewhere outside the U.S.). To try to sum it up as succinctly as possible (and more than a little over-simplistically) quality is achieved only if it is designed into the system; it cannot be produced by inspection of product (though review and inspection is not irrelevant). 142

While everyone can agree that the responsibility for developing and employing appropriate mechanisms for ensuring the quality of lab research and development ultimately begins with those institutions, it is less evident that many, if not most, of the labs will develop and use such a system based upon the TQM principles—especially without active and ongoing prodding by the

---

142 Comments from some employees in PIP on the earlier draft report (March 25, 1993).
OERI institutional liaisons. As discussed earlier, the Far West Lab certainly has developed and administered an effective self-monitoring system for ensuring the high quality of their products. But most of the other labs investigated in this study had not. Given the usually high, additional costs of improving research and development, there are few tangible incentives for labs to devote more of their scarce resources to upgrade the quality of the research and development—particularly if OERI and their other clients continue to accept the lower-cost and lower-quality R&D products without too much question. For TQM to work effectively, management first must accept the need for such changes and improvements and then be willing to invest the necessary resources for creating and supporting such a culture.\textsuperscript{143} Therefore, while OERI needs to work with the labs to improve their self-evaluation systems, the institutional liaisons will need to continue to monitor the quality of the research and development produced by the labs.

Overall, one has the impression that the Laboratory Team in OERI is composed of some very capable individuals who pursue their responsibilities earnestly and diligently. Moreover, the organization and functioning of the laboratory team as a group is exemplary. Yet the ambiguities of the relationship of the labs to OERI are sufficiently great so that the institutional liaisons are

not exercising the type of leadership and active monitoring that is needed given the uneven quality of research and development produced by the labs.

III. Conclusion

When the education laboratories were created in the mid-1960s, it was envisioned that they would be large-scale, national institutions devoted to systematically developing educational materials based upon research. But in practice that model of the labs was challenged from the very beginning as the U.S. Office of Research created a large number of smaller and more regional institutions. Nevertheless, the vision of large-scale labs which systematically developed curriculum and other education products survived through much of the 1970s both among policy makers in Washington, DC as well as among many of the lab directors.

In the late 1970s, however, both the vision and the reality of the labs were altered significantly—in large measure due to the pressures from the U.S. Congress at the behest of the labs. Increasingly labs became portrayed as regional entities whose primary function was to provide research-based technical assistance for their local constituents. This trend was reinforced and consolidated during the 1980s under the Reagan and Bush Administrations. An outright prohibition was placed on the development of large-scale curriculum and even the amount of original short-term applied research being done at the labs appears
to have been reduced. The growing power of the regional labs' governing boards came at the expense of control and direction for these institutions from the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI). Today, for all practical purposes, many of the labs are primarily regional institutions offering research-based technical assistance and governed mainly by their own regional boards. Some of the labs, like the Far West Lab, continue to sponsor a significant amount of high quality short-term applied research and even a smaller number, like the Mid-continent Lab, still try to develop their own curriculum packages—though usually with non-OERI funds. At the same time, there is now a welcome trend toward cooperation and coordination among the labs on specific topics such as the improvement of math and science in the local schools; the revitalization of small, rural schools; and facilitation of the transition from preschool education to the elementary grades.

Taking into consideration the large changes in the mission and operation of the labs over time as well as the considerable diversity among them today, now would be an opportune time for OERI and others to rethink thoroughly the roles of the labs—especially given the recent efforts within OERI to develop a 3-5 year strategic plan, the need to recompete the labs in 1995, the impending reauthorization of the agency, and the change in administrations. How one defines and interprets the future mission

144 As the recent National Academy of Science report put it, "...the laboratories are now primarily service providers." Atkinson and Jackson, eds., Research and Reform, p. 78.
of the labs will have a profound effect on how research and development are viewed and executed in this agency.

One might argue that the labs should basically remain as regional institutions providing research-based technical assistance to state education institutions and local school districts. This is certainly a plausible and defensible position. However, it also may have some long-term implications for the labs and OERI that need to be carefully explored and considered. For example, just how many different institutions need to be funded by the U.S. Department of Education to provide technical assistance? According to one estimate, the U.S. Department of Education is already funding 43 different programs to provide technical assistance. An OERI survey of the U.S. Department of Education identified 12 separate technical assistant programs legislatively mandated which funded 135 projects or institutions at an annual cost of $90 million. Would it be more cost-effective to consolidate some of these providers to minimize unnecessary duplication and to make it easier for local schools to obtain assistance? Would it be more efficient simply to provide directly to the states the federal money now allocated for training and technical assistance in order to let them purchase whatever particular services they need? As the regional education labs in

---


146 Atkinson and Jackson, eds., Research and Education Reforms, p. 122.
effect have to compete against other types of providers of technical assistance, will the quality and cost of their services be competitive?

Another possible complication of having the labs focus on research-based technical assistance to the regions may be the difficulty of maintaining the quality of the research staff necessary to carry out these functions. As the research and development professionals at the labs find little opportunity to pursue any original work, will the best ones be willing to stay and provide the needed expertise to evaluate and synthesize research and development materials produced elsewhere? And will the replacements for any of the departing research and development professionals have the necessary conceptual and technical skills to provide critical research-based assistance to the regional clients?

Finally, given the limited amount of research and development funding within OERI, does it make sense to devote such a large proportion of its total budget to labs which are only providing research-based technical assistance—especially if other units within the U.S. Department of Education are already providing substantial funds for technical assistance? The assumption in some of the recent OERI publications about the labs is "that enough is known from research and development and successful practice to help students and schools...."\(^{147}\) While it is true that we do know enough about some education problems and solutions from research

---

\(^{147}\) Educational Networks Division, "Handbook for Institutional Liaisons."
and development to disseminate that information to practitioners, unfortunately there is even much more that we do not know. Particularly missing at OERI today is the systematic development of educational products and services— an essential link between research and the teachers and administrators needing that information. Therefore, is it wise to focus the efforts of the labs mainly on regional dissemination of information and on the provision of technical assistance?

An alternative scenario is to expand the role for systematic applied research and development at the labs much along the lines envisioned for those institutions in the 1960s and early 1970s. While much of the regional services of the labs could be maintained, there would be greater emphasis on doing original applied research and development which would be useful not just to the lab's regional clients, but to the nation as a whole. Indeed, the need to make the findings from the lab investigations more generalizable and useful to others outside the region is already stated in the existing guidelines for the design of applied R&D lab projects. Moreover, a substantial amount of funds is already being allocated for task 3—applied research and development. More of those task 3 funds might be used for original applied and development research rather than for producing research syntheses or policy papers (some of which might be done nationally rather than individually for each of the 10 separate labs).

148 Educational Networks Division, "Handbook for Institutional Liaisons."
Interestingly, this vision of labs which combines both national and regional concerns was one shared by many individuals within NIE and CEDaR in the mid-1970s.149

The total amount of spending in real dollars has decreased over time for the labs. Since many of the labs are now concentrating on providing small-scale services to clients anyway, the diminished size of the labs over time does not appear to have been the major factor in inhibiting more systematic and rigorous research and development. If the labs do begin to engage in more large-scale and long-term systematic development activities, however, then it may be necessary at some point to reconsider the size of their overall budget.150 Initially, much of the additional funds for more systematic and large-scale applied research or development projects, however, can come from a redirection of existing monies rather than the addition of new

---

149 While the National Academy of Science panel did not stress the need for more applied and development work at the labs in their recommendations, they did suggest that the "innovative methods, programs, and processes [produced by the labs] should be subject to a quality assurance review--such as those conducted by the Program Evaluation Panel--before wide-scale distribution." Richard C. Atkinson and Gregg B. Jackson, eds., Research and Education Reform: Roles for the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1992), p. 152.

150 The National Academy of Science analysis of the labs focused mainly on an expansion of staff as state liaisons at an additional annual cost of approximately $5 million to OERI. The panel did not call for an increase in overall lab funding--perhaps in part because they did not stress an expanded role for applied research and development in those institutions. Atkinson and Jackson, eds., Research and Education Reform, pp. 151-154.
As we have said in regard to the R&D centers, if there is no substantial increase in funding for mission-oriented or field-initiated research, it may be prudent to reallocate monies from the existing OERI funds for the R&D centers and labs. Again, perhaps 10 percent of the current lab budget should be redirected to mission-oriented or field-initiated research in order to have a more balanced portfolio of research and development activities as the National Academy of Science study of OERI recommended.

In our earlier analysis of the R&D centers, we lamented the absence of basic research and suggested how it might be enhanced. Certainly the labs should be allowed to pursue some mission-oriented basic research as well. But a more important area for expanded activity for the labs would be to focus more on the systematic development of curriculum and other educational products. It is also time to revisit the long-standing outright prohibition against any OERI funding of large-scale curriculum development. While some of the cautions of the late 1970s and

151 Several individuals within OERI were concerned that the renewed emphasis on development by the labs would be used only as a rationale for these institutions garnering an even larger proportion of the scarce research dollars in the agency. Clearly, that is not the intent of this recommendation. Since much of the existing task 3 funds, for example, are not well spent, they should be reallocated toward more systematic development efforts. Moreover, the recommendation for spending more funds on development is based upon the assumption that they will be devoted to systematic development of educational products and practices. While one can legitimately define development in much broader terms, the intent of this recommendation is restricted to a narrower definition which focuses on systematic development.

152 Atkinson and Jackson, eds., Research and Education Reform.
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1980s against such investments must be considered and addressed, it seems somewhat incongruous to continue such a blanket prohibition at a time when other agencies such as the National Science Foundation are making substantial federal investments in curriculum development for science and math education.¹⁵³

Whether the funds allocated for more systematic development should be given directly to each lab from their existing OERI appropriations or pooled together and bid upon by the labs and other institutions such as the R&D centers needs to be explored further. One of the major advantages of having some type of competition for long-term developmental funds is that it would help OERI and its reviewer panels to select the strongest proposals from those institutions which are really interested in participating in such endeavors.

If the mission of the labs is reordered to emphasize more large-scale and systematic development, then obviously it may be necessary to redirect some of the existing development funds from some of the small and short-term projects the labs are currently pursuing. Moreover, given the unequal quality of applied and developmental research that has been encountered in this investigation, more emphasis needs to be placed on the quality of the work produced. Some of the current lab evaluation plans may

¹⁵³ Perhaps one could adapt some of the safeguards that the NSF has introduced in its regulation of curriculum development in recent years to avoid many of the criticisms it received for its MACOS project. For a helpful discussion of that controversy at NSF and the attempts by that agency to rectify the situation, see Dow, Schoolhouse Politics.
need to be strengthened by the inclusion of more outside reviewers with the requisite social science skills necessary to assess the various types of applied research and systematic developmental efforts that the labs may be pursuing.

If the labs move toward the production of more systematic and large-scale applied research and development, it may be useful for them to increase the representation of individuals on their regional governing boards who are experienced and trained in research and developmental tasks. At the present time, with the exception of a few labs, it does not appear that there are many persons on the existing regional governing boards who are experienced researchers or well-trained developmentalists. By including more researchers and developmentalists, it will provide the regional governing boards with the expertise necessary to guide and monitor the work of those institutions; it will also reinforce the value of such activities among the regional governing boards.

The quality of the research and development at the labs can also be enhanced by several improvements at OERI. The next competition for labs in 1995 should request more specific information about the design and operation of the proposed applied research and development projects. The technical panels assigned to evaluate those proposals should have sufficient representation from individuals expert in research and development in order to assure a high level of quality. Again, as with the reviewers for the R&D centers, they should be modestly compensated in order to ensure being able to recruit the most competent and appropriate
individuals.

The limited analysis of the labs by the National Academy of Science panel led them to question the advisability of any future competitions for those institutions due to the lack of competition and to the concern that the process did not improve the performance of the incumbents.\(^\text{154}\) While the panel has raised a legitimate and important issue, unfortunately they did not conduct the type of careful and thorough review of the labs to warrant such a strong conclusion. My own perusal of the applications for the five labs, including one which had to resubmit their proposal twice before being funded, suggests that the application process may have provided a convenient and useful opportunity for OERI and the outside reviewers to clarify and influence the direction and nature of the proposed activities at those institutions. Given the continued difficulties for some OERI institutional liaisons to monitor and improve the operation of the labs today, the elimination of any future lab competition what-so-ever may be counter-productive. Moreover, before relying only upon the promise of a periodic review of the labs to monitor their progress, perhaps first we should be certain that OERI can and will develop an appropriate and effective lab review system which ensures the

\(^{154}\) Atkinson and Jackson, eds., Research and Education Reform, p. 152. In subsequent public and private discussions with some individuals from the National Academy of Science panel, they stressed the high cost of running such competitions. However, if this was the basis of their decision, they might have provided us with some estimates of those costs. Moreover, given the sizable expenditure that the federal government invests in the labs over a five-year contract, would a small percentage of those funds expended on a useful competition really be inappropriate?
quality of the products being produced. Finally, as the mission and the orientation of the labs may change over time (as they have so frequently done in the past), limiting the candidates for those new or revised tasks only to the current labs may be short-sighted. Thus, before considering any changes in the present system of holding competitions for the labs every five years, we may need a more indepth and systematic analysis of those institutions than the National Academy of Science panel was able to provide.\(^{155}\)

OERI must take a much more active role in guiding and monitoring the labs. While the agency should consult and work with the regional governing boards, the overall national directions for the labs must come from OERI—based, of course, upon careful and extensive consultation with local and state education officials, teachers, and parents. The recent efforts of OERI and the lab directors to develop a national system of regional educational labs is a welcome development and not inconsistent with the continued attention of the labs to the particular needs of their regional constituents. One of the important advantages of focusing on the

\(^{155}\) There is a widespread undercurrent among some analysts and policy makers that the presence of an incumbent lab director on the National Academy of Science panel led to the recommendation that the labs should not have to face recompetition in the future. On the basis of my interviews some of the individuals connected with that effort, I did not detect any evidence to that effect. However, one might question the wisdom of the National Academy of Science for putting an active member from an OERI-funded lab and a R&D center on the panel since this might have inadvertently created the appearance of a potential conflict of interest. Indeed, one knowledgeable observer of the National Academy of Science study believes that the presence of a lab and a center director on the panel discouraged more open and candid discussions of the strengths and weaknesses of those institutions.
national character of the regional education lab system is that it permits a greater specialization of the applied research and development among the labs and the elimination of unnecessary duplication and waste. Moreover, this specialization might allow individual labs to undertake some of the more large-scale and long-term applied research and development without diverting too much of the funds for providing technical assistance to regional clients.

As the applied research and development products of the labs are oriented more to a national audience, it will also be appropriate and important to require that any of the quantitative research and development data assembled by those institutions using OERI funds be made available to others through a public use data archive. Again, as with the situation of the R&D centers, perhaps the guidelines for depositing data adopted by the National Science Foundation for its social science grantees could be used as the basis for developing a comparable policy for OERI.

The Educational Networks Division (END) within the Programs for the Improvement of Practice (PIP) needs to monitor more closely the quality of applied research and development produced by the labs. More attention needs to be paid to the required lab self-evaluations to ensure that quality of their services and deliverables meet the highest standards. An indepth third-year review of all of the labs products and services would have been useful--comparable, but not entirely identical, to the review of the R&D centers by the Office of Research (OR). Moreover, some of the institutional liaisons need to take a more active role in
monitoring the quality of the applied research and development at their institutions. As with the R&D centers, in situations where an individual project at a lab is deemed inadequate conceptually and methodologically, that project should be redesigned satisfactorily or those funds redirected to other activities within that lab or reassigned to another lab. The problem is not that the institutional liaisons are advocates or defenders of the labs. On the contrary, most of them can and have been quite critical of aspects of the labs. However, many of them often feel too powerless in the present circumstances to assert the type of leadership needed to monitor effectively the quality of work being done at those institutions.

As we have noted earlier, the Laboratory Team at END is already doing a good job of co-ordinating their activities and standardizing their interpretations of the federal rules and regulations governing the labs. They are to be commended and encouraged to continue their co-ordination and co-operation amongst themselves. The development of a handbook for institutional liaisons is also an important step forward. Perhaps in the near future it may be possible to expand the handbook to include some additional suggestions on how to monitor more effectively the quality of the applied research and development produced in the labs. Finally, the ability of the institutional liaisons to visit the labs at least twice a year should be maintained.

Since some of the institutional liaisons, like their center monitor counterparts, have not had sufficient training and
experience in research and development to oversee properly those activities in the labs, it may be necessary and useful to draw upon the expertise of others in END or elsewhere in OERI. Some of the institutional liaisons also may need and want additional training in social science methodology as well as development practices to enhance their skills. Perhaps it is also time to re-establish an evaluation unit within END or PIP that could provide technical assistance to the institutional liaisons when it is needed.

One of the difficulties encountered in evaluating the nature and cost of the applied research and development at the labs was the inadequacies in the design and the reporting of substantive and budgetary information in the current PMIS system at OERI. The categories for the PMIS system should be expanded and defined more carefully in order to reflect more accurately lab activities and expenditures. Particularly, more attention needs to be devoted to the definition of development and it may be necessary to subdivide that broad category in order for everyone to be able to communicate more effectively with each other. The PMIS forms should be promptly and completely filled out by the labs and that information used by the institutional liaisons and other policy makers at OERI to analyze the activities of those units.

It has been all too easy to forget the importance of worrying about quality in the research and development produced by the labs and the R&D centers. Neither OERI or the U.S. Congress has paid sufficient attention to it in the past, despite the occasional and prophetic warnings from individuals like Sam Sieber nearly two
decades ago:

In the context of current pressures for dissemination, it is easy to forget that not all information or innovations are really worth disseminating. Obviously, if information or innovations are unreliable, misleading, or unsuited to the situation, they can have repercussions which are altogether harmful. And even if not harmful, an accumulation of futile experiences with information or products might create an attitude of skepticism toward R&D of all kinds. Further, even when an innovation is workable and effective, the opportunity cost of this particular innovation rather than another might be undesirable. Although these points are obvious, it would seem that we are still wedded to the notion of "the more utilization the better." 156

Perhaps now is the time to set aside some of the past acrimony between OERI and the labs in order to work together to develop a truly effective and useful system for educational research and development which finally adequately takes into account the quality of the work being commissioned and produced. Otherwise we will be condemned to continue to waste much of the scarce federal resources we have for helping all of our children receive the high quality of education they need and deserve.

156 Campbell et al., R&D Funding Policies of the National Institute of Education, p. 90.
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Member of the Center for Demography and Ecology at the University of Wisconsin, 1972-1974

Teaching Fellow in American History at Harvard University, 1970-1972

Instructor in "History of U.S.", a Harvard University Extension Course, 1970

Member of Somerville, Massachusetts Zoning Appeals Board, 1970-1972
Books:


*The Origins of Public High Schools: A Re-Examination of the Beverly High School Controversy* (Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985)


Edited *Historical Perspectives on the Current Education Reforms* (forthcoming) (with Diane Ravitch)

Articles and Essays:


"The 1789 Life Table of Edward Wigglesworth," *Journal of Economic History*, XXXI, No. 3 (September 1971), 570-590.


"Beyond Catherine Beecher: Female Education in the United States," Signs, III, No. 4 (Summer 1978), 856-869. (with Richard M. Bernard)


"Abortion and the 1978 Congressional Elections," *Family Planning Perspectives,* XII, No. 5 (September/October 1980), 238-246. (with Michael W. Traugott)


"Images of Elderly in Popular Literature: A Content Analysis of Littell's Living Age, 1845-1882," *Social Science History,* V, No. 2 (Spring 1981), 123-170. (with Jane Range)


"Training and Retraining in Quantitative Approaches to the Social Science," *Historical Methods,* XVII, No. 4 (Fall 1984), 255-264. (with Jerome M. Clubb)


"Teenage Pregnancy," Social Science, 71, No. 2/3 (Fall 1986), 158-164.


"Should We Discourage Teenage Marriage?" Public Interest, 87 (Spring 1987), 23-37. (with P. Lindsay Chase-Lansdale)


"Historical Development of Age-Stratification in Schooling," Teacher's College Record, 90, No. 2 (Winter 1988), 211-236. (with David Angus and Jeffrey Mirel)


"Teenage Pregnancy and the Underclass," Public Interest, 93 (Fall 1988), 87-96.


Reports and Hearings:


Assisted in supervising and editing of five more reports and eight additional volumes and hearings of the U.S. House Select Committee on Population, 1978.

"Evaluation of the Activities of the Alan Guttmacher Institute for the Ford Foundation" (June 1980), 70 pp.

"Surveys of Academic Freedom Among Faculty, Students, and the Public: A Review of the Literature and Suggestions for Future Research" (September 1991) [for Office of Education Research and Improvement, Department of Education].

Review Essays:


Review essay of Peter Knight's The Plain People of Boston, 1830-1860 in Journal of Interdisciplinary History, III, No. 4 (Spring 1973), 781-786.


"From Springfield to Omaha," Reviews in American History, I, No. 3 (September 1973), 330-335.


"Hasty Marriages or Hasty Conclusions," Public Interest, 90 (Winter 1988), 128-132. (with Lindsay Chase-Lansdale)


"Stalking the Elusive Middle Class in Nineteenth Century America," Comparative Studies in Society and History, XXXIII, No. 3 (July 1991),

Short Book Reviews:

Annals of American Academy of Political and Social Science, 1989
Business History Review, 1982
Comparative Studies in Society and History, 1977
Contemporary Sociology, 1984
Hastings Center Report, 1981
Scholastic Information:

National Merit Scholarship to Wesleyan University, 1961-1965
Graduated with Honors, Cum Laude, and Phi Beta Kappa from Wesleyan University, 1965
Dutcher Prize from Wesleyan University (excellence in history) 1965
William Day Leonard Award from Wesleyan University (all-around achievement), 1965
University of Michigan Distinguished Faculty Award, 1988-1989
Danforth Fellowship to Harvard University, 1965-1969
Fellowship to Cornell University Summer Program, 1967
Research grants from Cambridge Project, Danforth Foundation, Harvard University History Department, Harvard Center for Population Studies, Milton Fund, and National Science Foundation, 1968-1972 ($11,450)
Grant from U.S. Office of Education Research for project on Infant Education with Dean May ($1,250), 1971-1973
Grant from Spencer Foundation ($2,100), 1973
Fellowship from Rockefeller Foundation ($10,000), 1973-1974
Grant from NIH for project on "Diagnosis and Treatment of Asylum Inmates from 1818-1860" with Barbara Rosenkrantz ($150,000), 1974-1977
Grant from Rackham School of Graduate Studies, University of Michigan, for study of "The Development and Functioning of Academic Departments" ($3,540), 1975-1976
Grant from the Rockefeller Foundation for project on "Voting Behavior in the 94th Congress on Population Policy" ($6,550), 1977-1978
Grant from NIE for project on "The Politics of Educational Reform in Nineteenth-Century Massachusetts: The Controversy over the Beverly High School in 1960" ($12,831), 1979

Fellowship from Social Science Research Council for Life-Span Summer Program ($2,750), 1980


Grant from NIA for project on "The Development of Retirement in Early America: An Analysis of Congregational and Presbyterian Ministers in New Hampshire from 1630 to 1875" ($14,229), 1980-1981

Guggenheim Fellowship for project on "Death and Dying in Civil War America" ($13,000), 1981-1982

Grant from Rackham School of Graduate Studies, University of Michigan, for study of "Death and Dying in Civil War America" ($5,983), 1981-1982

Grant from Spencer Foundation for Analysis of Education in Newburyport, Massachusetts in 1860 ($5,000), 1983

Grant from Sloan Foundation for Conference on "New Directions for Demographic History" with Charles Tilly and Olivier Zunz ($9,900), 1986

Fellowship to the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford University, 1987-1988 (postponed)

Grant from NEH Summer Seminar Program for College Teachers ($71,133), 1987

Grant from Spencer Foundation for "Determinants of High School Attendance in Antebellum America" ($7,500), 1987-1988

Grant from Sloan Foundation for Summer Program in "Quantitative Methods and Reasoning for Historians" with Jerome Clubb ($64,110), 1987-1989

Grant from American Institutions Program ($7,500) for research, 1988-1990

Grant from University of Michigan ($7,500) for research, 1988-1990

Grant from NEH Summer Seminar Program for College Teachers ($92,568), 1990

Grant from Spencer Foundation for "The Crisis in Moral Education in Antebellum Massachusetts" ($7,500), 1991-1992

Professional Activities:

Presented 130 papers, lectures, or seminars at professional meetings, other colleges and universities, or before public groups.

Commented on 23 professional papers.

Chaired 10 scholarly sessions.
Maris A. Vinovskis

Presented material 16 times as member of panel.

Helped organize workshop on Essex County [Mass.] History, June 1970

Chairman of committee to organize a conference on Essex County History, Salem, June 1971

Member of the Board of Editors of the Historical Methods Newsletter, 1972-1979

Member of the Board of Editors of the American Quarterly, 1977-1980

Member of the Board of Editors of the Journal of Family History, 1976--

Member of the Board of Editors of Human Nature, 1989--

Member of the Board of Editors of History of Education Quarterly, 1991--

Member of the OAH Committee on Bibliography and Research, 1974-1977

Co-organizer with Tamara Hareven of conference on "The Family in the Process of Urbanization" which was sponsored by the MSSB, Williamstown, Mass., July 1974

Consultant to NEH sponsored project under the direction of Richard Bushman to computerize the Massachusetts Valuation Lists of 1771, 1975-1976

Member of the Publications Committee of the Social Science History Association, 1976-1978

Member of the Advisory Committee for Data Archiving Information on Aging, joint project of the Institute of Gerontology and Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan, 1978-1984

Member of Local Arrangements Committee for the Social Science History Association meeting in Ann Arbor, Michigan, October 1977

Testified on "Historical Perspectives on Abortion" at the hearings of Michigan Senate Committee on Health and Social Services, June 1979

Taped half-hour TV interview with Harold Johnson of the University of Michigan Institute of Gerontology on "The Demography of Aging," August 1979

Assisted in drafting staff working paper on legislative expenditures for the U.S. House of Representatives Select Committee on Committees, August 1979

Guest editor of the Michigan Law Review, August 1979

Chairman of the committee to select best articles from the Journal of Social History, 1979-1980

Member of the Advisory Group on Child and Family Indicators of the Social Indicators Program of the Social Science Research Council, 1979-1981

Member of program committee for Social Science History Association meeting at Rochester, New York, November 1980
Consultant to the Ford Foundation to evaluate the activities of the Alan Guttmacher Institute, 1980

Member of committee to evaluate the History of Education Quarterly, 1980

Consultant to Center for Population and Family Health, Columbia University, on program for "Preventing Adolescent Pregnancy: The Role of the Family," 1981

Consultant to the National Archives and Records Service on disposition of FBI records, March 1981


Member of panel for reviewers for summer research grants for the National Endowment for the Humanities, February 1982

Member of Committee on History for 1983 Society for Research on Child Development Program

Member of Committee on Biosocial Life-Span Approaches to Parenting and Offspring Development, Social Science Research Council, 1983-1991

Member of National Advisory Panel on The Data Archive on Adolescent Pregnancy and Pregnancy Prevention, 1983-1986

Member of Committee on Child Development and Social Policy for the Society for Research in Child Development, 1983-1989; Acting Chairman, 1988

Member of Panel to Select the Merle Curti Award for best book in American Social History for 1982-1983

Member of Panel to Select the Bancroft Prizes for 1986

Member of National Academy of Sciences Panel on The Problem of Teenage Pregnancy, 1984-1986

Instructor for Sessions on The Adolescent Family Life Program at SRCD Workshop, Cornell University, June 21-23, 1984

Elected to Executive Committee of Social Science History Association, 1984-1987

Member of Program Committee on Social Policy for SRCD meeting in Toronto, April 1985

Chairman, Committee on Research in Economic History, 1984-1985

Member of Advisor Panel, University of Wisconsin Press series on Life Course Development, 1985--

Member, AHA Committee on Quantitative History, 1984-1986; chairman, 1986

Elected to Board of Directors of the History of Education Society, 1987-1989

Project Coordinator, Quantitative Research in History: Historical Demography of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, U.S.-U.S.S.R. Exchange, 1985-1990
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Discussed adolescent pregnancy on television NBC Today Show, April 1987; WXYZ (Detroit), August 1987; WBZ TV (Boston), November 1987

Discussed adolescent pregnancy on radio talk show, KING 1090, April 1987; WXYT 1270, October 1987; WFAD, January 1988

Member of Planning Committee for special issue of *Daedalus* on late adolescence and early adulthood, 1987

Commentator on Best Dissertations in Economic History, 1987

Member of Editorial Advisory Board for the *American National Biography*, 1987-1993

Member of Advisory Board for Institute for American Values, 1988--

Member of Committee to Select Director of the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library, 1988

Member of Editorial Advisory Board for the *Encyclopedia of Adolescence*, 1987-1990

Member of SSHA Committee on Education, 1988-1990

Member of American Antiquarian Society Committee on Education, 1988-1991

Member of Social Policy Committee of the Society for Research on Adolescence, 1989-1994

Member of Committee on Interdisciplinary Affairs, SSRC, 1989-1991

Chairman, Committee to Select the Best Book in the History of Education for 1989-1990

Member of Committee to Select Best Book on Children and Public Policy, 1989-1992

Member of Planning Committee for special issue of *Daedalus* on children ages 3-11, 1991

Consultant to Sandia Laboratories on the WIPP nuclear waste disposal site in New Mexico, 1990-1992

Member, Publications Committee, Social Science History Association, 1992-1994

Member of Steering Committee, Center for Family Studies, University of Delaware, 1989--

Elected President of the History of Education Society, 1994-1995
APPENDIX B

List of Centers and Laboratories
OERI’s Labs and Centers (1992)

10 Regional Educational Laboratories

The Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) helps educators and policymakers solve education problems in their schools through a network of 10 regional educational laboratories. Using the best available information and the experience and expertise of professionals, the laboratories identify solutions to education problems, try new approaches, furnish research results and publications, and provide training to teachers and administrators. OERI recently awarded $162 million in contracts to operate the laboratories over the next 5 years. As part of their individual regional programs, all laboratories will pay particular attention to the needs of at-risk students and small rural schools.

The 10 laboratories are:

Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc. (AEL)
1031 Quarrrier Street
PO Box 1348
Charleston, WV 25325
(304) 347-0400

Board Chair: Ralph Booher Jr.
Executive Director: Terry L. Eidel
Deputy Executive Director: John R. Sanders
Region Served: Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia
OERI Liaison: Carol Mitchell
(202) 219-2128

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development (FWL)
730 Harrison Street
San Francisco, CA 94107-1242
(415) 565-3000

Board Chair: Joann Mortensen
Executive Director: Dean H. Nafziger
Region Served: Arizona, California, Nevada, and Utah
OERI Liaison: Marshall Sashkin
(202) 219-2120

Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL)
Denver Office: 2550 S. Parker Rd., Suite 500
Aurora, CO 80014
(303) 337-0990

Kansas City Office: 4709 Bellevue Avenue
Kansas City, MO 64112

North Central Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL)
1900 Spring Rd., Suite 300
Oak Brook, IL 60521
(708) 571-4700

Board Chair: Frankly Walter
Executive Director: Jari Nowakowski
Region Served: Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio
OERI Liaison: Carter H. Colins
(202) 219-2194

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL)
101 SW Main Street, Suite 500
Portland, OR 97204-3297
(503) 275-9500

Board Chair: Barbara Parker
Executive Director: Robert R. Rath
Deputy Executive Director: Ethel Simon-McWilliams
Region Served: Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Montana, and Washington
OERI Liaison: John Coulson
(202) 219-2133

Pacific Regional Educational Laboratory (PREL)
1164 Bishop Street, Suite 1409
Honolulu, HI 96813
(808) 532-1900

Board Chair: Steve Umetaro (Acting)
Executive Director: John W. Kofel
Region Served: American Samoa, Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Guam, Hawaii, Republic of the Marshall Islands, and Republic of Palau
OERI Liaison: Joseph Wilkes
(202) 219-2186

Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement of the Northeast and Islands
300 Brickstone Square, Suite 900
Andover, MA 01810
(508) 470-0098

Board Chair: Edward Reddy

Executive Director: David P. Crandall
Region Served: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands
OERI Liaison: John C. Egemenier
(202) 219-2119

Research for Better Schools, Inc. (RBS)
444 North Third Street
Philadelphia, PA 19123-4107
(215) 574-9300
Board Chair: Lorraine DeLuz
Executive Director: John E. Hopkins
Deputy Director: John A. Connolly
Region Served: Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and the District of Columbia
OERI Liaison: Susan K. Talley
(202) 219-2129

SouthEastern Regional Vision for Education (SERVE)
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
P.O. Box 5367
Greensboro, NC 27435-5367
(919) 334-3211 or (800) 755-3277

Office of Policy Research and Improvement
Florida Department of Education
325 West Gaines Street, Suite 414
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0400
(904) 488-1611
Board Chair: Gov. Guy Hunt
Executive Director: Roy H. Forbes
Deputy Executive Director, Headquarters: Ernest K. Nicholson
Deputy Executive Director, Field Office: Dorothy K. Routh
Region Served: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, and South Carolina
OERI Liaison: Cheryl Garnette
(202) 219-2267

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (SEDL)
211 East Seventh Street
Austine, TX 78701
(512) 478-6861
Board Chair: Ed Harris
Executive Director: Preston C. Krapsake
Region Served: Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas
OERI Liaison: Richard A. Lallman
(202) 219-2274
To help strengthen student learning in the United States, OERI supports 25 university-based national educational research and development centers. The office recently established 17 new centers following a nationwide grant competition. The new centers, plus 8 existing ones, conduct research on topics that will help policymakers, practitioners, and parents meet the national education goals by the year 2000. In addition to addressing specific topics, most also will focus on children at risk. Many also are collaborating with other universities, and many work with elementary and secondary schools. All have been directed by OERI to make sure the information they produce reaches parents, teachers, and others who can use it to make meaningful changes in America's schools. The 25 centers and their collaborating partners are:

Center on Families, Communities, Schools, and Children's Learning
Boston University
605 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 353-3309
Co-directors: Dr. Don Davies and Dr. Joyce Epstein
Affiliated Organizations:
- Institute for Responsive Education, Boston
- Johns Hopkins University
- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
- Wheelock College, Boston
- Yale University
OERI Liaison: Harold Himmelfarb
(202) 219-2223

National Research Center on the Gifted and Talented
University of Connecticut at Storrs
Department of Educational Psychology
Storrs, CT 06269-2007
(203) 486-5279
Director: Dr. Joseph Renzulli
Affiliated Organizations:
- University of Georgia
- University of Virginia
- Yale University
OERI Liaison: Ivor Pritchard
(202) 219-2223

National Research Center on Cultural Diversity and Second Language Learning
University of California at Santa Cruz
Kerr Hall
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
(408) 459-3501
Co-directors: Dr. Eugene Garcia and Dr. Barry McLaughlin
Affiliated Organizations:
- Linguistic Minority Research Project of the University of California
- Center for Applied Linguistics, Washington, DC
OERI Liaison: Rene Gonzalez
(202) 219-2207

National Center for Research on Educational Accountability and Teacher Evaluation
Western Michigan University
401 B. Ellsworth Hall
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
(616) 387-5292
Director: Dr. Daniel Stufflebeam
Affiliated Organizations:
- University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa
- College of William and Mary
- University of South Florida
OERI Liaison: Susan Klein
(202) 219-2207

National Center on Education in the Inner Cities
Temple University
Center for Research in Human Development and Education
933 Ritter Hall Annex
13th Street and Cecil B. Moore Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 746-3001
Director: Dr. Margaret C. Wang
Affiliated Organizations:
- University of Illinois at Chicago
- University of Houston
OERI Liaison: Oliver Moiles
(202) 219-2207
APPENDIX C

Reply to Comments of Mary Kennedy,
Chair, Organization of Research Centers (ORC)
Reactions to Mary Kennedy's Letter
About the Draft Report on Centers
May 20, 1993

Mary Kennedy, as Chair of the Organization of Research Centers (ORC), wrote a four-page critique of the draft reports on the quality of work produced by the OERI research and development centers (copy of her letter follows). I telephoned Mary Kennedy and thanked her for the comments as well as indicated where and why we still disagree on some items. As with the other comments about my draft center and lab reports, her specific criticisms have been addressed directly in the revised center and laboratory reports. However, it might be useful for the reader to have my specific reactions to the points raised in her letter on behalf of the center directors as it illustrates some of the basic differences in how the original draft report was perceived and reported.

Quality of Research

The most basic criticism that Mary Kennedy makes is that the report employs an extremely narrow view of quality--focused almost entirely on sample size. As she put it in her letter, "you seem to be using a very narrow definition of 'quality' which appears to consist almost exclusively of sample size, a criterion that only applies when statistical analyses are employed." She repeated her criticism in an Education Week interview and added that one if you
"Ask a researcher to define for you what makes a study good, you'll get a half-dozen criteria, none of them sample size."

The issue of what constitutes quality is an important one, but Mary Kennedy's characterization of my definition being based only upon sample size is seriously inaccurate and misleading. The draft text on the centers makes it abundantly clear that I have looked at a variety of factors, not just sample size. Let me illustrate this by commenting on each of the six the principles mentioned in her letter:

(1) & (2) The first two principles state that "(a) good research addresses question(s) that have theoretical or practical significance or both; (b) good research recognizes and builds upon other research and argument in the field."

I certainly would agree with her first two statements. Indeed, throughout the report I emphasize the importance of doing a careful, critical review of the existing literature as part of the initial research design (in fact, I criticize many of the center research proposals for failing to have interacted sufficiently with the broader research community). The report then goes on to criticize many of the centers for lacking a coherent and cumulative research strategy. Unfortunately, Mary Kennedy neither acknowledged my discussions about the broader theoretical and field concerns nor addressed my criticisms of some of the centers for failing to have a broader and more ongoing research strategy (a
serious omission given the original and often restated mission of the centers).

(3) The third principle states that "(c) good research is systematic and there are opportunities to find disconfirming evidence." Again, I strongly agree with this principle and have devoted much attention to this issue. For example, the draft report pointed out the need for representative samples whenever possible and the importance of having adequate controls in order to test the impact of interventions. It criticized poorly designed studies, such as the comparison of Florida and Wisconsin teachers, because they made any systematic analyses difficult if not impossible.

(4) The statement that "good research uses methods for measuring or documenting phenomena that are as valid as possible" is self-evident among almost all researchers--though sometimes there is disagreement about the specific measures employed. Indeed, one of the relative strengths of some of the center work was their emphasis on documenting or describing phenomena--though sometimes at the expense of more rigorous analysis.

(5) The fifth principle is that "good research uses research methods that are appropriate to the questions(s) posed." Again, no one would argue with this proposition.
This matter was explored in several parts of the draft report—including a discussion of the appropriate and inappropriate use of case studies. Similarly, the discussion of the use of simple descriptive statistics rather than more sophisticated and rigorous analytic methods are noted for several of the center studies.

(6) Finally, "good research reports are explicit about definitions and methods so that others can know exactly how conclusions were reached." So true. In fact, the draft report criticized studies which did not provide information about the number of subjects or failed to include the tables from which the conclusions were drawn. Moreover, I pointed out the unwillingness of many of the centers to provide adequately detailed research designs which then could have been scrutinized and criticized by reviewers and/or center monitors.

Far from concentrating only on sample sizes, I have addressed a broad array of concerns—including those which Mary Kennedy has listed as some of her principles of good research. Moreover, her casual dismissal of the importance of sample size is troublesome—especially since a significant number of center studies were negatively affected by this consideration.

If one looks through the text and footnotes of my draft report, it is clear that I was quite aware of the current scholarly
writings on research and have used them extensively throughout my work. Her apparent effort to characterize my analysis as being based on an almost exclusive focus on sample size as a criterion of quality is simply inaccurate and misleading.

Generalizability of Research

The second major criticism that Mary Kennedy makes of my work is that I fail to address the issue of the generalizability of research. As she puts it, "[w]e assume that one reason you focus on sample size is that you assume large samples make research generalizable." She goes on to emphasize the need to take into consideration the context and particular setting of the study--regardless of the sample size.

Again, Mary Kennedy has simply misread my draft report. Throughout the report I stressed the importance of knowing the setting and context of any study and warned readers of the dangers of generalizing from a non-representative sample. For example, questions about the representativeness of the case studies done by the Berkeley Writing Center were raised as well as the use of convenience samples by the UCLA Center. Similarly, the generalizability of results from the volunteer teachers in the Pittsburgh Center math study was questioned. A third example is the failure to specify that a certain study was done on a Catholic school was criticized because readers might not appreciate the potential dangers of using the results from this study uncritically.
in order to understand behavior in the public schools.

Mary Kennedy should have been particularly aware of my concern and understanding of the limits of generalizing from individual case studies. Although the National Center for Research on Teacher Learning was not one of the centers I investigated, Mary Kennedy visited me on July 29, 1992 in Washington, DC (with Joyce Murphy, her OERI center monitor). We discussed a study of an undergraduate honors history course at Michigan State which her center was funding (I had not seen the study, but she described it for me). I cautioned her about making any generalizations from an honors history course at one particular institution and suggested the need for replicating that investigation in other courses and at different colleges and universities. She strongly disagreed with me and argued that the results of this particular analysis would be equally applicable even in other settings—such as Eastern Michigan University or the University of Michigan. We never resolved our disagreement. However, after she left, Joyce Murphy provided me with a copy of that study. G. Williamson McDiarmid, the author of the case study, wrote that "[obviously, case studies of this type do not produce generalizable findings." Thus, far from ignoring the issue of context and setting, I have dealt with it both in my report and in my discussions with the directors of the centers.

Difference Between "Basic" and "Applied" Research

Mary Kennedy writes that in our distant past the research
community worried about the relative proportion of research expenditures that went to basic versus applied research, but this distinction has been virtually abandoned today. To raise the issue now, she claims "is more than frivolous; it threatens to move us backward, to open old wounds, and to distract us from more important issues regarding the substance of our work."

Throughout the report I have acknowledged that it is difficult in practice to separate basic and applied research, but I suspect that the debate about that distinction has not been relegated to our "distant past" as Mary Kennedy claims. For example, the educational researchers on National Academy of Science panel studying the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) in 1992 continued to make a distinction between basic and applied research. Indeed, the National Academy report specifically stated that: "...the centers should undertake considerable more basic research than they do." I found no evidence that anyone accused their recommendation or approach of being "more than frivolous."

Moreover, rather than accepting uncritically the widely used distinction between basic and applied research, I offered a way of refining and improving that discussion. Borrowing from the recent work of the Social Science Research Council, I suggested that we might want to broaden our discussion by adding the concept of "mission-oriented" basic research. It is interesting to note that the Social Science Research Council has not abandoned the discussion about basic and applied research (nor has the National Science Foundation in its recent discussions on the future
direction of their agency). Unfortunately, Mary Kennedy did not acknowledge the considerable extent of my discussion of this complex issue in the draft report—but instead reverted in her letter to attacking stereotypes prevalent 20-30 years ago.

Distribution of Center Expenditures

Given the difficulties of categorizing research, Mary Kennedy suggests that it may be counterproductive to examine how center funds are appropriated to different areas. Accountability cannot be dismissed because of difficulties inherent in the task. We have a responsibility to the public to document and analyze how federal research funds are expended. If no attempts are made to categorize how OERI research funds are spent, policy makers and administrators will be handicapped in carrying out one of their basic responsibilities. Rather than abandoning the system as a whole, our collective responsibility is to try to improve it. In the report I suggested that the current PMIS system as well as the new TORUS system should be improved.

Part of the problem is that the center directors and their research staff usually have not taken the PMIS system very seriously and therefore the data they have reported have been suspect. As the report clearly stated, when I went to each of the five current centers investigated, they were provided with copies of my analysis of their center activities and given an opportunity to make any changes or adjustments they thought necessary.
Therefore, I think that the results reported in this analysis are not as "seriously flawed" as Mary Kennedy argues—though certainly there is a need for further refinement of the current PMIS system. Indeed, the draft report was careful throughout to caution the reader about using these data uncritically.

I do share, however, Mary Kennedy's skepticism about the specific estimate of basic research done at the "policy center" at Rutgers University. As the draft report pointed out, the claim of such a high percentage of basic research at the Rutgers University Center was based upon a change in the data provided after my visit to that institution. As the new chair of the Organization of Research Centers (ORC), Mary Kennedy might work with the other center directors and the OERI staff to improve the general understanding of and agreement on the terms used. Since Mary Kennedy characterizes Susan Fuhrman's (the director of the Rutgers University Center) categorization of basic research as "not meaningful," perhaps this may provide a useful opening for a further dialogue on this matter, both among the centers and with OERI.

Despite the problems in the measurement of the different types of work done by the centers and laboratories, I think the report has demonstrated the value of looking at this type of information. For example, thanks in part to the categorization of the data, the lack of development work by the centers was revealed. This was one of the more important findings in my analysis and one that the earlier National Academy of Science report did not recognize adequately.
Moreover, my efforts to categorize center activities were not confined to the nature of the research, but also dealt with center expenditures on overhead, administrative costs, and dissemination. The distinction between research and non-research expenditures was less difficult to make (again, the centers were given an opportunity to correct their figures). Thus, another major finding of this report was that only about one-half of the federal funds went for actual research—something which many policy makers and the public do not realize, but should know.

How Should OERI Determine the Quality of Research

Mary Kennedy suggests that a review of the quality of the research at centers and laboratories would have been better done by a panel than by any single individual scholar. That would have been my preference as well—though I doubt that the actual results would be much different if a disinterested panel rather than just one disinterested scholar had performed this task.

Having single individuals analyze the centers and laboratories has been neither uncommon nor considered unacceptable by either the National Institute of Education (NIE) or the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) and their constituencies. For example, Francis Chase and Kendall Price each examined the centers and laboratories in the past. More recently, Brenda Turnbull of Policy Studies Associates has been commissioned to do an indepth evaluation of certain aspects of laboratory activities. Moreover,
many of these studies did not focus just on some portion of the center or laboratory activities, but had to look at them as entire entities—a much more difficult and ambitious task than my assignment.

The panel studies of the centers and laboratories which have been done did not look in detail at the quality of work of these institutions—perhaps in part because of the major commitment of time and money such an investigation would require. The National Academy of Science, for example, originally was expected to do a careful review of the centers and laboratories as part of their overall analysis of the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI). Unfortunately, they choose not to pursue that part of their mission due to a lack of time and resources.

While I do not think that a panel of other experts is likely to come up with a very different set of conclusions about the nature and quality of the research and development at the centers and laboratories, I certainly would welcome any further systematic inquiries. Moreover, I would suggest adding some other tasks for that panel as well—such as systematically looking at the nature and quality of the technical assistance provided by the laboratories. Therefore, I urge the Organization of Research Centers (ORC) and the Council for Educational Development and Research (CEDaR) to join forces to encourage the Congress and the U.S. Department of Education to provide funds for an independent, indepth panel study of their activities.
Mary Kennedy questions looking at the deliverables sent to OERI as examples of their work—especially since many of these unpublished deliverables are refined when they are published. This is far from a compelling argument.

First, some of the materials I criticized were published in so-called "prestigious journals with rigorous peer review processes." For example, the study of Florida and Wisconsin teachers appeared in Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis. Despite the high quality of the journal and the peer review process, that research was seriously flawed methodologically. Rather than accept uncritically the validity of something just because it's been published, I suggest that it is better to actually read the essay carefully in order to determine its strengths and weaknesses. As most scholars know, just because something is published in a refereed journal does not necessarily mean it is correct.

Second, an especially disturbing finding from my report was that most of my serious methodological criticisms based on the unpublished deliverables sent to OERI do not disappear in subsequent versions. Many of the deliverables are never published and those that are published cannot easily or quickly overcome the basic conceptual and methodological weaknesses inherent in the original design. Moreover, in my visits to the five centers, I tried to discuss my specific criticisms of these studies with the
authors and listened to all of their rebuttals. Furthermore, I encouraged the centers and laboratories to send me any additional materials, including published works, which they thought might be appropriate (many did provide such materials to me at the time of the visit or after I returned to Washington, DC).

Third, Mary Kennedy is slighting the importance of ensuring the high quality of deliverables, not just for the purpose of accountability of the use of public funds, but also for sustaining our intellectual responsibility to other researchers and policymakers. Most of the research and development reports are widely distributed to policymakers and practitioners by the centers and laboratories. Indeed, this is an important component of their dissemination activities. If the deliverables are as flawed (compared to the eventual published materials) as Mary Kennedy argues, then the centers and labs should either warn the readers accordingly or only disseminate published materials. A much more responsible approach, I think, is to try to improve the quality of the deliverables as I think most centers and laboratories are striving to do. By downplaying the importance of providing center and laboratory deliverables of suitable quality, I think Mary Kennedy may be doing many of her colleagues and the system as a whole a serious disservice.

Conclusion

While I appreciate the critical comments about my draft report
from Mary Kennedy, on the whole I am dismayed by the surprisingly large number of errors and misleading statements in her letter. I strongly urge any interested readers to go back to the original draft report on the centers and the laboratories (copies of which can be obtained from the Office of Research in OERI) to assess for themselves the validity and accuracy of Mary Kennedy's criticisms and my response. Nevertheless, her letter on behalf of the center directors provided me with an opportunity to restate my original findings and to sharpen some important distinctions. I do regret, however, that the center directors did not use this opportunity also to respond to many of the other fundamental criticisms and suggestions for improving their institutions and practices--such as increasing the relatively modest percentage of federal research money spent on research and development or eliminating the fragmentary and non-cumulative nature of many of their studies.
April 30, 1993

Dr. Maris Vinovskis  
Office of Educational Research and Improvement  
U. S. Education Department  
555 New Jersey Avenue  
Washington, DC 20208  

Dear Maris;

As the newly-elected chair of the Organization of Research Centers, I am responding to the draft report you wrote on center and lab research. Our response is based primarily on your analysis of centers, but many of the points are probably equally applicable to the lab report.

The draft report has much to recommend it. Your disciplinary background in history serves you well, for instance, in your review of the history of NIE/OERI and its research centers. And you have done a careful and thorough job of capturing many of the difficulties both OERI staff and center researchers face in trying to promote and conduct high-quality research. The report’s greatest weaknesses appear in its central focus: defining the quality of work under way in research centers and laboratories. This is unfortunate, in that the issue of quality is extremely important and deserves thoughtful attention, particularly now, when OERI is being considered for reauthorization. In this letter, I want to outline some of the issues your report raised for center directors and offer some alternative ways of thinking about these issues.

1. What Makes Research "good?"

The central issue you tried to address was the quality of research conducted in centers. Quality is a slippery term in the best of circumstances, and no trivial topic in the field of research, where researchers have been debating it publicly for nearly two decades. Much of the argument in the field has centered on qualitative versus quantitative data, or on case studies as opposed to experiments or surveys. These debates have yielded some important insights about the nature of research, the most important of which is that there is no single rule or set of rules for defining correct procedures. Instead, a number of principles are used and their relative importance differs across settings. Here are some examples of these principles:

(a) good research addresses question(s) that have theoretical or practical significance or both;

(b) good research recognizes and builds on other research and argument in the field;
(c) good research is systematic and there are opportunities to find disconfirming evidence;

(d) good research uses methods for measuring or documenting phenomena that are as valid as possible;

(e) good research uses research methods that are appropriate to the question(s) posed; and

(f) good research reports are explicit about definitions and methods so that others can know exactly how conclusions were reached.

Please do not read this as THE criteria for quality. It is a rough approximation of what we perceive as prevailing views in the field. Others would no doubt disagree with some or many of these points. The point is that your report gives the impression that you are unaware of the extensive literature in this area, for you seem to be using a very narrow definition of "quality" which appears to consist almost exclusively of sample size, a criterion that only applies when statistical analyses are employed.

The question of research quality is an important one, one that OERI should give serious thought to. But that thought should be based on current thinking in the field and should take into account the possibility that criteria might differ depending on the content being studied and the norms of different disciplines. So while we are glad you have raised the issue, we are concerned that your criteria are overly narrow and don't reflect the thinking in the field as a whole.

2. What makes research generalizable?

We assume that one reason you focus on sample size is that you assume large samples make research generalizable. But as this debate about quality has ensued, debates about the generalizability of research findings have also been lively. We now recognize that numerous issues influence the generalizability of research findings. Cronbach has defined generalizability as depending not only on the sample of research subjects, but on the nature of the treatment and on the nature of the context as well. Some researchers have drawn the distinction between generalizability, which is a statistical method of extrapolating from one's data, and transferability, which is a judgmental process of extending findings to other settings. This distinction is useful not only to qualitative work, such as case studies, but to quantitative studies as well: Most experimental studies are done within particular settings, for instance, regardless of the size of the sample of students who might participate. The extent to which these studies can be applied to other settings is a matter of judgement, not a matter of sample size.
3. What is the difference between "basic" and "applied" research?

In our distant past (that is, around 20-30 years ago), we worried a lot about the relative proportion of research expenditures that went to basic versus applied research, and we debated the relative merits of each. At that time, basic research was theory driven and tended to be conducted in laboratory settings. Applied research, on the other hand, addressed practical questions and was done in the field. It was assumed that basic research had to precede applied research, and that applied research built on basic. Now, the distinction has been virtually abandoned. Even theoretical work is conducted in the field, and all of it is applied as well as theoretical.

It has taken us a long time to move beyond this counter-productive distinction and the rivalries it engendered. To raise it again now is more than frivolous; it threatens to move us backward, to open old wounds, and to distract us from more important issues regarding the substance of our work.

4. How can OERI determine how centers are using their funds?

You also devote a considerable amount of your report to defining the proportion of funds that are used for policy research, evaluation, development, or basic or applied research. But the data you use for this analysis come from Project Information Forms and are seriously flawed, thus casting doubt on the entire analysis. The fact that a policy research center has more funding going to basic research than any other center should provide a clue that the data are not meaningful. One problem is that the terms are not defined, so that each person filling out the form uses his or her own idiosyncratic definitions. Another problem is that the categories are not mutually exclusive, and many studies can be defined in multiple ways. I already noted, for instance, that researchers rarely distinguish basic from applied research, and it is not clear how anyone could distinguish policy research from applied research.

It seems to us that the more important question is not how much money is going to these vaguely-defined categories, but rather whether the money is being used to address important questions. That determination, presumably, was made when the centers were originally reviewed.

5. How should OERI determine the quality of the research it supports?

In the past, OERI has tended to evaluate research promise at the point of funding rather than evaluating the quality of work once it was completed. We commend both you and Diane Ravitch for raising the question of the quality of completed work. But if OERI is to pursue this question seriously, it needs to pay attention to the procedures it uses for review. Research promise has traditionally been determined by panels of peer reviewers. A similar process of peer review could be used to evaluate completed research. Other methods include responses from consumers, analysis of citations, or analysis of awards or other forms of recognition for
OERI-sponsored work. What these procedures hold in common is that they recognize the importance of the field in determining quality and they recognize that different fields may value different kinds of research and employ different criteria to assess research quality.

A related issue has to do with which center products should be used to evaluate quality. You relied mainly on documents that were submitted to the OERI—those things we call "deliverables." But many centers do not consider deliverables as their ultimate products, nor do they consider OERI their ultimate audience. Instead, deliverables are intended to keep OERI abreast of our progress, thinking, and accomplishments. Most deliverables are substantially refined, modified, and customized before they are submitted to their intended audiences. In fact, some of the studies you criticized were subsequently published in prestigious journals with rigorous peer review processes.

All of these issues are important ones, and we can thank you and Diane for surfacing them. However, we strongly urge you not to publish this report as it currently stands. The narrow criteria you have used to define quality and generalizability, the misplaced emphasis on basic versus applied research, the poor quality of the data you used to determine the distribution of funds across types of research all argue against its release. In addition, the procedural issue of who should evaluate quality, and how, is an important one. Publication of this report would imply that OERI believes one person's judgement and criteria are adequate to assess the diverse array of work being done in the labs and centers.

Sincerely,

Mary M. Kennedy
ORC Chair, 1993-1994

MK/Imf

cc: Center Directors
Sharon Robinson
Joe Connaty